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Summ ary and Conclusions

his document summarizes a conference of state and metropolitanplanners, researchers,
public officials from all sectors of government, and individuals from the private sector
held to review the transportation community's experience with the 1990 census and to

begin assessment of future needs and preparation of recommendations for the next census. This
report is the third in a series. Previous meetings were held in Albuquerque, New Mexico, in
7973 and Orlando, Florida, in 7984 to assess the respective decennial censuses.

Ovrnvr¡w AND CoNTEXT

The context in which this meeting occurred was in many respects more fluid and more complex
than in the previous meetings. The context is made complex both by changes in the transporta-
tion environment and in the planning for the decennial census.

Past meetings had the characteristic of operating with a given census structure and format.
Given that structure, the planners assessed their experience with responses to questions
developed in the previous census, considered revisions of those questions, and debated the
merits of additional transport-related questions in the upcoming census. Another concern of
past conferences, typicall¡ was the development of better mechanisms for tabulating and
disseminating the data. The process was incremental and orderly.

In the new context both the nature of travel and the demands made on the transportation
planning itself are changing, but, most significantl¡ the real change in conrext isrng, Dut, most srgnlllcanfiy, tne real cnaf

n+lìe nature of the deeenniaþroeess itsel
briefly summarizes the character of the new context.

Nature of Travel

The key concerns of the journey to work process are changing in significant ways. The
movement of women into the labor force in large numbers has brought to light important travel

commuters make stops for ancillary purposes on the way to and from work. Another facet of
the changing character of work travel centers on the stabilit¡ the regularit¡ of the work trip, in
terms of frequencS time, mode, and almost every other aspect of the trip. Other factois of
change were identified in the conference activities and are treated elsewhere in this document.
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Nature of the Planning Process

The transportation planning process is undergoing substantial change in many respects.

Legislative changes, including new transportâtion legislation [the Intermodal Surface Tfans-

porrarion Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA)I and the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
(CAAA), give metropolitan and state planners new powers, new resources, and new respon-

sibilities. Much of the focus of these nerü/ enactments is on the work trip. Among the current
concerns in planning related to the census journey to work are the following:

o Demand management planning,
o Carpool facility planning,
o Transit planning,
o Air quality management, and
o Congestion management systems.

Nature of the Census hocess

By far, the biggest change in context for the meeting was the prospective changes in de-

cennial census structure. Fundamentall¡ it appears that the Congress, and the Bureau of the

Census itself, has concluded that the past censusl was too expensive and too ineffective in key

respects and that the next census, if operated in the traditional fashion, will be an expensive
failure. A major factor in these decisions has been policy conflict over the handling of
differential undercounts in the census and whether there are mechanisms that can resolve these

deficiencies.
The Bureau of the Census staff has developed alternative approaches at this early stage,

including a very simple census focused exclusively on the constitutional need for a simple count
of individuals, or on congressionally mandated purposes, or a continuous surveying process

that could be cumulated over time to sum to a census-equivalent level of observations. All of
these would affect the ability of the census to support transport planning. Other options are

being considered, many of which would also substantially change the transportation utility of
the decennial census. Whereas all of this must be of serious concern, it also must be recognized

that it is very early in the decennial planning process. It is entirely possible that after careful
consideration more moderate proposals for change will emerge.

Consequently, the approach taken in this document is to proceed along two avenues. The
first assumes a "business as usual" census in which incremental changes in the transportation-
related elements, or other elements of the census, would be appropriate. The second avenue is

characterized by an approach that examines the census alternatives that are under considera-

tion, in terms of their effects on transport census data needs. All of this militates in favor of
another meeting of the conference participants later in the decade, after the census alternatives
have been further refined and plans for 2000 have come closer to a final design.

Obiectives

The objective of this conference was to bring together national experts to

o Review the existing federal, state, and local transportation statistical systems with respect

to recent changes in law and regulations concerning the need for different, improved, or
changed statewide and urban area transportation data for polic¡ planning, and administrative
purposes;

o Evaluate the ability of the data products from the 1990 census and the Census Transpor-
tation Planning Package (CTPP) to help state and metropolitan officials meet the planning and

analysis requirements of CAAA and ISTEA and determine what data products should be
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provided from the 2000 decennial census, including the degree of accuracy required and the
geographic framework necessary for these purposes;

o Discuss alternative solutions in determining realistic and balanced supplemental data
collection programs for both statewide and urban needs that will allow the identification of the
proper detail and level of accuracy of the entire data collection program;

o Share information on applications across user groups nationwide; and
o Identify research needs to aid in the proper determination of data programs, both census

and supplemental data, and to allow for the development and implementation of a universal
transportation data set based on the data collected in the decennial census considering recent
legislation affecting the movement of persons.

Gnr.r¡nnr FnvorNcs AND REcoMMENDATToNs

o Chønges in the policy context for urban and state planning tnaþe census data more crucial
than euer.

i The state and metropolitan planning programs mandated by ISTEA and CAAA create a

. new planning context, including a mandate for comprehensive statewide planning. These
programs, heavily oriented to commuting and peak-hour issues, reemphasize the demands
made on the census data package for highly detailed data provided in a flexible geographic

] format. Symbolic of that fåct *aã the verf piactical decision to produce the metropã[ian àrea
tabulations in descending order of air quality of the subject areas, with the areas of worsr air
guality receiving their paikages first to morequickly respond to cÍean-air planning mandares.

c The 7990 Census products represent a new era in the deuelopment of data ønd the tools to
' ,,tse the data.

Several changes make the 1990 CTPP an extraordinary step forward. The most significant of
. these, without question, was the development of a set of tabulations with comprehensive

national coverage (i.e., all areas of the nation were represented in special tabulation coverage).
. In addition, the development of separate state and metropolitan packages, cenrralized fundìng

of the program, and the production of the tabulations on trew cómpaci disc ROM technologi
all represented institutional breakthroughs.

Two innovative technical advances in place-of-work coding were made for 1990. The first' was the joint development by the Census Bureau and the U.S. Deparrment of Transportation
(DOT) of the Census/Metropolitan Planning Organization Coopèrative Assistance Ptog."-.
This program gave local metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) the opportunity to

' assist the Census Bureau in improving the accuracy of place-of-work data for their regions.
Planning organizations took part in three activities: providing files of employers andtheir
locations to the Census Bureau, working with major employers to ensure that their employees
reported accurate workplace addresses, and assisting the Census Bureau in coding place-ol
work responses that census clerks could not code. More than 300 MPOs took parf in these

operative activities-fie Rde¡alI{ighw+yádmi+istratirsn {F}{lGAfrnade the eests ineÉrre
by the MPOs for this work an eligible activity for use of Federal-Aid Highway Planning R¡nds.

The second advance in place-of-work coding was the implementation by the Census Bureau
of an automated place-of-work coding system. Place-of-work addresses were keyed to create
machine-readable files that were then matched to address coding and major employer files to
assign geographic codes to the place-of-work responses. Cases that could not be coded on rhe
computer were sorted and clustered and referred to clerks for research and computer-assisted
coding. The automation of place-of-work coding allowed the Census Bureau ro accomplish the
coding operation effi-iently and cost-effectmy.

o The A¡nerican Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO)
deserues cotnmendation for its role in deueloping a compatible nøtional product.
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AASHTO made many of the innovations identified in the previous paragraph possible
through its centralized funding of the tabulation process and its organization of coordination
activities. Other agencies played notable roles as well. FHWA played its traditional design and
training role, and the new Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) provided the technological
skills and resources to develop the CD ROM products.

o Prosþectiue changes in the decennial census þrogram for 2000 represent a uery serious
tbreat to the uiability of state and metropolitøn planning programs mandated by Congress.

In this environment, in which policy mandates from Congress have made immense data
demands on local planning institutions, Congress and Census are considering approaches to
the 2000 census that would eviscerate the planning capability provided by that data set.

Apparently because of a sense that the past census was a technical, institutional, and financial
failure, proposals would reduce the census to the few questions essential to redistricting every
10 years. Most such approaches leave the transportation planning profession without its
fundamental data source at the levels of observation density that make it an effective planning
tool. The transportation planning community certainly does not uiew the 7990 decennial as a

failure. The quality of the product has been found to be high, superior to previous decennial
products. The responsiveness to user needs of the agency itself has been high. The current
program is highly effective. Census plans for 2000 must be watched carefully as they evolve
over the next few years to ensure that they recognize state and local planning needs. Any
alternative must be tested against its ability to respond to transportation requirements.

c Geograþhic detail is the centerpiece of census capability.

The conference again confirmed, both implicitly and explicitl¡ that this program represents
a very important product to the profession and that the fundamental element that makes it all
worthwhile is the availability of statistics at small areas. The small area data, provided in
flexible geographic area formats defined by users, such as traffic analysis zones (TAZs) and
planning districts, is the core of the census capability. Any proposed census alternative must be
tested against that requirement.

Decennial census data for small areas such as census tracts and TAZs are used to meet the
provisions of ISTEA, which require a comprehensiye transportation planning process at both
the state and metropolitan levels. The census provides the baseline origin-destination data on
local work trips, household characteristics, and worker characteristics for use in travel forecast-
ing models and for monitoring carpooling, public transit use, and other travel behavior. These
data are now provided to all the states and metropolitan planning agencies in the CTPP at a
cost of only $10 per 1,000 population, or 1 cent per capita. Funding for the CTPP comes
through ISTEA.

o The need for companion data collection to suppott the census cøpability is reinforced by
new trends,

The evolution of the dynamics of transport planning, especially air quality analyses associ-
ated with that planning, generates an expanding data requirements environment. Many of the
new requirements could be best met by census data. The transportation community will
examine its evolving data needs conscientiously over the next few years, as the census plans go
forward, to refine these needs and establish the feasibility of census alternatives for their
collection. As valuable as the work travel sources are, the increasing importance of nonwork
travel and traditionally off-peak travel must be recognized.

o Agencies, suclt as DOT, can prouide supporting funds and other resources for the
deuelopment of census tools and products but must leaue funding of the core decenniøl census
progra.m within the control of the Department of Comtnerce.
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The last census has been an expensive undertaking, and the next can be predicted to be more
so. Every effort that can be made to reduce program costs without compromising data
availability and quality should be strongly considered. However, in a larger sense, the funding
required seems small alongside the benefits generated and the scale of programs affected (e.g.,
the $150 billion ISTEA program, which leverages another $250 billion to $300 billion in local
and state funding). rü(/'hereas the programs that benefit from the census could certainly fund it,
as has been proposed from time to time, this would produce an unworkable situation where
program responsibility and financial responsibility would be separated. A more effective
working arrangement is to keep funding responsibility with the design and management
responsibility and let user agencies focus on developing the requisite supporting tools and
capabilities.

DOT has sponsored the preparation of special journey-to-work tabulations from the decen-
nial census in 1970,1980, and 1,990. Of the more than 70 similar efforts conducted by the
Census Bureau across a wide variety of programs and topic areas, the CTPP is the largest.
Through AASHTO, states and MPOs coordinated their needs to sponsor these special tabula-
tions, resulting in the $2 million budget for the Census Bureau to prepare the tabulations. This
sponsorship reflects the level of demand for transportation and mobility data and the reliance
on the census to provide this information.

o Mechanisms for tbe continuing refinemmt of transportation agmcy-Bureøu of the Cmsus
coordination of efforts need to be established.

Nothing is a greater challenge than developing coordinated programs among federal, state,
and local agencies. The CTPP process and all the development activity around it have been a
model of effectiveness. But there is still room for substantial improvement. The Bureau of the
Census must examine its procedures to ensure greater cooperation with local agencies so that
the expertise of those agencies is brought to bear on practical program development issues.

An extensive period v¡as set aside for questions and answers after the presentations. The
following summarizes some of the points raised in that period.

o Initially, Congress indicated that only data required by statute would be collected in the
2000 census. This was later revised to include data required to be collected, but not limited to
data statutorily mandated. Content decisions will not be made vntil1997 and will not be made
final until 1998.

o This could generate a spate of legislation to mandate needed items. The reauthorizationof
the surface transportation legislation in 1997 could mandate that the census obtain journey to
work data items.

o There is a concern for "method" leading the census design process rather than "content."
Methodological decisions might preclude later choices on content.

o An issue regarding continuous measurement is whether Congress will sustain interest and
therefore sustain funding over the long term.

o Continuous measurement would yield the same data for rural and metropolitan areas
over time as the present process. Data would be summed over 60 months to get reliable
responses, and therefore the questions could not be changed unless that threshold were met.

o There is not yet a clear sense as to whether other users are as concerned as transportation
users. One of the differences is the strong modeling capability put in place by MPOs, which is
oriented to the present data structure.

o The biggest factor in the design of the next census may well be how each alternative deals
with poverty statistics.

o There could be conflicts over continuous measurement because of the policy implications
of cumulated data over time versus annual observations.

o The concept of matrix sampling has some appeal but is complex and needs testing and
clarification of details.

o There needs to be greater involvement of the MPOs with the Bureau of the Census to build
the coding reference materials needed for conducting the census. It would be very difficult to
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sustain this, however, as an annual process. The ability to sustain the work address files on an
annual basis is even more problematical. Census is considering sharing the Master Address File
(MAF) information with localities.

Dnr¡¡rno FnqorNcs AND REcoMMENDATToNS

Content

Socioeconotnic Areøs

. 100 percent census items: There were no specific recommendations concerning the 100
percent census items other than to note that the Summary Tape Files (STFs) 1 and 3 that
provide basic socioeconomic statistics are the backbone of planning and are iust as crucial as

the journey to work statistics. The general undercount in transit-oriented areas is the only
major issue area noted.

o Sample items:

H13. How many âutomobiles, vans, and trucks of one-ton capacity or less are kept at
home for use by members of your household?

Q None

o1
o2
c3
c4
o5
o6
Q 7 or more

There has been no indication of problems so far with loss of detail on cars, vans, or trucks in
the 1990 census compared with 1980. At least provisionally this reduction in questions can be
considered a success.

18. Does this person have a physical, mental, or other health condition that has lasted for 6
or more months and which-

a. Limits the kind or amount of work this person can do at a iob?
QYes ONo

b. Prevents this person from working at a iob?
QYes ONo

19. Because of a health condition that has lasted for 6 or more months, does this person
have any difficulty-

a. Going outside the home alone, for example, to shop or visit a doctor's office?

QYes CNo
b. Taking care of his or her own personal needs, such as bathing, dressing, or getting

around inside the home?

QYes CNo
There seemed to be general dissatisfaction with these questions. The view was that these
questions were not useful for transit planning. No specific alternative designs were proposed.
The overall recommendation was that the approach be carefully evaluated in the light of all
user needs before 2000.

Trønsportation ltems

General discussions of content indicated that there was greater concern for preserving the
integrity of the existing system than for making major expansions in the level of detail provided
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or in new questions. One of the new topics concerning content was variations in the regularity
of work travel and mechanisms to capture variation in time, mode, and location of work.

21a. Did this person work at any time LAST WEEK?

Q Yes-Fill this circle if this person worked full time or pârt time. (Count part-time
work such as delivering papers, or helping without pay in a family business or farm. Also
count active duty in the Armed Forces.)

Q No-Fill this circle if this person did notwork, or did only own housework, school
work, or volunteer work,-Skip to 25

b. How many hours did this person work LAST WEEK (at all jobs)? Subtract eny time
off; add overtime or extrâ hours worked.

Hours

It was believed that change was needed here. A need was expressed to modify these questions
to identify multiple jobs held by individuals. This was a confirmation of the recommendation
from the 1980 census review. A similar view holds that Part 21b should be revised so that the
hours worked per week in each job could be obtained. The growth in variability of jobs per
capita and job hours was noted, and further growth was expected to male this an important
topic for 2000.

22, Atwhatlocation did this person work LAST WEEK? If this person worked at more than
one location, print where he or she worked most last week.

a. Address (Number and street)

(If the exact address is not known, give a description of the location such as the building
nâme or the nearest street or intersection.)
b. Name of cit¡ town, or post office

Is the work location inside the limits of that city or town?

Q Yes C No, outside the city/town limits
County

e. State f. ZIP Code

Work location was viewed as the highest-priority item in the census transportation battery.
Most participants agreed that the system for workplace description has finally been resolved
and that revisions do not need to be considered. There was a recommendation made that if
multiple jobholders were identified as recommended in Q21, each work address should be
identified here.

Some discussion arose as in previous meetings concerning use of the census to collect travel

.. dâta on trips made for other purposes. It was agreed that only school trips for those who were
not workers might stand a chance of passing the test of feasibility.

' Another possibility was an "access" question rather than a trip question (such questions as
. "How far isìhe nearest hospital, . . . , school, etc.?"). Given the iñtèrest in health cãre in many

circles, this question, properly structured, could be a valuable addition to the sample data set. It
was recorffnended that such questions he tesæd

23a. How did this person usually get to work IAST WEEK? If this person usually used
more than one method of transportation during the trip, fill the circle of the one used for
most of the distance.

c.

d.
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Q Car, truck, or van

Q Bus or trolley bus

Q Streetcar or trolley car

Q Subway or elevated

Q Railroad

Q Taxicab

Q Drove alone

Q 2 people

Q 3 people

Q 4 people

Motorcycle
Bicycle
Walked
rü(/orked at home Skip to 28
Ferryboat
Other method

C
c
c
U
ô
(,

If "car, truck, or uan" is marþ.ed in 23a, go to 23b. Otherwise skip to 24a.

b. How many people, including this person, usually rode to work in the car, truck, or van
LAST WEEK?

Q 5 people

Q 6 people

Q 7 to 9 people

C 10 or more people

A number of topics arose concerning the mode to work questions. Some of these topics can
be seen as hardy perennials that have arisen each time the topic has been discussed; others
represent new concerns resulting from evolving demographic trends.

Many of the issues about mode coding concern transit. One concern is to obtain all modes
used in the work trip rather than the mode used for most of the distance. A variant of this
approach is to obtain access modes to transit where transit use is indicated by the respondent. It
was pointed out that Bureau of the Census tests of collecting all modes to work had proven to
be "a disast€r." It also was pointed out from data generated in the Nationwide Personal
Transportation Study that multimode work trips are very small in number and, like the access
to transit factor, are heavily oriented to just a few large cities.

Another recommendation with a transit orientation was to consider use of local terms for
transit operations in each area oÍ the nation. The words metro, muni, train, and so forth have
distinct meanings in different parts of the country. This, it was noted, would be in keeping with
the bureau's goal of making the questionnaire more user friendly. This has been done in phone
surveys. Although it would add to logistics costs, it could be an important factor in improving
the quality of transit responses.

'With regard to Question 23b, it was suggested that if question space were at a premium, the
number of detailed categories for carpooling could be reduced. This suggestion was renrarively
supported. It was noted that four-person carpools had dropped from 7.4 million to 0.7 million
between 1980 and 1990, and that five-or-more-person carpools had dropped from more rhan L

million to less than 0.6 million. A final decision could be made after more areas had received
and could more thoroughly review their data. It was noted that carpooling data may be
increasingly important because of road construction limitations under ISTEA.

A suggestion that was made and supported, at least conceptuall¡ but not fully resolved as to
method, was to obtain data on occasional use of modes. This included transit use by auto-
mobile users and vice versa, and also working at home on an occasional basis (e.g., once a week
or once every 2 weeks). Ideas were discussed for capturing the statistics of occasional use. One
option was to ask separate questions about frequency of use of these modes (e.g., "Did you use
transit at all this week for a trip to or from work?" "Nor" "Yes, oncer" "Yes, twicer" etc.),

24a. What time did this person usually leave home ro go to work LAST WEEK?

C ".*.
C p.-.

b. How many minutes did it usually take this person to get from home to work LAST
WEEK?

Minutes-Såip to 28
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The topic of the restructuring of start time and elapsed time arose again. Experience with the
new data from start times was limited, and all agreed that more experience was needed before
any recommendation for change could be considered. It was noted that the tendency for
work-trip travel time estimates to concentrate around 5- or 10-min intervals had effects on the
time duration estimates. It was recognized that field test attempts at the âlternative approach-
obtaining departure time from home and arrival time at work-had proven ineffective.

Geographic Coding

There is a sense that the overall level of coding quality and sophistication in geographic
representation of data has reached high levels. Improvement over 1980 has been noted. One of
the benefits of the development of a statewide element of the CTPP has been that the outer
edges of metropolitan areas now are represented statistically in the state package, providing a
stronger capability for metropolitan areas in assessing growth in;their fringe areas.

National coverage by TIGER has been good.
Remaining concerns are further links between trânsportation and census geograph¡ both

technically and institutionally. Among rhe recommended areas are rhe following:

o The ability to reconfigure units of geography at the block and block group level to
establish new corridor areas is an important planning tool. A "point and click" capability to
build transit analysis corridors is the kind of state-of-the-ârt idea that planners dream of. The
Bureau of the Census must evaluate mechanisms to meet these needs.

o The introduction of.TAZs into TIGER as a standard area system would give TÌrZs greater
permanence and utility.

o The ability to have two area systems in the CTPP to represent a metropoliran area (for
instance, TAZs and a different planning system) would enhance the use and flexibility of the
package in individual metropolitan areas.

o Plans for cooperation between MPOs and the Census Bureau in upgrading mapping and
coding materials and assisting with census address problem coding fell through in the last
census because of disclosure concerns. MPOs were able to provide information input to the
development process but were not permitted to play other, more active roles. The bureau must
resolve these concerns and allow MPOs to assist in maintenance and address coding to ensure a
superior product.

There is considerable variability in the level of maintenance of TIGER in different MPOs.
The Census Bureau must get local governments more involved in coding and coding materials
development to ensure access to local knowledge and experience. A starting point is better
communication between the bureau and local governments and MPOs.

One of the issues in the cooperative program is whether addresses themselves are data items
subject to disclosure protection in the interpretation of Title 13 that governs rhe bureau's ability
to provide information. Many MPOs and the bureau would benefit from the sharing of the
MAFs if this can be made possible. The Bureau of the Census should pursue all appropriate
efforts to implement this sharing program.

Another need is the extension of MAF to business addresses. Residential addresses are
necessary for locating households and distributing questionnaires, but business addresses are
also a crucial element in the geographic system development process. It is recognized that
business addresses would add a new level of complexit¡ because a business address inheres in
the name of the organization rather than in a physical space. But it is an essenrial ingredient in ai viable overall program.

There is concern that any âttempt at a continuous measurement system for the census would
.

would place a substantial burden on local support operations. It is not clear that resources are: available for such an activity. Whereas the idea of a continuously updated geographic base

. system rather than one updated every 10 years has merit, the costs and the staffing required
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could be well beyond the capabilities of many organizations. The costs of this activity have to be
factored into any assessment of continuous measurement options.

Institutional and Administrative ltems

Although it is still early in the process of obtaining and using the CTPP, there was uniform
support for the process and the overall program. AASHTO, in particular, was singled out for its
institutional and administrative initiative in creating a nationwide, "wall-to-wall" system of
census data and facilitating the state funding of that program. The following treats some of the
topics of current concern and then looks forward to consider likely future issues.

Products-S coþe and Timing

The number of tabulations has grown substantially from the 43 produced in 7970. After all
segments of the user community have had the opportunity to gain experience working with the
CTPP, they should determine which tables are not being used, so that design decisions for 2000
can be based on that experience. A significantly smaller core package, more modular and with
more user-friendly access, could accelerate delivery in the future.

Users, especially new areas, have had difficulty obtaining comparable data from previous
censuses so that trends can be developed. It is recommended that the Bureau of the Census and
BTS seriously consider producing any future tabulations accompanied by previous years'
tabulations (i.e., 7990 and 1980).

The timing of arrival of the census products is a perpetual source of concern. It has been the
focus of discussion in every decade. Any actions that will facilitate the speed with which
tabulations are delivered must be taken. It appeared that although transport needs were well
accommodated in terms of being among the first to receive summary work files as input to the
CTPP, time was lost because of the lack of programming personnel within the bureau. The
ability of the BTS or other agencies to accelerate product delivery needs to be investigated.
Recent experience with this approach has proven beneficial.

The staging of delivery of products, wherein the files were subdivided by state and MPO and
a first, basic set of tabulations was provided to all users and then a second, more complex tier of
products was produced and distributed later, proved to be effective and was strongly sup-
ported. It was noted that some of the STF materials, such as STF-5 (the county-to-county flow
files), were extremely valuable despite their inherent limitations, simply because they were
available so early. In the trade-off between speed of delivery and quantity of tables, speed of
delivery is the more valuable. It was recommended that the staging approach be further
extended to enhance the speed of delivery.

State data centers proved effective in distributing early products, such as the STF. Perhaps a

role for them in facilitating distribution could advance delivery speeds to some users. The direct
delivery of the products to the states and MPOs, who are the prime clients, must not be
impeded.

Media

It has been learned over the years that the medium on which the transportation package is
delivered changes very rapidly and is a key factor in the successful use of the package. In 1980
CD-ROM technology was virtually unknown, and advanced thinking focused on floppy disks.
Users of the 1,990 package have almost abandoned magnetic tape and prefer to wait for
CD-ROM availability. Obviousl¡ the preferred medium for product access in 2000 can only be
suessed.

The view of the assembled group wâs that the stage will be set in 2004 for a less standardized
product than the CTPP. Many users foresee that a direct user-specified "retail" tabulation
approach will become typical, in which each stâte or MPO can specify its own tabular
requirements via direct access communication with the Bureau of the Census and receive direct
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response. In this ideal environment, a standardized package of tabulations appears unnecess-
ary or secondarS except for state and national summaries. It is also recognized that the
technological capabilities have always moved faster than the institutional means to effectively
use them.

Another option for the future would be to extend the current capabilities realized under
Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS), in which individual respondent records are made
available with geographic identification limited to large areas of L00,000 to avoid disclosure.
One concept, labeled contextual PUMS, would have local users turn over local data (such as
walking distance to transit) to the census, to be entered into the PUMS file without local ability
to identify the linked data in detail.

The centerpiece of all these concepts is the issue of disclosure of census data about individual
respondenis. Disclosure rules will determine how flexible a custom-built tabulation system can
be. There has to be concern that two files designed separately without disclosure could be
combined or subtracted from each other to permit disclosure. Disclosure concerns will control
how small a geographical area will be permitted to be used for PUMS-so-called PUMAs. They
will dominate the discussion of technologically determined access opportunities for the 2000
data.

As stated in the 1984 report, "It was recommended that new technologies such as on-line
access to data be employed, permitting menu-driven data development with highly flexible
output tabular formats. This would require, in addition to adoption of new technologies
available now, automated suppression and disclosure analyses. It is these institutional re-
straints, rather than technological capabilit¡ that are currently the biggest obstacles to rapid
access to census products in flexible format."

Other Institutional Issues

State Experience

State experience with the CTPP so far has been limited. Although it was noted that the journey
to work is less crucial a factor at the state level, it was also clear that the socioeconomic data
provided by the census had great value. As the new models, which incorporare the socio-
economic data from the census, are developed and brought into the state planning process, the
data set will gain greater use and interest. States are still engaged in understanding and
incorporating the new legislation and regulations into their programs. It may be years before all
aspects of the changes are fully incorporated. The dependence of rural and small metropolitan
areas on the census data was strongly emphasized. There are no alternative sources.

A number of states have already begun to use the data in innovative ways. Michigan has
studied needs of the elderly and handicapped. California has used the data for economic
development analyses. Maryland has linked vehicle registration data to the census. Colorado
has used the data to target seat belt programs. In another state the data were used to assess jobs/
housing balances by area of the state. One of the problems noted was that mâny states and
small metropolitan areas had too fewpeople with the appropriate skills to make the best use of
the data.

A role for private marketers was identified-states could hire consultants to assist small
areas with their local census data needs. Staff turnover \¡¡as an issue, as was the lack of priority
given to data analysis by policy makers. In recent years the programs of states and MPOs have
tended to be less data intensive. The costs and the dedication of other resources to data
development and use have to be recognized.

Training

As noted earlier, the profession lacks skilled people capable of dealing with these techniques.

-iñgãativitièsof.

beneficial. More needs to be done to extend that training to more people and to extend the
capabilities for interpreting the data to higher-level -"rrig.rr. On.^weåkness of the t.ainin!
process has been that the lack of availability of real d ata at an early stage has hampered training
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in general and case study approaches in particular. Software development that permits better
data synthesis, such as CTIPS, is one approach that needs support.

Private-Sector Use

It was noted that the opportunities provided by the data for private uses had not yet been
realized. Their value in siting facilities, such as service stations, banks, and fast-food outlets,
has been noted. A recommendation for greater cooperation between NARC, state data centers,
and others was made. It was also recommended that BTS and AASHTO develop cooperative
progrâms to assist agencies that would not have the resources otherwise.

Research

It is recommended that Committee A1CO3 take the lead in defining the Transportation
Research Board research agenda for the transportation-related elements of the 2000 census
program. National Cooperative Highway Research Program and Transit Cooperative Re-

search Program projects could focus on testing ideas for better arrangements and institutional
mechanisms to help the Bureau of the Census, DOT, and the states and MPOs work together.
The modeling applications of the census data at the state level are also a fruitful area for
research.

Other research opportunities identified were

o The handling of multijob workers and how their hours and addresses would be treated,
o The option of school trip recording,
o Establishment of ways to measure occasional use of modes as well as variant times and

days of travel,
. Assessment of the nature and scale of multimodal trips, and
o Assessment of the nâture and scale of transit access trips.

Assessing the New Census Alternatives

As noted in one of the sessions, it was unclear whether the attitude of the group toward ceRsus

alternatives was one of guarded optimism or guarded pessimism. There were misgivings among
all participants. This is primarily a product of the view that the current census program is
working well, particulady for transportation needs, and that the notion that the program is
"broken" and needs fixing is incorrect. Even the costs cited for 2000 are minor relative to
program scale and importance.

A key concern was that a "risk everything" approach to 2000 could prove disastrous
without an appropriate safety factor of some kind. An improved, incrementally changed,
"business as usuâI" census for 2000, but with a pilot program alongside of it running in parallel
as in the recent revisions to the unemployment statistics program, was cited as a safer option.
The workability of each of the proposals l'¡/as strongly questioned. The sense of the group was
that they would have to know much more about the options before even seriously considering,
much less supporting, the new prop osals. Giuen the extreme risþ to the nation of failure of any
proposed alternøtiue approach, it uas recommended that the standard census approach, with
appropriate itnprouements, be implemented in 2000 along utith a parallel test of ø continuous
rneasurement process, so that by 2005 a continuous process utould be in place. Tbe costs of
duplication uould be far oututeighed by the cost of failure.

Comments regarding the main options were as follows:

Continuous Meøsurement

If the continuous measurement process is seen as a tremendously expanded Continuing
Population Survey (CPS), it is difficult to disagree with it as a concept, but only if it is used as a

supplement rather than a substitute for the decennial census.
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Uncertainty is great about this approach as a census substitute. Questions include the
following: Vould costs rise to equal or exceed census costs? Can Congress's continuing annual
support be assured? How often would output be available? How would averaging work? rù(/hat

is S-year average automobile ownership, or automobile occupancy? Can average data be
protected from annual reporting needs?

The approach is generally preferred to the matrix option.

Møtrix

The matrix approach is seen as a hopelessly complex system as far as transportation is
concerned. This may not be true for other census data users, but it could be typical.

The transportation package uses 100 percent items, sample demographic items, sample
housing items, and the transportation items. It would have to be ascertained that all were
embedded in the same sample structure to be workable. Linking across samples could be an
insurmountable obstacle. The existing census has technical and institutional difficulty linking
between housing and population items from the same survey. What would happen in a mixed
framework? Previous experience with a limited approach to matrix sampling in the 1970
census, which used two samples of 15 percent and 5 percent, was, to be polite, very negative-
"a disaster," according to one attendee. The sample structure would have to be designed to
permit small area reporting for a combination of several items. Methods for imputation of data
items for samples where specific items were not collected would have to be carefully evaluated.

Such an approach damages the ability to go to a PUMS individual record type approach in
the future.

The one advantage of each of these approaches is that the amount of data to be collected
apparently could be increased.

Action Items

There are a number of action steps that the various players need to take over the coming years as

the 2000 census plans unfold. The census transportation planning program is a complex
undertaking involving many institutions and participants-many federal agencies, all state
departments of transportation, and many local governments and MPOs. The steps are as

follows:

All Particþønts

Continue to work at coordination. Consider new mechanisms for closer coordination among
participants.

U.S. DOT

r . BTS needs to take the lead in decennial census matters, representing the interests of the
transportation community and acting in coordination with other DOT agencies.

. BTS needs to develop contingency plans for the various options for the 2000 census.
I Specificall¡ it needs to develop the costs of alternatives that Congress may consider.ì ¡ FHWA and FTA need to assess MPO and transit agency needs and capabilities in terms of
, use of census data for transportation planning. Training aids and assistance and other tools

¡eed to be considered. Integration of the census data use process into the overall planning
process needs federal assistance.

. DOT should consider a newsletter mechanism for disseminating information and main-

o DOT should strongly consider convening a new conference in 2 years.
. DOT should transmit these recommendations to the Bureau of the Census with its

support.
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Bureau of the Census

o The Bureau of the Census must recognize the number of programs and organizations
dependent on it for information as it designs for the future. It must become more awâre of and

sensitive to the immense cost burdens it imposes on others by small changes in its programs.
The transporration planning programs of the nation at all levels are heavily dependent on
census products.

o Additional options for using outside assistance to program the special package should be

considered. Joint DOT-Census approaches need fuller consideration. Current procedures in
which BTS is funding support for Census staff to more expeditiously meet and resolve state and

local problems with the CTPP can be a'model.
o New options need to be considered in using outside assistance in producing mapping and

coding materials at the local level. The support needs of local agencies should be recognized.
o Users should be kept involved and informed as planning proceeds for the 2000 census.

Støtes and MPOs

o Support Census coding material needs.
o Obtain and train adequate staffs.
o Incorporate new data into new methods and capabilities.
o Assemble data and express needs for data as they evolve.
o Disseminate data broadly.
o Support Census data program requirements.

Congress

o The rransporrarion authorities of Congress need to be better informed of the implications
of proposed census changes for the transportation programs Congress has instituted.

Cost and benefits need careful examination in these programs. Cost savings in census

programs must be balanced against immense cost increases in transportation programs.- j Congr.ssional staffs should be better informed of overall transportation data needs.

Nore

1. As a convention, the census, lowercase c, refers to the activity of counting the population
every 10 years; Census, uppercase C, refers to the agency conducting that activity-the U.S.

Bureau of the Census.
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Historic Uses of Census Data in
Transportation Plannirg and
Future Needs

Alan E. Pisarski, Consuhant

he history of the census journey-to-work statistics and the supporting statistical pack-
age is a history of growth in sophistication and efficiency in both the technical capa-
bilities and the institutions that support those capabilities. From its beginnings with theti 1960 census to the present, first the metropolitan planning process and then the stâte process

I ttave become increäsingly dependent on ih.r. dåta, inclitãing all of the supporting socio-
" economic data from the census that provided flexible small area population characteristics for

ì input to trend analyses and forecasts.

] \ùøhen the census journey-to-work program is described, it is best to differentiate at leasr
?i three product areas to aid understanding: (a) the census socioeconomic data presented at user-
i defined small area geography; (b) Bureau of the Census-provided journey-to-work statistical
.i products; and (c) the package of standardized tabulations produced cooperatively with the
.l U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), which has had various names over the years but is
i presently called the CTPP-Census tansportation Planning Package.

Table 1 briefly summarizes the historical landmarks along the four-census history of the
t journey-to-work package.

A vast array of issues confront the planner-statistician considering the future of the pro-
gram. The central issues from the transportation side tend to fall into fwo groups. The first
concerns changes in the institutional mandates that define the ways in which the census data: are used, and the second concerns changes in the travel behavior that these statistics seek to
describe. A third area concerns changes in the census program itself and how they may affect
the ability to provide effective journey-to-work products.

The changes in the institutional context have been dramatic since the last design of census
products. Among the changes are the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act

. transportation legislation and the Clean Air Act Amendments. Both of these legislative enac-
' ments place substantial new planning and analysis demands on states and metropolitan areas.
I Uuch of the required planning is focused on journey-to-work characteristics ãnd how they

affect air quality. A major case in point is the emphasis on construction of carpool lanes, rather

source of carpool numbers and characteristics. All of the planning activity is heavily dependent
on census socioeconomic statistics. Many of the mandated planning requirements have strin-
gent time schedules, placing additional demands on the data development process. Another
issue of some significance is the current conflict between states and the federal government

t7
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TABLE 1 Highlights in History of Journey-to-Work Package

CENSUS DATE TECHNICAL CHANGE INSTITI.]-TIONAL CHANGE

t960

1970

1980

1990

First data
Broad geography
First data detail

Block-level geography
First ACG/DIME
Local TAZs

More data detail
Better geographical quality
Imputation of JTtùü

More data
First state package
First CD-ROM

First step
OMB stimulus
First package-"UTPP" 43

tabulations
112 buyers
First-come-first-served
Caveat emptor
First DOT funding
JTW staff
Better geographical QC
Better UTPP delivery-lS0 buyers
Cost-$2 million
Wall-to-wall AASHTO funding
Cost-$2.S million

concerning unfunded mandates-that is, demands made by federal enactments that place
financial burdens on states, without federal assistance to defray the costs. The census-related
package stands out as an example of the federal government taking practical action to assist

states and metropolitan areas in responding to the costs of mandated activities.
The behavioral context is changing as well. The parallel development of the Nationwide

Personal Transportation Study (NPTS), with its great breadth of coverage of travel behavior,
has permitted insights into important facets of work travel behavior that need to be considered
in census plans for the future. Future NPTS approaches, especially the ability of states and
metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) to purchase additional observations, provide a
great opportunity. As we look to the future we will see significant changes that will affect our
data needs.

One characteristic of many of these trends is the increasing need to understand the peri-
odicity surrounding aspects of work travel behavior. What is required is a mechanism to
provide a "test of regularity" of many of these aspects of work travel. These aspects are

summarized briefly in the following table:

Area of Concern

Regularity of location

Regularity of mode use

Regularity of purpose

Regularity of time/frequency Occasional work at home, variation in time of departure,
variation in days worked

Characteristics

Different work sites, occasional work at home

Occasional mode use, weekly variations, incidental use
Linked trips, work trip chains

In effect, the methods of. data collection have masked the variation, the periodicit¡ of many
of the characteristics of work travel. Whether using a definition oriented to "trips made
yesterday" or "trips usually made," the data collection process does not permit identification
of trends in the regularity of work travel. There is suspicion that the degree of variation, such as

that related to occasional working at home and the chaining together of trips to and from work,
is increasing. There is also some reason to believe that occasional use of transit by "usual"
private vehicle users cân cause significant swings in the level of transit use.

In certain respects these trends can modify or mask the role of work trips in overall travel.
ey appeaúo make woú¡ravelbothtss and moraimportânt. Fore-emple, with tripchains

linked to work trips growing in frequenc¡ the share of work trips in the peak hour will decline.
There will also be increasing pressures to better understand the social issues associated with

work travel. Among these issues is the so-called reverse-commuting behavior of inner-city
residents seeking to follow job opportunities that have moved to the suburbs. There will be a
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greater focus on such social equity issues, including concerns about the work travel needs of
women and the elderly.

'When 
we look at the time frame in which our plans will operate, it is almost staggering.

There are almost

o 6 years to the next census,
o 10 years to the availability of the next data set, and
o 20 years to a replacement of these data.

Thus, issues in 2074 will be treated with these data. An example of this is that we can be
almost certain that by 2010 an important census question will be the type of fuel a vehicle uses,
yet the question now appears to have limited value. We cannot assume that our census
capabilities will automatically improve as computers advance. One only need recognize that
the Bureau of Transportation Statistics today is trying to reestablish capabilities that existed at
DOT in the 1970s to realize that movement is not always forward.

Given the span of time we will encompass with these data sets and the public investments
and policies that will be affected by them, it is painfully clear that we cannot allow a casual
approach to our data needs. !íe must think prospectively about our future program needs and
the future data resources to meet those needs. The program of the Bureau of the Census that
provides these valuable data every 10 years has become a trusted resource and a friend. rù(/e

cannot squander the opportunity it provides. We cannot permit it to be lost.



The 2000 Census: A New Design for
Count and Content Data

Robert D. Tortora, U.S. Bureau of the Census

he research program for the 2000 census is described and options for collecting count
and content data are outlined. Count data are used to reapportion the United States

House of Representatives and are the major data source for developing legislative
boundaries under the Voting Rights Act in each state. In all previous censuses in the
States these data have been collected by an enumeration of the entire population.

district
United
However, since 1940 the Census Bureau has measured a differential undercount in minority/
ethnic populations and for certain geographic areas, such as large cities. Content data, used by
a wide airay of. government agencies, businesses, and institutions, are defined as the data
historically collected from a sample on the census long form.

This paper is divided into two pârts: (4) design features for the 2000 census count that are

independent of content and (å) design features and options for data content.
The choice of design features not affecting content will be selected after a 1995 census test in

three locations (Oakland, California; Paterson, New Jersey; and six rural parishes in northwest
Louisiana) throughout the United States. Decisions affecting content design are on a different
path. The conrent determination process ends in ApriI7997 when the Office of Management
ãnd Budget (OMB) and the Census Bureau recommend the final content to Congress. kderal
data needs will be the major driver of content, but the Census Bureau will also obtain input
from other government entities and other users of census data. In April 1998 the Census

Bureau will recommend final wording of census questions to Congress. During that time period
the Census Bureau will obtain input on the options being considered for content collection. In
addition to use of a sample long form in 2000, the Census Bureau is conducting research on
other ways to collect cont€nt. One option is to use multiple sample forms in 2000. Another
option is to collect content through a continuous measurement survey-â survey conducted
eãch month during the decade instead of the sample long form.

CrNsus DnsIcN FnRrunns Nor AnrncrING CoNtnNr

nsurrese'¿rc-ffierdopment p@nsideroptioffi oR

how to fundamentally change census methodology. The overarching goals of the program were

Opinions expressed in this paper are solely those of the author.
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to develop design features that (ø) reduce the differential undercount, (å) reduce or contain
costs, and (c) provide for an open process by informing stakeholders of the current status of the
research and obtaining their input and advice. However, the research and development pro-
gram began because of the differential undercount and costs. Thus, the program was designed
to fundamentally change census methodology to attain these first two goals. '!íhy are funda-
mental change and these goals so important?

There are at least five motivating factors for fundamental change: changing societal trends
in the United States, cooperation by the U.S. population in responding by mail to the census,
the cost of the census, the differential undercount, and the two-stage decision strategy (i.e.,

deciding after census counts are provided for reapportionment and redistricting whether to
adjust the census to reduce the differential undercount). These five factors are interrelated.

Societal Trends

Our society is changing. Between L980 and 1990 the United States population grew by about
L0 percent. However, the Asian and Pacific Islander population grew by 108 percent; Hispanics
(of any race) by 53 percent; American Indians, Eskimos, and Aleuts by 38 percent; and African
Americans by L3 percent. Other changes are occurring as more households are composed of
unrelated individuals, the number of single adult households grows,.and more individuals stay
in more than one household. All of these trends make conducting the census with the
methodology used in 1.970,7980, and 1990 more difficult and unlikely to improve the picture
for differential undercount or costs.

Cooperation

Since 1970 the mail response rate has been declining. The 7970 rate was 78 percent, the 1980
rate was 75 percent, and in 1990 the rate was 65 percent. At the same time the number of
housing units grew from 69 million in 1970 to 18 million in 1980 and finally to 702 million in
1990. So, in 1.990 (as in 1970 and 1980) the Census Bureau was faced with sending enumera-
tors to each household not returning a questionnaire by mail up to six times to collect the data.
This nonresponse follow-up was the single most costly component of data collection-$4S0
million out of the total $1.3 billion for data collection.

Cost

The overall cost of the 1990 census was $2.6 billion, approximately $25 per housing unit. In
1990 dollars,the 1970 and 1980 censuses cost about $11 and $20 per housing unit, respec-

tively. Assuming 7990 methodology and using estimates for housing unit growth, inflation,
and productivity increases, the 2000 census will cost more than $4.0 billion. Especially in these

times of fiscal restraint, this is a dramatic increase in cost that is unacceptable to many,
particularly with the persistent differential undercount.

Differential Undercount

Since the Census Bureau began measuring undercount in 1940 (using demographic analysis,

which estimates the population by starting with the last census count, adding births and immigra-
tion, anrl srthtr¡cting rleaths ¡n<l emigration), there has been a differential undercou
African American population at the U.S. level. Table 1 compares African American undercounts
with non-African American undercounts from 1.940 to 1,990 using demographic anaþsis.

Table 1 shows a declining but nearly constant difference in undercount rates from 1940
through 1980. Note the upturn 1n 7990.
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TABLE 1 Differential Undercount of African Americans and Non-African Americans,
7940-1990, Based on Demographic Analysis

CHANGE IN
AFRICAN
AMERICÁ,N NON-AFRICAN
IJNDER- AMERICAN
COI.]NT UNDERCOUNT

AFRICAN
AMERICAN
I.JNDER-

CENSUS YEAR COI.]NT

CHANGE IN
NON-AFRICAN
AMERICAN
I.JNDERCOUNT DIFFERENCE"

t940
19s0
1.960
r970
1980
t990

8.4
7.5
6.6
6.5
4.5
5.7

-o.t
-0.9
- 0.1

-2.0
7.2

5.0
3.8
2.7
2.2
0.8
1.3

-t.,
- 1.1

- 0.5

- t.4
0.5

3.4
3.7
3.9
4.3
3.7
4.4

oAfrican American minus non-African American.

In 1990 an independent survey, conducted immediately after the census, was also used to
measure the differential undercount. That survey obtained estimates of undercount for various
population groups (Table 2) as well as for various geographic areas.

Table2 indicates the difficulty in counting racial and ethnic populations as accurately as the
non-Hispanic white and other population. Since many members of these populations live in
large urban areas or are concentrated in a few states, these undercounts translate to under-
counts in these types of geographic areas. Even some rural areas with large minority popula-
tions, say parts of the south and southwest, have a differential undercount.

Cosr

The 1990 census methodology has been in use since 1970. As noted earlier, the cost of the
census was $11 per housing unit, $20 per housing unit, and $25 per housing unit for 1970,
1980, and 1990, respectively, standardizedto 1990 dollars. During those decades the largest
increase in cost on a per housing unit basis comes ftom 7970 to 1980, when costs almost
doubled. Using the data from demographic analysis (Table 1), the differential undercount of
African Americans decreased by 2 percent (the largest decrease since measurement of this
phenomenon began), and the difference between the African American and non-African
American undercounts dropped to 3.7 percent. Berween 1980 and L990, a different picture
emerges. Costs went up by 25 percent, from $20 per housing unit to $25 per housing unit, and
differential undercounts increased for both African Americans and non-African Americans, to
5.7 percent and 1.3 percent, respectively. Would a $40 per housing unit census have resulted in
a different story for differential undercount? Vould Congress have funded a $4.0 billion census
in 1990?

TABLE 2 Undercounts for 1990 by Population Subgroup Based on the Postenumeration
Survey

POPULATION TINDERCOTINT ESTIMATE SAMPLING ERROR

Non-Hispanic l?hite and other
American Indians

0.7
4.5

0.2
1.2

Asian and Pacific Islander
African American
Hispanic
United States

2.3
4.4
5.0
1.6

1.4
0.5
0.7
0.2
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Two-Stage Decision Strategy

In 1990 the Census Bureau had a two-stage decision strategy with respect to the final counts.
The Census Bureau conducted the 1990 census and provided the counts to President Bush on
December 26, 7990. The law requires that these data, used to reapportion the House of
Representatives, be provided no later than December 31 of the census year.By law, the states
were provided voting rights data (race and ethnicity of those at least 18 years old by block) no
later than April 1, 7991,. After the completion of census data collection (Stage 1), the 1990
Postenumeration Survey was started. The results from that survey and the evaluation of it were
studied by the Census Bureau to determine whether the counts should be adjusted (Stage 2) to
reduce the differential undercount as well as undercounts for all levels of geography. In July
1991 Secretary of Commerce Mosbacher decided not to adjust the7990 census (1). (An August
1994 decision by the Second Appellate Court in New York ruled that an adjustment should
have been made. It is possible that the 1990 census will continue its judicial journey into the last
half of the 1990s.) Part of the rationale behind the decision not to adjust was the turmoil
adjustment might cause, since 1990 census data had already been used for reapportionment
and redistricting.

, Research Program for 2000 Census

The five factors led the Census Bureau to conclude that methodology used since 1970 needed to

' be changed in a fundamental wa¡ particularly to deal with differential undercount and costs.
Recognition that traditional counting methods could no longer be used resulted in the start of
research and development to redesign census-taking methodology in L991. This research phase
alone represents major change. In preceding decades, the bureau entered into a planning stage,
knowing the final design goal, about the fourth year into a decade. Now, faced with introduc-
ing fundamental change, the Census Bureau developed a research philosophy with the follow-
ing goals:

, 1. Consider a variety of census design alternatives or options with a wide range of design
features (the components of a census method).

2. Use the time before 1995 to conduct many small-scale experiments to provide data on
various design features.

, 3. Use the design options and research results to select the most promising design features as

building blocks for a design to be tested ín 1995.
4. Obtain continuous stakeholder input on the research and development program.
5. Conduct the 1995 test census to inform final design decisions by the end of calendar year

7995. ("Inform" is used instead of "select" because other nontechnical factors may affect the
final choice and because some features may be found acceptable but will require refinement
before 2000.)

r As a result of this research philosophy, 14 census design alternatives were developed (2). The' alternatives covered a broad spectrum of census designs-from an administrative records
census to a sample census. The alternatives included high-tech options for data collection and
capture, ways to increase the mail response rate, making questionnaires widely available,
stopping data collection earlier than usual, using administrative records to improve coverage,
using improved enumeration techniques in historically undercounted (small) areas, improving
the list of addresses used for mailing questionnaires, and (most important) using statistical
sampling and estimation to account for households that do not respond by mail and integrating
statistical sampling and estimation into the census process to reduce differential undercount.

Table 3 gives the design features selected for testing in 1995. The features are categorized
into five major groupings: new uses of sampling and estimation, new procedures to count the
undercounted, new uses of technolog¡ new avenues for greater involvement, and a new
method for collecting long-form data (the other new method for collecting long-form data,
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TABLE 3 Fundamental Changes and the 1995 Census Test (U.S. Bureau of the Census)

MAJOR GOALS

REDUCE
DIFFERENTIAL REDUCE

FUNDAMENIAL CHANGE FROM 1990 I.JNDERCOUNT COST

New Procedures To Count the Undercounted

Use an easy-to-fill-out questionnaire with multiple mail contacts to
improve response

Use revised questions to ensure a complete listing of household X
members

Mail Spanish-language questionnaires to areas with large concen- X
trations of Spanish-speaking households

Make census questionnaires available at convenient locations for X
those who did not receive a questionnaire or feel that they were
not counted

Use special targeted methods to count historically undercounted X
populations and geographic areas

Count persons with no usual residence by a method that uses the X
places where these individuals obtain services

Use administrative records to identify persons missed in the census X

X

X

New Avenues for Greater Involvement

Develop cooperative ventures with other federal agencies; state, lo- X
cal, American Indian tribal, and Alaska Native village govern-
ments; ând private and nonprofit organizations to form
partnerships in taking the census

Evaluate initial efforts to compile and maintain an address list and X
geographic files in cooperation with the U.S. Postal Service and
state, local, American Indian tribal, and Alaska Native village
governments

Use the U.S. Postal Service to identify vacant housing units or mis-
takes on the address list

X

X

New Uses of Sampling and Estimation

Use sampling and estimation procedures to reduce the differential X
undercount and the cost of the census. This means using an inte-
grated coverage meâsurement sampling and estimation technique,
Use sampling and estimation techniques for housing units that
do not return questionnaires by mail

X

New Uses of Technology

Use "real-time" automated matching to improve census coverage X
Use new technologies to contact persons or to allow them to con-

tact the Census Bureau
Develop a new data capture system using electronic imaging

X

New Method for Collecting Long-Form Data

Experiment with collecting sample (long-form) data using multiple
sample forms

continuous measurement, is in a research phase outside of the 2000 research program and will. 
:;,3:rufliå:'J;Jiï;.',.:î1;:i:::il::l#il:#å,::ïff'åii,:';Hi,î*:'åf,il,:

Many of these features appea" in the 1o9 { test census hecarlse of the succe

tion of the research philosophy. For example, the easy-to-fill-out questionnaire with multiple
l

mail contacts is being used because of a series of tests (3) conducted between 7997 and 7993.
The tests indicated that a significantly higher mail response rate can be obtained (at least in a

. noncensus environment) if one uses first-class postage with envelopes indicating that response

¡
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is required by law, a prenotice letter, a respondent-friendly questionnaire, a reminder/thank
you card, and a replacement questionnaire for those not responding to the initial questionnaire.I ¡4any other field and simulation experiments were conducted and include such studies as

, how peóple live and attach themselves io households, how people undersrand census concepts
and words such as residency and "living or staying," effect on mail response rates of Spaniih-

I tanguage questionnaires in areas with large concentrations of househoids that speak Sþanish,) availability and quality of administrative record system, uncertainty introduced by sampling
nonresponding households, and the feasibility of integrating into the census process a staìisti-
cal method to reduce the differential undercount (4). Before discussing the contenr collection
possibilities for 2000, it is worthwhile to consider the consequences of the latter fwo sraristical
techniques, namely sampling for nonresponse follow-up and integration of statistical sampling
and estimation for reducing the differential undercount. There will now be measured,tncer-
tainty along with the final census results. The uncertainty comes in the form of sampling error
from both the sampling of housing units that do not respond initially by mail anã frðm the
method, called Integrated Coverage Measurement (ICM), to reduce differential undercounr.

In 1995 two sampling procedures for those not returning a mail quesrionnaire will be
evaluated-a block sample and a unit or address sample. In the block sample all nonrespondingt households will be enumerated either by telephone (if a telephone numbeican be attached to añ
address) or by a personal visit. For the address sample all households not returning a mail

i questionnaire will have a chance of being selected for the nonresponse follow-up sample. Three
. questions need to be answered. First, how much sampling error is introduced into the census at

various levels of geography such as block, tract, and site level for each procedure? Second, how
much bias is introduced at these geographic levels for those units not sampled? And third, what
is the cost of each procedure?

, An ICM technique (sometimes referred to as Censusplus) being studied in 1995 calls for an
independent listing of housing units in blocks randomly selected into the sample. (The Census
Bureau will also compute estimates using the câpture-recapture methodology of the 1990
Postenumeration Survey. These estimates will be compared with the Censusplus estimates. If
the Censusplus results do not indicate a potential to reduce the differential undercount, a
modified postenum€ration survey will be used in 2000.) The independent listing will be

. compared with the Master Address File (MAF) to identify missed, duplicate, or incorrect
addresses. The original MAF will be the frame for the census. In the randomly selected ICMi blocks, some housing units will return a questionnaire and others will not. For the former an, independent computer-assisted personal interview, using a refined measurement instrument,
will be conducted to establish the household count on census day. For the nonresponding
housing units a computer-assisted personal interview will be conducted, again using ã refineã
measur€ment instrument, to establish household counts on census day. These interviews
should result in a more âccurate count (the 1995 test results will have to establish this fact) in
each sampled block. Then a statistical estimâtion technique will be used ro "adjust" for the

, undercount in the census. If the 1995 test is successful, it appears feasible to design an ICM
survey that will produce direct estimates reducing the differential undercount for each racial
and ethnic population, each state, and many major cities. For these populations and geographic
areas the reduction in undercount will be larger than the error added by sampling. For smãiler
areas the Census Bureau will have to use an estimation technique to carry down adjustments.
For these smaller areas it will be extremely difficult to decide on a case-by-case basis whether
the census count was actually improved.

However, there will be measures of the uncertainty for these smaller areas. In contrast, in all
past censuses except 1 990, there were uncertainties in the âccuracy of the counts for these areas' as well as large geographic areas and population groups, but these uncertainties were not
quantifiable. [n1,990 the Census Bureau produced estimates of the differential undercounr and
the uncertainty (see Table 2) in these estimates using the Postenumeration Survey. But these
data were not available until July 1991 (see preceding discussion of dual strategy).

From Table 3, the last category of change being tested in L99 5 is a new method of collecting
long-form data using multiple sample forms. Another option being considered is a conrinuoua
measurement survey to replace long-form content. The remainder of this paper compares three
options for content-the long form, multiple sample forms, and continuous measurement.
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DnsrcN Fnnrunns ArrscrrNc CoNrnvr

As mentioned earlier, OMB and the Census Bureau will report, for congressional approval, on

the conrenr needs for the 2000 census in April 1.997. SpeciÍic question wording for the content
will be recommended to Congress in April 1998. These two reports are the only dates cast in
concrete with respect to content and the 2000 census. The methodology for collecting content
data is still open. At least four possibilities exist: (a) use a 1990-like sample and (respondent-

friendly) questionnaire design but with reduced content, (å) use a 1990like sample and
(respondent-friendly) questionnaire design with about the same content length as in 1990, (c)

use multiple sample forms in place of the long form for content, and (d) use a new monthly
continuous measurement survey to collect content over the decade. The remainder of this paper

will compare these options in terms of the advantages and disadvantages of each, including a

(simulated) comparison of sampling errors for the multiple sample forms and continuous
measurement options. For any of these options the count portion of the census would include
the fundamental changes described earlier.

Reduced Content, 1990-Like Design

Under this design the census would have one short form and one long form (it is always

assumed that any form used by the Census Bureau will be respondent friendly and that the

improved mail implementation strategy will be used) with the latter having fewer content items

relative to the length of the 1990 long form. The short form would collect data that must be

obtained for all persons (or housing units) for reapportionment, redistricting, and other
statutory requirements. Currently this includes the following data: roster of persons in each

housing unit, name, age, sex, relationship, race, Hispanic origin, tenure, telephone number,
and coverage probes.

Long-form questionnaires contain only data that are needed for only a sample of persons (or
housing units). The reduction in content for the long form might take the form of the content in
the 1995 tesr. Here, either a federal statute specifies that the decennial census must provide the

data or federal agency statutes indicate that the census is the most appropriate source of the
data. From the former the reduced long form might contain education, place of birth, citizen-
ship, year of entr¡ language, income, number of rooms, year built, and farm residence. From
the latter the reduced long form would also include marital status, disabilit¡ children ever

born, yeteran status, labor force status, place of work, journey to work, occupation, industr¡
class of worker, units in structure, rent, year moved in, number of bedrooms, plumbing,
kitchen, telephones, number of vehicles, fuels, water, sewer, utilities, and ownership costs. On
the basis of Census Bureau and OMB review of agency requirements, the following content
items from 1990 would be dropped: ancestry, residence 5 years ago, work last year, year last
worked, value of home, and condominium. (This content determination was based on a review

of federal agency statutes that occurred primarily in late 1.993 andearly 7994.It does not mean

that these items will have the same status in 2000.)
There are at least three potential advantages of a reduced-content long form. First, there is a

potential for an improved mail response rate. The L995 test will provide some insight into this
porenrial, since three forms with varying lengths will be tested. Second, asking fewer questions

reduces the burden placed on individual respondents in terms of time to complete the question-

naire. And third, some savings occur because of reduced data capture and processing costs.

However, depending on the actual reduction in the number of questions, these savings might be

small.
A reduced-content long form also has several disadvantages. Perhaps most important would

be the loss nf some rl¡t¡ that many rtse. Second, hecause the 2000 census may incorporate
sampling of housing units that do not return a questionnaire by mail, the sampling error for
content data may increase somewhat. The remaining two disadvantages accrue to any census

methodology that collects content only once a decade. Data collected once a decade become
out-of-date. The median age of data from past censuses is 7 years. It is not uncommon for
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important (funding) programs to use data at least this old or older. For example, in 1993 the
federal government allocated education funds to states on the basis of 1980 census data with a
7979 reference year, using data 14 years old.

Finall¡ and particularly for small areas, sample data may reflect an unusual condition or
temporary aberration, such as bad weather, that changes a person's behavior for the reference
period. For example, unusual weather can affect data such as journey to work or mode of
transportation. Such an anomaly is carried forward for all uses of the data over the decade.

Similar Amount of Content, 1990-Like Design

There would be one short form and one long form under this design. The main advantage of this
scenario is that data users can expect to see about the same data content from '1,990 to 2000. In
addition, a respondent-friendly design should have a positive influence on initial mail response
rates. This might only minimize the possibility of a further drop, or it ma¡ when introduced
with other components of the mail implementation strategh bring about a small increase in
response rate. Except that there is no loss of content, this design has the same disadvantages as
the previous design.

Multiple Sample Forms

Under this design more than one sample form would be used to replace the traditional long
form, Each form would have a different amount of content, although there would be certain
questions common to all forms. The goal would be to develop several forms that, overall,
produce the same amount of content as in 1990 without increasing respondent burden on any
one form.

On the plus side, a multiple sample forms design can reduce individual respondent burden
by asking fewer questions on many or all of the forms (when compared with the length of the
traditional long form). To the extent that length of the questionnaire influences response, such a
design may increase mail response rates.

There are at least three disadvantages of this design. First, multiple sample forms add
operational complexities in properly fielding the design. The Census Bureau would have ro
develop a management control system that would ensure that the proper sample form was
collected at the right address, particularly in nonresponse follow-up. Second, this design
requires the development of new estimation and imputation techniques, since not all questions
would be asked of each sample household. Third, sampling errors may generally increase under
this design. Tables 4 and 5 present comparisons of relative sampling errors with 1990 long-
form estimates for selected transportation variables. Finall¡ sampling error may increase for

TABLE 4 Illustrative Confidence Intervals Calculated for Selected Transportation
Characteristics: 1990

CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
(90 PERCENT)

CHARACTERISTIC 1990 ESTIMATE CENSUS MULTIPLE FORMS CM

, Percentage of workers using
public transportation

, f,erest Heights Town, Md.
Census Tract 7044.01

Mean travel time to work'i 
Forest Heights Town, Md.

t2.9
20.4

33.0

+4.0 +5.0
+4.7 +5.9

+2.0 +2.5

+0.21 +0.26
+0.16 +0.20

+4.6
+5.9

+2.3

+0.24
+0.20

€e
Persons per vehicle

Forest Heights Town, Md.
Census Tract 7044.07

t.27
1.04
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TABLE 5 Illustrative Confidence Intervals Calculated for Selected Commuter Flows for
Persons Living in Washington, D.C.: 1990

CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (90 PERCENT)

PLACE OF ]Ùq'ORK 1990 ESTIMATE CENSUS MULTIPLE FORMS CM

Silver Spring, Md. (CDP)

Hyattsville, Md. (CDP)

Landover, Md. (CDP)

3,734
777
374

+349
+774
+ 111

+436
+217
+ 138

+380
+ 189
+l2l

some variables, not only because of the sampling for nonresponse follow-up, but also because

some of the questions may be asked of fewer households.

Continuous Measurement

A continuous measurement (CM) design represents the most dramatic change for content
collection. This design spreads content collection over the entire decade through a series of
large monthly surveys. The current prototype design (5) envisions mailing questionnaires to
about 250,000 addresses from the MAF each month. Each month a new sample of housing
units, spread evenly across the countr¡ will receive the questionnaire. Units that do not
respond by mail, after several reminders, will be interviewed by telephone whenever the
telephone number can be obtained.

Units not responding by mail or telephone will be sampled for a face-to-face interview at a
rate of about one in three for most areas. A rate of about one in five will be used in remote areas.

The total monthly interviewed sample size will be about 200,000 units, including vacant
housing units; over a S-year period the total number of interviewed housing units is about
12,000,000. In 7990,long-form data were obtained from 14,500,000 housing units.

The main objective of the CM design is to produce small-area (or small-domain) estimates
that are better overall than those provided by the traditional long-form design. CM would
provide estimates corresponding to any estimate that can be produced from the long form,
including estimates for tracts, block groups, traffic analysis zones, school districts, and so

forth, and small population subgroups consisting of about 0.1 percent of the population. The
main differences between CM and the traditional long form are as follows:

1. The CM estimates will be an average over a S-yearperiod (3 years for 1999 to 2001 with
a sample size of 400,000 per month).

2. The S-year average will be updated annually.
3. The estimates from CM will have sampling errors typically about 25 percent larger than

estimates from the long form.

Tables 4 and 5 compare simulated relative sampling errors from CM with sampling errors
from the long form.

In addition, note thât as the geographic level or the demographic subgroup size increases,

CM will produce an abundance of estimates on a regular basis during the decade. Providing
there is the need, one can imagine reliable estimates being produced quarterl¡ semiannually, or
annually for states, large urban areas, congressional districts, and so forth. Table 6, extracted
from Alexander (5), compares relative sampling errors for CM with 1990 long-form estimates
for the estimate of the percentage of children 5 to 77 in poverty in Maryland for areas of
different population size and for each of the eight congressional districts. The estimates from

The CM approach to content collection has several advantages. First, it simplifies decennial
operations by allowing the entire effort to be directed at reducing the differential undercount
and containing costs. Second, conducted over the decade, the CM model provides for updating
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TABLE 6 Illustrative comparison of Reliabiliry Between Decennial census and
Continuous Measurement Data (Collection Systems for Areas in Maryland:
Percentage of Children 5-17 in Poverty)

DECENNIAL CENSUS
ILF" CVb
(PERCENT)

AREA
POPULATION
SIZE ESTIMATE

12-
(PERCENT) MONTH"CVå

60-
MONTHd

Maryland total
Baltimore City
Anne Arundel County
Carroll County
St. Mary's County
Gaithersburg
Somerset County
Kent County
Hyattsville
Harve de Grace
Capitol Heights
Cottage City Town
Congressional District I
Congressional District 2
Congressional District 3
Congressional District 4
Congressional District 5
Congressional District 6
Congressional District 7
Congressional District 8

4,781,469
736,014
427,239
123,372
75,974
39,542
23,440
17,842
13,864
8,952
3,633
1,236

597,694
597,683
597,680
597,690
597,691
597,699
597,690
597,682

l.4s
1.8
7.0

14.7
71.9
21.2
18.3
22.4
35.1
19.6
67.7

103.8
4.1
5.3
3.7
4.6
6.2
4.6
2.1
6.6

10.5
3t.3

5.3
3.6
9.4
7.4

15.6
12.9
5.6

23.s
7)
5.0

10.2
6.3

tt.9
8.0
4.7
8.3

30.2
4.t

1..1

1.5
5.6

10.0
9.2

16.2
14.0
14.9
25.8
74.2
46.5
46.0

3.2
4.2
3.0
3.6
4.7
3.5
1.6
5.2

3.2
4.1

15.7
32.3
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
9.t

11.8
8.4

10.4
t3.9
10.2
4.7

L4.8

NorE: N.A.-Not applicable.
'Calculations of reliability for intercensal lo¡S;forg (ILF) estimates a¡e based on (ø) a sample size 64 percent of that
needed to provide reliability comparable with that from the decennial census and (å) no overôampling oi governmental
lrnits under 2,500 population.
Þ The coefficient of va¡iation (CV) is a measure of sampling variability. The CV is the ratio of the standard e¡¡or of a
sample.estimate to itsexpected value.. There is no specific iule to deté¡mine whether a given CV is good or not. This
determination is based on considerations such as usi of the data, consequences of makiñg the wron! decision, and so
forth. In practige, a CV of 10 percent o¡ less is often considered to bJadequate, betweln 10 and-iO percerrt to be
acceptable, and 50 percent or more to be undesirable.
"Estimates are based on weighted observations from 12 months of interviews.dEstimates are based on weighted observations from 60 months of interviews.

of the MAF. Third, the annually updated moving averages provide for regular updates of the
estimates, instead of updates once a decade. Fourth, it creates a permanent data collection staff
knowledgeable about CM methods and procedures. Fifth, it crËates long-rerm efficiency gains

I ør other household surveys such as thi Current Populâtion Survey. 
"wh.r, 

needed, it"also
provides an efficient sample (frame) for rare subpopulations. Sixth, it allows for more uniform
treatment of seasonal effects, seasonal resort areâs, and aberrations due to adverse weather or
other causes. Finall¡ it allows more flexibility in adjusting sample sizes when necessary,
correcting for errors in estimates identified by independent local sources, conducting ongoing
experiments to evaluate and improve the quality of the design, using variable reference p.tioai
to reduce recall error, and responding to new data needs as they arise.I On the other side of the coin, CM has disadvantages. First, over the entire decade CM will
cost more than collecting traditional long-form data (precise cost estimates are not available at
this time). Second, with the added sample size comes added total respondent burden. Third,
data users will have to adjust to using moving S-year averages. Fourth, it will have less complete
coverage of housing units than the long-form survey. Fifth, it is possible ro increase wi¡hin-

inability to control tractlevel estimates to short-form counts. Finall¡ income measurement
inaccuracies may occur if the current recall period of income last year is retained over an annual
cycle.
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CoNcrusIoNs

The 2000 census design program has been conducted with the aim of addressing the fwo major

problems of continuing ãifferential undercount and rising costs in past decennial censuses. To

ättain both goals, the ãesign program has looked at fundamentally different ways of conduct-

ing the ..nrir, recognizing that pãst methods will not be able to overcome these problems. The

nJo -ort importani method chãnges are integrated coverage measurement and sampling lor
nonresponse follow-up. The forrner is designed to reduce differential undercoverage-the
latter to reduce or contain cost.

Fundamental change includes not only new methods of improving housing unit and person

coverage and reducing costs, but also different ways to collect content. ln addition to the use of

1990-li-ke options foithe 2000 census, this paper discussed two other approaches-_multiple

sample forms and continuous meâsurement. The results from the 1995 census test will provide

datJimportant in making the final design decisions at the end of calendar year 1995.
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Implications of the Census Bureau's
2000 Census Plans for the Continued
Availability of Transportation Dara
from the Decennial Census

Philip N. Fulton,
U.S. Department

Bureau of Transportation Statistics,
of Transportation

T\ ata from the decennial census are the backbone of the statistical system that supports

I I the transpo-rtation planning process of our nation. The U.S. Depaitment of Transpor-
L-t tation (DOT), as well âs state and local transportation planning organizations, haue
relied on the consistent data collection provided by the decennial census since 1960, when
transportation questions were first added to the census questionnaire. Toda¡ these organiza-
tions are increasingly reliant on census data to implement the requirements of the Inteimodal
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA) and the Clean Air Act Amendments of
1990 (CAAA).

Although the next census is still more than 5 years in the future, planning for the 2000 census
is well under way at the Census Bureau. The Office of Management 

"nd 
Budget (OMB) is

already reviewing federal_agency requir€ments for decennial census data to set priórities among
competing data needs. The decisions that OMB and the Census Bureau make will determine
what transportation data will be collected in the decennial census to meet the nation's data
needs at the turn of the 21st century.

At this stage of the 2000 census planning cycle, the continued availability of data needed by
transportation planners and policy makers and historically collected in the decennial census is
by no means assured. In response to congressional criticism, the Census Bureau has taken a
zero-based approach to what the 2000 census will look like. One major thrust of rhe bureau's
approach is to consider alternative "designs" for the census (i.e., the fundamental details of
how the census is conducted).,{ second is to question the justification for collecting any data in
the decennial census beyond the minimal ínformation required for congressional ieapportion-
ment and legislative redistricting. Both are meânt to move the decennial.ensus in the direction
of achieving the Census Bureau's stated 2000 census objectives: to reduce the undercount of the
population and the cost of conducting the census.

- The objective of this paper is to place current and future needs for transportation data from
the decennial census within the context of the Census Bureau's plans for ttre 2OOO census as well
as within the political context of th e 2000 census planning proõess. I recount rhe rich history of
transportation data in the decennial census and describe the critical need for and uses of'the

context of the 2000 census planning process and how it has influenced the Census Éureau's
plans. Finally, I summarize the Census Bureau's 2000 census plans and present what in my
view are the implications of those plans for the continued availability of iransportation datâ
from the decennial census.
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Hrsronv or TneNspoRTATIoN Dnrn Fnou rHn Dncnr.tNnr CnNsus

The 1960 Census: First Transportation Data from the Decennial Census

DOT and the Bureau of the Census have a long tradition of working together to meet the

nation's needs for transportation data. Transportation data were first collected in the 1960

census, when questions on city and county of work, means of transportation to work, and the

number of automobiles available to each household were added to the census questionnaire.

The pioneering regional transportation studies undertaken in many large cities in the latter half
of the 1950s and provisions of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1,956 to provide alternative
interstate service into, through, and around urban areas gave impetus to the demand for
comprehensive statistics on the âmount and character of commuting within metropolitan
communities.

The Rderal-Aid Highway Act of 7962 reqaired that approval of any federal-aid highway
project in an urbanized area of 50,000 or more population be based on a continuing,
comprehensive urban transportation planning process. By 1.965, all then-existing urbanized
areas had an urban transportation planning process under way. This planning process created

the need for more geographically detailed commuting data for urban areas to monitor local

travel patterns.

The L970 Census: First Transportation Data from the Decennial Census for
Traffic Analysis Zones

The development by the Census Bureau of computerized address coding guides made it
operationally feasible for the bureau to collect the actual street address of workplaces in the

1970 census and code them to the city block level. Local transportation planning agencies,

supported by state highway planning and research funds, assisted the Census Bureau at its
request in the development of these coding tools.

After the 1970 census, DOT contracted with the Bureau of the Census to produce compila-
tions of block-level socioeconomic and travel-to-work data aggregated to traffic analysis zones.

The standardized tabulations contained in this "transportâtion planning package" were

designed to provide a common data base for transportation studies and reduce processing

costs. Metropolitan planning organizations submitted census block-to'traffic analysis zone

equivalency files for their metropolitan areas, and the Census Bureau produced the traf ficzone
data packages on a cost-reimbursable basis.

In 1973, the Transportation Research Board of the National Academy of Sciences held the

first national conference on Census Data and Urban Transportation Planning in Albuquerque,
New Mexico. The conference was attended by DOT and Census Bureau officials, as well as

professionals throughout the nation working in census and transportation planning activities.
They reviewed their experiences in using the data from the 1970 census in the transportation
planning process and formulated recommendations for improvements in transportation data

from the 1980 census.

The 1980 Census: First Census with a Rrlly Developed Journey-to-Work
Statistics Program

The energy crisis of the early 1970s heightened the need for transportation statistics to assess

the transportation implications of energy shortages and costs. To meet the need for data, DOT
sponsored a travel
Bureau of the Census for the Department of Housing and Urban Development. The travel-to-
work statistics collected in the Annual Housing Survey between 7975 and 1977 became the
model for the transportation items collected in the 1980 census. The increasing importance
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with which the Bureau of the Census viewed transportation statistics was also demonstrated in
1978 when it established a journey-to-work statistics staff.

The 1980 census was the first for which the Census Bureau had a fully developed journey-to-
work statistics program. The number of transportation questions asked in the census increased
significantly in 1980. In addition to the inquiries on place of work, means of transporrarion ro
work, and the number of automobiles available to each household that had been included in the
census in 1960 and, 1'970, the 1980 census asked new questions on carpooling arrangemenrs,
the number of persons in the carpool, travel time from home to work, the number of persons
with disabilities that limited their use of or prevented them from using public rranspoirarion,
and the number of trucks and vans available.

The geographic reference materials used to code responses to the place-of-work question for
the 1980 census were improved, resulting in an improvement in the accuracy and completeness
of the coded data. Major employer files and reference lists of buildings, colleges and univer-
sities, military installations, shopping centers, and other employment sites were developed to
code workplace responses.

The development of computerized Geographic Base File/Dual Independent Map Encoding
(GBF/DIME) files by the Census Bureau to code addresses for the 1980 census also contributed
greatly to the improved accuracy of block-level place-of-work data. Regional rransporrârion
planning organizations in the nation's metropolitan areas assisted the Census Bureau in the
development of the GBF/DIME files by creating and updating the files on rhe basis of local
maps and expertise. DOT provided funding ro supporr this cooperative effort.

Once again, for the 1980 census, DOT contracted with the Census Bureau to create a series
of special tabulations in a transportation planning package. Metropolitan planning organiza-
tions obtained the data tabulated for their traffic analysis zones on a cost-reimbursable basis.
To increase the utility of the census data for local transportation planning, the Census Bureau
developed an innovative procedure to assign incomplete place-of-work responses to census
blocks so that they too could be tabulated at the traffic analysis zone level.

After the 1980 census, the Transportâtion Research Board conducted the second National
Conference on Decennial Census Data for Transportation Planning. Held in Orlando, Florida,
int9S4rthe conference v/as structured to review data user experience with the 1980 census and
recommend improvements in the program for the 1990 census. Officials from DOT and the
Bureau of the Census participated in the conference along with state and metropolitan
transportation planners.

The 1990 census: Refinement of Transportation Questions and Innovations
in Place-of-Work Coding and Transportation Data Dissemination

The 1990 census transportation statistics program marked the continued refinement of trans-
portation data available from the census, technical improvement in the geographic coding of
place-of-work responses to small areas within metropolitan regions, and the creation ãnd
dissemination of innovative transportation data products. The 1,990 census again included
questions on place of work, means of transportation to work, carpooling, carpool occupancy,
and travel time to work. An important new question on time of departure from home to work
was added to the census questionnaire to allow tabulation of commuting patterns and charac-
teristics by peak hours of travel. The questions on the number of automobiles available to each
household and the number of trucks or vans available to each household were combined into
one question on the total number of vehicles (cars, trucks, and vans) available. The question on
public transportation disability was replaced with a more general question that identified
persons whose disabilities limited their ability ro ger around outside the home.

Two innovative technical advances in place-of-work coding were made for 7990. The first
was the joint development of the Census/Metropolitan Planning Organization Cooperative
Assistance Program by the Census Bureau and DOT. This program gave local metropolitan
planning organizations the opportunity to assist the Census Bureau in improving the accuracy
of place-of-work data for their region. Planning organizations took part in three activities:
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providing files of employers and their locations to the Census Bureau, working with major
employers to ensure that their employees reported accurate workplace addresses, and assisting

the Census Bureau in coding place-of-work responses that census clerks could not code. More
than 300 metropolitan planning organizations took part in these cooperative activities. The

Rderal Highway Administration (FH\ùíA) made the costs incurred by the metropolitan plan-
ning organizations for this work an eligible activity for use of federal-aid highway planning
funds.

The second advance in place-of-work coding was the implementation by the Census Bureau

of an automated place-of-work coding system. Place-of-work addresses were keyed to create

machine-readable files that were then matched to address coding and major employer files to

assign geographic codes to the place-of-work responses. Cases that could not be coded on the

computer were sorted and clustered and referred to clerks for research and computer-assisted
coding. The automation of place-of-work coding allowed the Census Bureau to accomplish the

coding operation efficiently and cost-effectively.
Significant innovations in the dissemination of the journey-to-work data also were achieved

for the 1990 census. Two transportation planning packages were produced: statewide pack-

ages for each state and the District of Columbia, and urban packages for the transportation
study area defined by each metropolitan planning organization. Production of the packages by

the Bureau of the Census was sponsored by the state departments of transportation under a

pooled funding arrangement with the American Association of State Highway and Transporta-
tion Officials. This arrangement supported the production of data for the entire country
instead of only those areas thât decided to purchase the data as in previous censuses. Funding to

develop the 1990 Census Tïansportation Planning Package Program was provided by FHWA
and the Rderal Transit Administration.

To make the data contained on the data tapes easily accessible and widely available, the

Bureau of Transportation Statistics released the 1990 Census Transportation Planning Pack-

ages on CD-ROM and provided software to display and retrieve the data. This revolutionary
advance in disseminating census data in a format compatible with widely available microcom-
puters democratized data accessible only on mainframe computers in previous censuses.

Now, in Aprí|1,994, the Transportation Research Board is sponsoring the third National
Conference on Decennial Census Data for Tiansportation Planning. DOT officials, Census

Bureau officials, ând state and local transportation planners are meeting in lrvine, California,
to review their experiences with using the 1990 census data for transportation planning and to
make recommendations for the 2000 census.

Usns or Dncn¡nuer CnNsus Dern FoR TRANSPoRTATIoN Prer.rNINc

Department of Transportation Uses

Transportation data from the decennial census are used by DOT as a comprehensive data base

supporting development of new policies and programs and as benchmark data with which to

evaluate the impacts and overall effectiveness of previously implemented programs.
DOT works in partnership with states and local governments to assess project and corridor-

level effects of implemented plans, programs, and specific projects. In supporting ISTEA and

CAAA, as well as other federal legislation such as the National Environmental Protection Act,
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1.964, the Uniform Relocation Assistance Act, and the

Highway Safety Act, decennial census data facilitate a consistent level of responsible federal

oversight and review of state and local plans and progtams. For example, census data are an

tion of the CAAA, journey-to-work data from the 2000 census will provide important feedback

on rhe overall effectiveness of today's national air quality agenda. To respond to the require-
ments of the Americans with Disabilities Act for transportation fully accessible to all segments

of the popularion, data on persons with mobility limitations that are traditionally provided by
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proyide an opportunity Íor DOT to conduct a nationwide assessment of service

State and Local Uses

Decennial census data for small areas such as census tracts and traffic analysis zones are used
by states and metropolitan planning organizations to meet the provisions of ISTEA, CAAA,
and the Americans with Disabilities Act.

I STEA-C otnpreh ensiue P lanning

ISTEA contains specific provisions requiring comprehensive transportation planning processes
on a statewide basis as well as at the metropolitan area level. States, local governments, and
regional agencies must analyze the impacts of transportation plans, policies, and programs.
The procedures involved are data intensive, and small-area data from the decennial census
provide much of the required information. Principal among these procedures is travel forecasting.

The function of transportation models is to replicate how people travel, to model their travel
to and from different locations, by time of da¡ purpose, and mode. Models are used to forecast
how people will travel in the future. Assumptions are made about transportation infrastructure
development and changes, land use changes, parking cost and availabilit5 and changes in
individual travel behavior. By building these models, planners can evaluate alternatives. For
example, will adding carpool lanes along a particular highway reduce or increase congestion in
the future, and how do these results compare with building general-purpose lanes or increasing
transit service? For most travel models, the forecasting horizon is 20 to 30 years. Thus, data
from the 1990 census are used to test the reliability of current models to predict 1990 travel
behavior, and to then forecast travel in 2000, 2070, and 2020.

The decennial census provides the baseline of household and person characteristics, origins
and destinations of work trips, and travel characteristics for small areas such as traffic analysis
zones used in regional and local travel demand modeling efforts. These forecasts are used by
state, regional, and local agencies to develop, test, and refine methods for projecting future
travel needs at the regional, subarea, and corridor levels. Using these models for travel
forecasting allows analysis of alternative highway, transit, and multimodal developments with
various policy scenarios.

In addition to supplying data for travel forecasting, the decennial census provides important
information for transportation planners to monitor trends in travel behavior. Census data
permit the tracking of travel times and peak hours of travel by mode of travel and by residence
and work location. The census also provides estimates and data for trend analyses of rates of
carpooling and public transit use in the journey to work.

ISTEA-Transþortation Imprwement Progratn: Project Selection

ISTEA specifically requires that statewide and metropolitan transportation plans address
broad issues such as land development and demographic growth, effects of transportation
facilities on population segments, and regional mobility and congestion levels. These plans
must consider the social, economic, and environmental effects, including air quality effects, of
transportation plans and programs. Projects contained in transportation improvement pro-
grams must be found to conform to the emissions reduction schedules in a state implementation
plan. Census data on commuter travel flows and travel behavior patterns provide important
baseline values against which transportation improvement program projects can be evaluated
and selected.

IST&*-kaffk eongestion Managemeæt

ISTEA requires states, in cooperation with metropolitan planning organizations, to develop
traffic congestion management systems. Transportation control measures and travel demand
management programs often use census data on the journey to work as baseline values from

the census
needs.
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which to establish goals for increasing average vehicle occupancy and for decreasing single-
occupant vehicles. Census data also are used for preparing a comprehensive profile of peak-
period commuter flows.

I STEA-C ori dor Pre s eru ation

ISTEA provides a planning framework for early identification of transportation corridors
needing some form of capacity expansion. Small-area data from the census provide a basis for
defining these corridors and the number and characteristics of residents and jobs affected.

auul
Regions cited for being in nonattainment of federal air quality standards must comply with
Environmental Protection Agency and DOT requirements under CAAA. The transportation/
air quality planning requirements of CAAA require state and local public agencies to prepare
comprehensive vehicular travel and pollutant emissions profiles. Preparation of these profiles
requires analysis of detailed household and worker characteristics, means of travel, commuting
patterns, and journey-to-work trip lengths obtained from the decennial census.

CAAA also requires severely polluted areas to compute regional average rates of vehicle
occupancy in the commute to \¡/ork. The census provides these data in a consistent manner
nationwide.

Under CAAA, preparation of the state implementation plan and the comprehensive urban
transportation planning process must be coordinated. tansportation facilities and projects
proposed as part of the long-range transportation plan must be evaluated for their effect on air
quality. Thus, forecast travel volumes along specific routes are translated into forecast traffic
speeds and emissions. The results are used in conformity analyses of the state implementation
plan. Data from the decennial census are the basis of these forecasts.

Trønsit System Darclopment ønd Modification

Understanding regional travel patterns assists transit agencies in developing new services and
revising existing services. These services may include vanpools and carpools in addition to
fixed-rail and fixed-route bus services. Small-area census data for traÍfíc analysis zones on
journey-to-work characteristics are used for route planning, market analysis, publicit¡ and
advertising.

The Americans with Disabilities Act requires stâtes and local transit operators, with
oversight and policy review by DOT, to provide service levels that are fully accessible to all
segments of the population. Data from the census that describe the geographic distribution of
persons with disabilities limiting their ability to get around outside the home are used to
develop and improve transportation services for this population.

Pormclr CoNrrxr oF PLANNTNG FoR THE 2000 C¡Nsus

As the preceding sections indicate, DOT as well as state and local transportation planning
organizations have relied on decennial census data since 1960. The Census Bureau itself has
supported and encouraged this reliance as it worked with DOT to develop the bureau's
journey-to-work statistics program. Toda¡ transportation agencies at all levels of government
are even more dependent on census data to implement the mandates contained in ISTEA and
CAAA. TüØhy, with this long history of data collection and the increasing need for the data, is the

collected in the 2000 census has the potential to eliminate the transportation data that are so

critical for DOT and state and local planning agencies in meeting the requirements that
Congress has created in ISTEA and CAAA.
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Congressional Criticism of 1990 Census

After the 1990 census, the Census Bureau received a great deal of criticism from members of
Congress who believed that the census cost too much and because of the differential under-
count among certain geographic areas (usually large cities) and among minority groups. This
criticism was exacerbated by the decision by then Secretary of Commerce Robert Mosbacher
not to statistically adjust the 1990 census results to correct for the undercounts, even though
the Census Bureau was prepared to do so and Census Bureau Director Barbara Everitt Bryant
herself recommended that the 1,990 counts be adjusted.

On the basis of the widely held opinion in Congress that the 1990 census was too costly and
inaccurate, Representative Thomas Sawyer, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Census, Statis-
tics, and Postal Personnel of the Committee on Post Office and Civil Service, which oversees the
Census Bureau's operations, warned the bureau that any plan for the 2000 census that did not
provide for a change in the way the census is conducted would not be acceptable to Congress.
He also stated repeatedl¡ in hearings, speeches, and in the press, his belief that the large
amount of data collected in the census contributed to the diminished accuracy of the popula-
tion counts and that data users might have to find alternative sources for data previously
collected in the census. In an open letter to the members of the Association of Public Data Users
(APDU), published in the May 1993 APDU Newsletter, Representative Sawyer wrote, "I can
assure you that efforts to keep 1990 content in the 2000 census will be greeted by skepticism, at
best, and opposition, at ì¡/orst, in Congress."

In response to its congressional critics, the Census Bureau has taken a zero-based approach
to planning for the 2000 census. In January 1,991,, the Year 2000 Research and Development
Staff was created within the Census Bureau, and formal 2000 census planning began.

The Year 2000 Research and Development Staff developed L4 alternative designs for
conducting the 2000 census. The alternatives ranged from a "census" based on administrative
records with no actual data collection, to a more traditional short-form-long-form census but
with a number of innovations in data collection and processing, to a "continuous measure-
ment" census that would include only a basic head count in 2000 and a series of surveys
throughout the decade to obtain the characteristics of the population collected on the long-
form questionnaire in previous censuses. The work of the staff focused on the viability of these
alternative designs, to determine one or two candidate designs for testing in1995,

Selection of a 2000 Census Design

The Census Bureau published a notice in the March 25, L993, Federal Register to announce
and request comments on its proposed criteria for assessing the 14 alternative 2000 census
designJand selecting two designs for testing in 1,995. The notice set forth mandatory criteria

' that a design must meet as well as desirable (but not mandatory) criteria against which designs
would be evaluated. Under the mandatory criteria, the 2000 census would provide only counts
of the total population and the population 18 years and over by race and Hispanic origin to
provide data for reapportionment, state redistricting, and enforcement of the Voting Rights
Ac.

The requirement that the decennial census continue to provide the full range of subject
mâtter content and small- area data (such as the transportation data) that are best and uniquely
supplied by a census was propos€d by the Census Bureau to be a desirable but not mandatory
criterion for selecting a 2000 census design. The most frequent comment that the Census
Bureau received from data users in response to the Federal Register notice was that this criterion
be mandatory. The Census Bureau, however, chose not to âccept the recommendation.

On May 20. 1993, the Census Bureau issued as series of Design Alternative Recommenda-
tions describing the results of its assessment of each of the 14 alternative 2000 census designs.
The bureau announced that it was rejecting all 74 designs and, instead, proposed to test a
"hybrid" design in 1995 composed of the most promising features selected from among the 14
candidate designs.
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Congressional Response to 2000 Census Planning Process

Congressional reaction to the direction that the Census Bureau was taking in planning the 2000
census came through the budget process. The Census Bureau requested $23 million for fiscal
year 7994 for 2000 census planning activities. In the June 1993 markup by the Subcommittee
on Commerce, Justice, State, the Judiciar¡ and Related Agencies of the House Committee on
Appropriations, the Census Bureau request was cut to $8 million. In its report, the subcommit-
tee commented as follows:

1, The 1990 census was too costly and inaccurate.
2. The Census Bureau's rejection of all 14 census design alternatives that had been under

study for more than a year suggested that the bureau was not serious about correcting the
concerns of Congress.

3. It is not acceptable to conduct the 2000 census under a process that follows the general
plan used in the 1990 decennial census.

The committee further stressed that the basic purpose of a decennial census is to enumerate the
population, in accordance with the Constitution, and that other data that were collected in the
1990 census could be determined through alternative methods. Finall¡ the committee encour-
aged OMB to ensure that only data needed to satisfy statutory requirements be collected in the
census at taxpayer exPense.

In early August 7993 the Census Bureau issued its 1.995 Census Test Design Recommenda-
tions describing the proposed goals and methods for use in the 1995 test census. The results of
the 1995 test will determine how the Census Bureau will conduct the 2000 census. The Census

Bureau originally planned to use the 1990 census questionnaire in 1995, since the 1995 test
census was not meant to be a test of questionnaire content. In response to Congress and to
guidance from OMB, howwer, the bureau took the position that 7995 census test would
contain only questions needed to satisfy current statutory requirements. Although the trans-
portation data collected in the decennial census are the backbone of the statistical system that
supports the transportation planning process in the United States, no law requires that
transportation data be collected in the decennial census. Thus, if the Census Bureau and OMB
adhered to the criterion that the census should include only questions required to satisfy
statutory requirements, no transportation data would be collected in the 1995 census test or
the 2000 census.

Subsequent Congressional Action

After many federal agencies, including DOT, expressed strong objections to restricting the data
collected in the census, Congress eased somewhat its criterion of "statutory requirements" in
subsequent guidance included in the House-Senate conference repoft on the Census Bureau's
fiscal year 1.994budget request. The report stated that the conferees expected the Commerce
Department and OMB to ensure that all concerns of the Congress, the absolute data require-
ments of federal departments and agencies, as well as state and local government data needs,

were considered in the 2000 census planning effort.
On the basis of this new guidance, the Bureau of the Census, with approval from OMB, will

include in the 1995 census test those 1990 census questions providing data mandated by law
for collection in the census and data specifically required by federal legislation and for which
the decennial census is the only or historical sourc€. The transportation items collected in the
1990 census fall under the latter category and thus will be included in the 1995 census test.
OMB also is using these broader criteria in determining the questions to be included in the
2000 census, which bodes well for the continued collection of transportation data in the census
if Congress agrees with OMB's interpretation of federal data needs.
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CENsus Bunrlu's 2000 C¡Nsus PreNs

The Census Bureau's designs for fundamental change are embodied in the census attributes
that it will be testing in the 1995 census test and in its research on a continuous measurement
system as an alternative to the traditional census. The most significant design changes and the
continuous measurement system are described next.

Design Changes To Be Tested in 1995 Census Test

Use of Sampling and Statistical Estination To Reduce the
Dffirential Undercount and Census Costs

The primary âspects of this design change are integrated coverage measurement and sampling
for nonresponse.'With the inclusion of integrated coverage measurement, the 2000 census will
produce a single set of census results combining counting and estimation techniques. A
statistical adjustment to correct for undercounts will be incorporated in the census before the
counts are released. Using sampling for nonresponse, only a sample of nonrespondents will be
followed up after the initial data collection, rather than attempting to contact all nonrespon-
dents as in previous censuses.

Increasing Census Resþonse Options

In addition to the mail out-mail back enumeration, the Census Bureau plans to make
unaddressed questionnaires available at many locations for people who may not receive a
questionnaire or believe they may not have been included on a census form. The Census Bureau
also plans to collect data electronically where feasible using computer-assisted telephone
interviews and other technologies to reduce the unit cost of data collection and provide
alternatives to respondents.

Use of Pespondcnt-Friendly Questionnøires ønd Implementation Methods

Respondent-friendly implementation has three components: the design of the questionnaire to
make it easier for the respondent to understand and complete; the mail implementation,
involving multiple mail contacts (a prenotice letter, a reminder card, an initial questionnaire,
and a replacement questionnaire); and first-class postage instead of bulk rate mailing.

Cooperatiue Venhtres

Opportunities for the U.S. Postal Service, local governments, and private and nonprofit
organizations to play a role in the census will be expanded. This role would be primarily in the
area of coverage improvement to reduce differential undercounts (such as updating the census
address list) but also would include outreach and promotion.

Tatgeted. Methods To Count Historically (Jnd¿rcounted Populations and.
Geographic Areas

The Census Bureau would develop a data base to enable it to target areas where there are major
enumeration barriers and use specific methods from a "tool kit" of special methods to
overcome barriers.

Ctþture of T\rt¡ frw the 'OOO Cerrsr¿s tÍsing Flprtronic hnaging

The Census Bureau plans to implement a system to scan and capture an electronic image of the
pages of census questionnaires to reduce clerical handling of paper documents and processing
costs.
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Collcction of Sanple Datø Using Multþlc Satnplc Forms

Using a "matrix sampling" approach, the questions traditionally collected on the long-form
questionnaire would be split up into multiple, medium-length forms. The samples derived from
the medium-length forms would be cumulated to provide estimates for small areas. Matrix
sampling could allow the Census Bureau to either expand the level of content compared with
7990 and maintain average respondent burden or maintain the content level and reduce
average respondent burden.

Continuous Measurement

Independent of the 1995 census test, the Census Bureau is also studying the operational
feasibility and cost of implementing what it calls a continuous measurement system as an
alternative to the traditional census, Under a continuous measurement system, the 2000 census
would collect on a 100 percent basis only population and housing unit counts and minimal
population and housing data, such as the information traditionally obtained from the short-
form questionnaire. The characteristics obtained in past censuses from a sample of households
using the long-form questionnaire-place of work; mode of travel to work; carpooling and
vehicle occupancy; travel time; time of departure from home to work; the number of vehicles
available to each household; persons with mobility-related disabilities; and the whole range of
detailed social, economic, and housing data-would not be collected. Instead, the long form
would be replaced with an Intercensal Long-Form Survey.

The Intercensal Long-Form Survey would comprise a monthly 400,000-household sample
that would be cumulated to produce rolling averages over various periods of time. National
estimates could be monthly estimates or quârtedy averages. For large geographic areas, such as

states and metropolitan areas or cities with more than 250,000 population, annual average
estimates could be produced. For the smallest areas (the level of sample data used to produce
data for census trâcts or to aggregate into traffic analysis zones), the estimates would be S-year
moving aYerages.

For example, if the survey were to begin in L998, small-area data for traffic analysis zones
could be released in 2003 on the basis of the cumulated average of survey data collected
between 1998 and 2002. Since the survey would be continuous, the Census Bureau could
theoretically produce new S-year moving averages for small areas each year if resources allow
and demand warrants (e.g.,2004 based on the average of 1999 to 2003, 2005 based on the
average of 2000 to 2004, and so on). However, year-to-year comparisons of data for small areas
would not provide good estimates of annual change, since only one-fifth of the sample from
which the moving averages are derived actually changes each year.

Options for 2000 Census Content

The demand for fundamental change in the census places congressional questioning of content
needs, perception of the adverse impact of the length and complexity of the census question-
naire on the undercount, and interest in reducing cost in direct conflict with the strong
legislative requirements and legitimate needs for transportation data from the decennial
census, The current circumstances present four options for content for the 2000 census:

o Reduced content: Congressional questioning of content needs, perception of the adverse
impact of the length and complexity of the census questionnaire on the undercount, and
interest in reducing the cost of the census offer the very real possibility that the amount of
information collected in the 2000 census may be reduced significantly compared with past
censuses. In the extreme, the long-form questionnaire could be eliminated.

o Traditional long form: This option would provide data comparable with the7990 census
and previous censuses. At this point in the planning cycle, it is unlikely that a full traditional
long form will be used in 2000, given the sense of Congress.
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o_ Multiple long forms (matrix sampling): The Census Bureau is testing the use of multiple
medium-length long forms in the 1995 censusTest. Operational complicaìions of administir-
ing, collecting, and processing multiple forms may preclude this option from use in the actual
decennial census.

o Continuous measurement: There is a great deal of support for continuous meesurement
at the Census Bureau, especially because it represents radical change in an attempt to appease
congressional critics and removes the collection of the sample data from the decennial enumer-
ation. The Census Bureau has focused its ¡esearch on the operational feasibility of a continuous
measurement system without much concern for its ability to meet data needs. Now, part of the
bureau's program is to overcome data user resistance to continuous measurement data.
Nevertheless, it behooves users to decide what effect continuous measurement will have on
their programs, since it is a very real possibility.

IMprrc.crroNs oF cENsus BUREAU PreNs FoR TRANSpoRTATToN Dnre

General Implications for All Subiect-Matter Topics

1. Nearly all of the innovations the Census Bureau is testing and planning for use in the
2000 census are focused on reducing the undercount and reducing the cost of tlie census rather
than meeting data needs. lü(/ith the exception of the indirect benefits of respondent-friendly
questionnaires and the image capture system for the collection and processing of long-form
data (if there is a long form), all of the bureau's plans deal with the counts rathei than rñeeting
data needs.

2. Less emphasis on counting and more emphasis on estimâtion could have a detrimental
effect on the quality of sample data if there is a long form. If integrated coverage measurement
and sampling for nonresponse,are implemented, more sample data will be imputed. This may
be a particular problem for place-of-work information.

3. Emphasis is being given to separating the count from the collection of data on character-
istics. Despite the Census Bureau's own research evidence to the contrary, the perception on the
part of Congress is that collection of characteristics is detrimental to simþly cõunting the
population. One of the main attractions of continuous measurement to the Cènsus Bureaù and
Congress is that it reduces the census to little more than a head count and relegates the
collection of programmatic data to monthly surveys.

4. Emphasis is being given only to the cost of the census and not to the replacement cost of
the data. If transportation data are not collected in the census, DOT estimatesihat it would cost
more than $900 million to replace the transportation data with new, locally administered
surveys.

5. All of these plans respond to congressional guidance.

Specific Implications for Thansportation Content

Reduced Content

If Congress mandates a reduction in the number of questions asked in the 2000 census, there
will be intense competition among the legitimate data needs of the various federal agencies and
their constituencies at the state and local levels. Reducing the content of the census also will
make it unlikely that new questions to meet emerging data needs will be added to rhe census.

The decisions aboutwhich census_questions to retain and which to drop will ultimately
depend on congressional perception of the importance of the data on each topìc that is covereä
by the census. This perception will be influenced greatly by the legislativè justification for
collecting the data in rhe census.

In its analysisof federal âgency requirements for 2000 census data, OMB is classifying each
topic into one of three.categories: (ø) decennial census data specifically mandated by Ègisla-
tion; (å) data specifically required by legislation for which the census is the only or histõrical
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source; or (c) data used for program planning, implementation, or evaluation or to provide
legal evidence.

Questions that collect decennial census data specifically mandated by legislation obviously
stand the best chance of being included in the 2000 census, as long as Congress does not pass

new legislation to remove the requirement. Other questions that collect data specifically
required by legislation would have second priority, and questions that collect data to fulfill
program needs would have the lowest priority.

The Census Bureau, under OMB's guidance, will include in the 1995 census test those 1990
census questions that fall in the "mandatory" and "required" categories. Questions in the
"program" category will not be asked. The transportation items are included in the "required"
caregory, so they will be included in the 1995 test questionnaire. When the time comes to
determine the questions that will actually be asked in the 2000 census, it likely will come down
to which agencies are successful in making their questions mandatory and convincing Congress

that their items are the most critically needed. Questions that fall in the "program" category
will not be included in the census, and those in the "required" category will be closely
scrutinized to prove that their inclusion is warranted. If a reduced-content census becomes a
reality, it will be in the transportation community's best interest for DOT to take whatever
steps are necessary to make inclusion of transportation questions in the decennial census

mandatory.

One Long-Fortn Questionnaire

If the 2000 census again uses a long-form questionnaire similar to that used in 1990 and most
recent censuses, the content will be determined by assessing the relative priority among many
worthy competing topics and questions. Use of a conventional long form would make it
somewhat easier to include new questions, so long as existing questions were dropped to keep

the questionnaire burden neutral.
Under a long-form scenario, congressional perception of the relative importance of compet-

ing data items will be heavily dependent on the legislative justification of those items. Transpor-
tation will again have to make its case. Legislation to make the inclusion of transportation items
in the decennial census mandatory would be very helpful in making this case.

NI"ItipL Long Forms (Møtrix Sanpling)

The use of multiple long forms would be a satisfactory alternative for transportation topics as

long as all the transportation items plus questions that provide data needed for cross-tabulation
with transportation items are included on the same questionnaires. The multiple long-form
oprion also offers the greatest possibility for expanding the traditional decennial census
questions to collect information on such topics as multimodal commuting trips and stops made
by commuters on the way to and from work. As stated earlier, the likelihood that multiple long
forms will actually be used in the 2000 census is slim because of the operational complexities of
controlling and processing more than one sample form on a national scale.

Continuoøs Measurement

The implications of transportation data from a continuous measurement system are much
more difficult to assess than the previous content scenarios, because it is difficult to conceptual-
ize what continuous measurement data would actually mean. The point-in-time estimates of
commuting patterns between traffic analysis zones that the last three decennial censuses have

provided would be replaced by data that are derived from a S-year average of those commuting
patterns. Can a data set that portrays the average zone-to-zone commuting flows for a

metropolitan region over a S-year period be used to calibrate travel forecasting models?
A continuous measurement system would give annual averages for large geographic areas of

250,000 or more. Would the availability of annual data for these areas be beneficial in
monitoring macro-level travel trends and making model-based estimates for smaller geo-
graphic areas?
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A continuous measurement system could theoretically produce a moving S-year average
picture of commuting between traffic analysis zones every year, once it is fully operational.
Would transportation planners use data available with that frequency, or would new data every
3 or every 5 years be sufficient?

If journey-to-work data are provided by a continuous measurement system, the Census
Bureau would have to implement and maintain a continuous place-of-work coding system that
included commercial addresses, geocoded establishment names, buildings, colleges, hospitals,
shopping centers, and other workplaces and that was continually updated with changes to be
able to handle coding requirements for the continuous monthly surveys. Changes in city
boundaries and traffic analysis zone geographical definitions would have to be added to the
coding system on an ongoing basis to reflect geographic changes over time. Is the Census
Bureau prepared to invest in this level of coding support?

To address these and other questions, the Bureau of Transportation Statistics has funded a
formal study of the implications of continuous measurement for the uses of decennial census
data in transportation planning. A panel of experts representing the broad range of data users
within the transportation field has been selected to participâte in the study. In September 1994
the panel will meet in rVashington, D.C., for a L-day workshop to gain a thorough knowledge
of continuous measurement. The panel will be briefed by Census Bureau staff and statistical
experts, who will discuss the methodology and the pros and cons of continuous measurement
compared with a traditional census.

After the workshop, the panel members will return home to carefully study the implications
of continuous measurement for the traditional uses of census data within their particular area
of expertise (travel forecasting models, clean air models, transit planning, planning for large
metropolitan areas, planning for small metropolitan areas, statewide planning, etc.). Each
panel member will prepare a position paper giving views on the adequacy of continuous
measurement to meet transportation data needs. These position papers will be the basis for the
second meeting of the panel.

The panel members will return to Washington, D.C., in November 7994, for a 2-day
meeting to present their views on continuous measurement and make formal recommendations
with regard to its possible use as a replacement for the traditional census. The contractor
conducting the study will then prepare a final report of the study that summarizes the panel's
findings and recommendations. The Bureau of Transportation Statistics expects to be able to
submit the report to OMB, the Department of Commerce, the Bureau of the Census, Congress,
and the entire transportation community in February 1995.



The Future City: Its Changing
Role and Prospects

Martin'\ülachs, Uniuersity of Caliþrnia at Los Angeles

T "- honored and delighted but also rather puzzled to have been invited to be your keynote

I speaker. The reasons for being honored and delighted are obvious. This is a distinguished
I group that includes many old friends, and I thank the steering committee for inviting me to
fill this important role. On the other hand, I was puzzled because I hardly consider myself to be
an expert on the uses of census data in transportation planning, and in fact many of you are the
experts to whose work I turn for assistance when I need to know something about census data
in transportation. I became more puzzled when I was told not to worry about the fact that I
know so little about the subject of the conference. My assignment, I was told, was not to talk
about the subject of the conference-there would be plenty of papers on the technical topics
associated with the subject. Instead, I was asked to give an "uplifting" talk on the future of
cities in general, which is in itself a f.airly open-ended assignment. Although I also know
relatively little about the future of cities, this worried me less, since I do not think that many
other people know much about this topic either. At the very least, whatever I say about the
future of cities, focusing on 30 to 50 years into the future, there is very little likelihood that I will
be proven wrong before the end of this 3-day conference.

The nature of the city of the future probably is an unanswerable question for several reasons
that I will go into soon. Perhaps as a college professor I am well equipped to expound on
unanswerable questions because over the years my students have posed to me with earnestness
and sincerity some of the most ridiculously unanswerable questions anyone here can imagine.
Since it is customary to begin an after-dinner speech with a bit of humor, before turning to my
assigned topic I thought I would share with you the five most entertâining and absolutely
unanswerable questions about transportation that I have been asked by -y students over the
past decade in response to my class lectures. Are you ready for them?

First, after a lecture on the Interstate highway system, one student asked me, "How can there
be Interstate highways in Hawaii?"

When I was teaching a class on traffic safety a student asked me, "Since it is illegal to drink
and drive, why do you need a driver's license to buy liquor?"

On another occasion, aÍter a lecture on the history of transportation systems, a student
asked me, "How come \¡/e call the place we park our car a driveway,yet we call the place we
drive our cars a parkway?"

44
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In a similar vein, another student once asked me, "'Why is it that when we transport
something in a car we call it a shipment, but when \¡/e transport something in a ship we cali it a
cargo?"

And finall¡ the most unanswerable question I've ever been asked about transportation,
which came during a lecture on the transportation problems of disabled people: "Vhy do they
put Braille dots on the keypad of drive-up automaric teller machines?"

Now I'm going to turn to some more weighty questions about the future of the city and the
role of urban transportation systems in that future. Even though I was told that I did not need to
consider the transportation uses of census data explicitl¡ I plan to incorporate some observa-
tions about the ways in which planners, politicians, and lay citizens relate to data about the city
in an effort to say at least a few things about the future of the city in a way that relates to thä
theme of this conference.

THn Crry oF THE Furunr As A LrNK WrH THE PAST

The city of the future is largely the city of the past. Throughout the entire world, only a few
cities will exist in 2020 thatwe do not already recognize as cities in7994.In New York or Los
Angeles or'tù(/ashington, D.C., or Phoenix, the vast majority of the houses, workplaces, streets
arrd highways, parks, and institutions of the city of 2020 are already built, and the majority of
the people who will live in those cities are aheady born. Just as the city of 1.994 akeady existed
to â great extent in 1950 or 1.960, it is also true that the city of the middle part of the coming
century is already largely extant. Iùle know a great deal about the city of the future because it ii
in fact the city of the present. Whereas that may not be a very "uplifting" thought, I think it is
obviously correct.

The unique characteristics of our cities-the special features that they do not have in
common with one another-are an important part of our culture and will of course continue to
be a special part of our character as a people. These unique characteristics relate to the
geography and topography and climate that they inherited-and to the highly specialized
economic or political functions that they have acquired. The mild climate of a San Diego, the
harsh climate of a Minneapolis, and the interaction between cities and major bodies of wãter, as
in the San Francisco Bay Area, Seattle, New York, and New Orleans, give those cities and their
transportation systems something of a special character. Ile should work hard to preserve,
protect, and enhance their uniqueness. The special functions of political capitals,like Ïlashing-
ton, D.C., and cities rich in historical sites-like Boston and Philadelphia-are similarly unique
and worthy of protection and enhancement. Despite the commonalities of culture that weãil
share---our increasingly national uniform culture of television and movies and popular music-
our cities are our collective memories of our diverse roots and the permanent symbols of our
heritage and essence as a people. Their unique architectural styles, streetscapes, open spaces,
and vistas should continue to be cherished and nourished through programs 

-of 
hlstoric

preservation and educational and cultural programs to remind each generation that a special
sense of place gives us an important part of our humanity. Americans best understand the
extent to which cities are central parts of â national culture when they visit Paris, London, or
Milan, and we are finally realizing that in their own way the special feelings associated with
Denver or Baltimore can be nurtured even if they do not yet quite evoke the feeling of a Rome or
a Venice.

Transportation facilities are important parts of our culture and central elements of that
sense of place, Can you conceive of San Francisco without its cable cars or bridges, of New York
without its great bridges or subways, or Los Angeles without freeways? Only recently have we
transportation planners, managers, and engineers realized that our work is part and parcel of
creating American culture and history as well as fulfilling obvious utilitarian roles. This
rcalization, as exemplified in the artistic work associated with the Seattle bus tunnel or the Red
Line subway in Los Angeles, or the sensitive and aesthetically pleasing design of rhe Inrerstare
highway through Glenwood Canyon in Colorado, is a mark of our maturity as a professional
field and a mark of America's maturity âs a nation. We now share an understanding of the fact
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that in the past we have rather crassly destroyed neighborhoods, historical landmarks, and

environmenltal treasures in the name of transportation progress. We are far less likely to be so

insensitive to our culture or natural environment in the future. Even though transportation
facilities and policies are primarily utilitarian, we are now much more respectful of their

historical, culiural, symbolic, and aesthetic values as well as their functional purposes. Our
decisions about what'to build and what to save are far more informed and sensitive today than

they were a mere few decades ago. I certainly hope that we define the future city largely in terms

of ittis understanding of its ties to the city of the past and that we see our roles quite self-

consciously a, pr.r.ru.rr of the special qualities of our cities as well as creators of the functional

cities of thé future. The city can bì both efficient and symbolic, both effective and beautiful. We

should settle for nothing less as we set out to create the city of the 21st century.

To acknowledge the linkage between future cities and their historical evolution, as I just did,

is certainly nor to deny that cities also change substantially as thgy evolve. Barring major

catastrophes such as wars or massive earthquakes, cities actually change rathff gradually-
over centuries. Even when we rebuild cities after such catastrophes, for cultural and political
reasons we frequently choose to rebuild them as they were before their destruction rather than

take advantage of the opportunity to start again from scratch by creating a different kind of
city in a ,r.* i-"g.. Aftãithe great London fir e of t666,Sir Christopher'Sfren's master Plân to
rebuild the city úas rejected because the proposed revisions to the street plan would have

disrupted the historical locations of major public facilities and churches. After the 1906

earthiuake and the ensuing fire in San Francisco, with the exception of the addition of the

majoidiagonal srreer called Columbus Avenue, the city fathers chose to rebuild the city in
keeping with its previous development patterns rather than to implement Daniel Burnham's

UdS pian for thé city. And in Europe, many cities were rebuilt after World War II to recreate

the stieet plans, housing patterns, and densities as they existed before the bombing.

CIrms IN THE Cotr,tlNc CrrrunY

Cities change slowly by adding new sections that reflect the tastes, technologies, and cultures of
their da¡ birt without thoroughly destroying or replacing the older districts that also reflect the

t"rt., 
"nd 

technologies and cultures of their day. New York is quite a different city from Los

Angeles not becausè the two cities have different world views or different economic or social

goa"ls toda¡ but rather because they grew to maturity in different eras and their forms

ãncapr.rlatè some of the basic patterns that characterized their youth. Thus, for example, New
york''s density and srreer p"tt.ìnr reflect the fact that it was a mature city of millions of people

before the iniroduction of subways and the invention of the automobile. The dispersed low-

density form of Los Angeles reflects the fact that it grew to maturity after streetcar lines made

deceniralized developmint desirable and possible and after the invention of the automobile,

which accelerated thi decentralized pattern that had arisen in the first instance as a result of
transit technology. And, whereas New York's physical form and culture are clearly derivative

of its western anã-northern European roots, the character of Los Angeles is in both obvious and

more subtle ways reflective of its Latin American and Spanish heritage. London's older

industrial areas exist in a band outside the central city because they were added to a city that

was already well established at the time of the industrial revolution. The industrial areas of
most American cities are in the central areas adjacent to ports and rail lines because they were

the economic base of cities that were established after the technology of the industrial

revolution had become central to urban development. Cities of the coming 50 or 100 years will
continue to reflect these many special characteristics that are the result of historical processes-

the technolog¡ social issues,'and politics during their most formative years and their periods of
most rapid giãwth. These uniquJhistories will continue to give cities their physical forms and

their unique characteristics.
There âre, of course, many speculations âs to which of our current trends will dominate the

patterns of urban evolution inio the new century and which will be remembered as quaint

iootnot., to history, like hula hoops and polyester leisure suits. One is always entering risky
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territory when making predictions. Like many academics, I am sort of a collector of past
predictions made by academics, and there is no doubt that the vast majority of them have
proven to be far from the mark. Consider, for example, the very widespread predictions made
in the late 1940s and early 1950s that by the 1980s the personal helicopter would completely
replace the automobile as the most common vehicle providing personal mobility. Imaginè what
difficulty we transportation professionals would have today had those predictions bèen accu-
rate. Can you imagine what it would be like to deal with three-dimensional urban traffic
congestion rather than the rwo-dimensional variet¡ which is sufficiently frusrraring?

At the risk of seeing our predictions of today ridiculed in two decades for their obvious
absurdit¡ I can state several visions of the future with which most of us would concur-
because they are frequently made and because they seem completely plausible. For example, I
would feel comfortable forecasting that for the next 20 or 30 or more years, advancès in
telecommunications technology will continue to reshape our ways of behaving in the world as
radically asthe transportation revolution did a century 

^go. 
The ability ro insranraneously

transmit and receive images and data is growing exponentiall¡ and the "information highway"
will very soon be a reality. Many more people will handle information and operate computers
than is the case toda¡ and this will undoubtedly lead to the further decentralization of
residences and places of work in our metropolitan areas. The process of decentralization has
been under way for more than a century, and the prediction that it will continue appears to be
safe. City cores and specialized suburban office and retail concentrations, increasingly called
"edge cities," will continue to exist and in some cases to prosper, but in relative ter-s more
growth in employment, residential population, and economic activity will occur at low and
medium density than ever before. This will occur simply because there is no economic or social
necessity for high densities. 'Sfe can conduct our daily work with ever fewer face-to-face
contacts and with less reliance on heavy or bulky raw materials, which tend to keep manufac-
turing and industrial employment near ports and railheads.

This pattern will be facilitated by improved multimedia communicarions links, and elec-
tronic linkages among us will account for a greater and greater share of our interaction with
one another. But there will still be a need for and a desire to travel-perhaps with different
frequencies and time patterns and perhaps to different destinations. Longer but probably less
frequent trips to office headquarters, schools, and shopping centers will continue to congest
roads and streets at peak periods. Growth in traffic congestion will probably slow down, but it
will continue because there will be more people; because household income will in general
continue to rise among middle- and upper-income groups, though perhaps more slowly than in
the past; and because richer people will have more desires that must be met at different
locations. I believe that suburb-to-suburb trips will continue to be the fastesr-growing kind of
trip and that peak periods will spread because of more flexible working hours as well as better
management of transportation capacity.

Some observers believe that we will re-create in the coming decades the older, mixed-use,
higher-density city cores that characterized the turn of the last century. Under the heading
"neotraditional town planningr" some have been advocating a return to pedestrian-oriented
and transit-oriented land use planning with much higher degrees of mixed land uses. I am
actually quite sympathetic to this notion. I personally dislike automobile-oriented residential
neighborhoods without sidewalks or transit and with shopping opportuniries only at mega-
malls rather than in street corner shops. I prefer to live near a transit station at which I can catch
a train to downto\¡/n and in a community where I can walk to the store. I welcome the addition
of these "new-old" communities because they increase the range of choices available to us in
the housing market and because I think that more choice in the marketplace is almost always a
good thing. And although I hope that many such neotraditional communities are successful in
market and social terms, I do not expect them to reverse the general long-term trend toward
lower-density communities. I believe that so far most neotraditional communities have served
only upper- and middle-income people and that in many cases, despite their neotraditional
appearences, their actual densities have remained suburban in character. In few or no cases
have the concepts of neotraditional planning been used to rene\Ã/ decaying inner-city neighbor-
hoods. Whereas I hope that some initiatives of that type will actually take place, I think tliat, for
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obvious reasons related to market economics, they will remain exceptional examples and not
the general trend.

I èxpect that transportation technology will see its greatest advances in the gradual and

systematic augmentation of movement technology by communications technology. I believe

that before too long we will have access to smart buses and shuttles, for example, which will be

public rransit systems providing users with a much-improved level of information on where
ãpproaching rransit vehicles are located, what their costs and levels of seat availability will be,

and what their arrival and departure times will be. We will probably slowly decrease the extent
to which we operate transit on fixed routes in favor of flexible, demand-responsive routing,
especially in lower-density areas. Similarl¡ I believe that the most significant improvements in
inãividual vehicle technology will be the result of enhancing automobile capabilities through
communications. In congested corridors on key links of each region's highway system, auto'
mobiles will eventually be guided along computer-controlled automated highways with some-

thing like rhree or four times the capacity of current highways within existing rights-of-way.
Variõus forms of route guidance and automatic braking systems will serve as technological
milestones along the wây to automated highways.

I also believe that it will be possible, within a couple of decades, to envision urban
transportation systems relatively free of the most common air pollutants that are the single

most consistent focus of current polic¡ although we may face other struggles to control
pollutants and toxics that are as yet not well understood. Despite the fact that transportation
ãemand management and transportation control measures dominate our conversations toda¡
I expect thar most of the progress in resolving air pollution problems in the future will be

through technological innovations rather than through massive shifts in travel behavior or the

wholesale abandonment of automobiles for transit, cycling, and walking.
Like most people associated with the field of urban transportation, my visions of the future

city include major advances in the capacity of technology to address some of the more vexing
aspecrs of daily life. I honestly do have confidence that changes in transportation and commu-
nièations technology will gradually but certainly enable us to solve some of the problems, like
air pollution and energy efficienc¡ that we as transportation experts consider dominant in our
fielã. Yet I worry about visions of the future that focus exclusively on new technological
marvels. My concerns about the future of the metropolis reflect my belief that technology
cannot really solve our most pressing social problems, especially some that we now identify as

being outside the realm of transportation planning but that I personally see as being very much
involved with transportation.

Socnr DunNsloNS oF THE Clrv or rHE FuruRE

Most urban economists and demographers see the city of the future in troubling terms. The gap

between the incomes of the richest and the poorest Americans is expected to continue to widen;
the economic well-being of the poorest segments of our society is expected to continue to
decline; the racial and ethnic composition of our cities is expected to become increasingly
diverse; and the quality of education, health care, and welfare services is expected to continue
to decline for decades to come unless there are major policy interventions. Doesn't it trouble
you rhar we frequently see the city of the future as a haven that is the product of technological
marvels, yet we usually also see the city of the present as the locus of unmanageable social and

economic problems? Our confidence that we can solve problems of traffic congestion and air
pollution with technological advances must be tempered by our society's repeated failures in
other realms. Our metropolitan areas are plagued by violence, crime, homelessness, unemploy-
ment, racial and ethnic inequality, and fiscal deficits. There is a pervasive feeling that we cannot
solve these problems because our political systems are more gridlocked than our highways and

that our social systems have no will to solve them. What major contribution has transportation
planning, investment, and management made to address these problems during the past

decades? Some might say that by increasing the ability of some Americans to opt for upper-
income, ethnically homogeneous suburbs, transportation systems have, if anything, height-
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ened these problems. I honestly believe that transportation planners and national and regional
transportation policies have in some cases innocently and in a few specific cases even deliber-
ately contributed to the worsening of these social problems. I also believe that the realization of
all of our high hopes for technological change in the future will fail to improve the quality of
urban life unless and until transportation planners recognize and accept some responsibility for
problems in these other realms and design transportation policies explicitly ro attempr ro
overcome them.

Transportation systems certainly are not the primary causes of povert¡ racism, or homeless-
ness in our cities, yet we cannot turn our backs on these problems. We must accept some of the
responsibility for addressing them. If I have one major disappointment with the professional
community of transportation planning of which I am a part, it is our collective failure to grasp
the pervasive, complex relationships between transportation systems and the social and
economic failures of our cities and the absence of an ethical commitment on the part of many-
though certainly not all-transportation planners to address these issues. In my view, if the city
of the future is to be a more satisfying environment for people of many different backgrounds,
we must address transportation problems with a commitment to deal with these problems head
on that we have not yet shown.

We can no longer be blind to the fact that in American cities transportation systems provide
access to the richest array of economic, educational, cultural, and recreational opportunities,
but that because land use has adjusted to the nearly universal availability of automobiles, the
carless are more generally isolated from those opportunities than urban Americans have ever
been. And, since the carless are likely to be the poorest citizens, disproportionately consisting of
the elderl¡ the very young, recent immigrants, the disabled, and members of minority groups,
the rising fares of public transit systems and the declining service provided by transit are
becoming a significant social problem in many metropolitan areas. 'We increasingly rely on
local sales taxes to bear most of the cost of providing public transit. Sales taxes are generally
regressive-they take a much higher proportion of the income of poorer people than of richer
people. At the same time, we are increasingly putting our transit resources into new rail systems
and express bus operations serving wealthier suburbanites, who already have very high rates of
automobile ownership. To the extent that we continue to do this, we will be creating cities in
which gaps between the haves and the have-nots grow because of widening differences in
mobility and in disposable income. Our transportation policies might well be worsening both
the access and the income components of this problem. The nature of the future city will
depend at least to some extent on the actions we take to create greater access and mobility for
those who need it most-the poor, disabled, old, young, and immigrants. I believe that we
should address the needs of the transit-dependent population much more directly in transit
planning and, more generall¡ in transportation planning.

Although we decry the problems of crime and violence in our cities, collectively we have seen
a very small direct role for transportation planners and managers in the realm of crime
prevention. We now have enough information about crime pafterns, however, to know that in
many cities a substantial proportion of crime occurs at bus stops, in large parking garages, on
the highways, and in subways or involves victims who are walking to or from transit stops. My
own research on transit-related crime in Los Angeles, for example, demonstrated that rates of
victimization were up to seven times as high as those reported by local transit police depart-
ments. \ùThereas we envision a future of automated, high-technology highways, we do liale to
improve the safety of our existing systems through improved lighting, patrolling, policing, and
sensible designs with security as the single most important design criterion. The nature of the
future city will depend to at least some extent on the actions we take and the policies we create
to recognize the role of transportation in urban crime prevention and reduction.

Transportation systems also could become a greater contributor to racial and ethnic
equality in America than they have been. We could argue that transportation investments make
people and economic actiyities accessible to one another and thereby potentially contribute to
ethnic and racial integration and to the betterment of the poorer segments of society. It is also
clear, however, that in other ways they may well facilitate racial and ethnic segregation and
economic isolation. The building of superhighways and suburban rail lines into the far-flung
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suburbs makes it possible for economically secure white people to live and work in commu-
nities far removed from one another and to travel through communities of minority poverty

wirhout ever really interacting with or understanding them. The accessibility thus provided has

enabled capital investment to flee from the inner cities, bypassing minority communities and

concentrating in mostly white-owned suburban areas. 'We construct new suburbs from scratch

and allow inner-city communities to decline. We don't create segregation, but we create

conditions that enable people with resources to consciously pursue segregated neighborhoods.
At the same time, rights-of-way for transportation facilities have removed disproportionately
the residential neighborhoods and community facilities serving minority communities. The

nature of the future city will depend to at least some extent on the actions we take and the

policies we create that recognize the role of transportation investments in economic develop-

ment, job creation, community renewal, and the reduction of the gaps in opportunities
available to rich and poor people.

On the one hand, I argued earlier that the city of the future is largely the city of the past. Our
technological breakthroughs and new communities only marginally and slowly change the

basic urban physical patterns that we inherited. On the other hand, the city of the future is
largely what we choose to make it through our complex processes of governance and decision

making. Investments in transportation systems are among the most influential in creating those

marginal changes. I worr¡ however, that our governmental decision-making structures are

becoming less willing to deal with the poverty, inequalit¡ crime, and violence that plague our
environment. In metropolitan areas \¡/e sometimes have hundreds of separate bodies of
government, each trying to provide specific services to particular groups of citizens and all
failing to make commitments to share in governance toward common regional goals. Whereas

most of us now recogni ze thatthe region is the functional economic unit of most importance, it
is at the metropolitan regional level where our government is weakest and we are failing to act

collectively in the common interest. The nature of the future city will depend to at least some

extent, and perhaps to a great extent, on the actions we take and the policies we create to
recognize the role of transportation systems in regional integration, economic development,

and more unified governance.

Pouncer Nerunn oF TRANSPoRTATIoN DnclsIoN MeruNc

Despite my concern that we have not done enough to address the social needs of the increas-

ingly diverse population through transportation polic¡ I must admit that over the last 40 or 50

years transportation policy making clearly has become more democratic, open to participation
by diverse interest groups, and sensitive to a variety ofperspectives. Requirements added to the

rransporration decision-making process-including those related to public hearings, com-

ments, and workshops and environmental impact reviews-and the emergence of transporta-
tion user groups, community-based organizations, and interest groups representing environ-
mental concerns have surely democratized transportation decision making. These groups have

of course differed in the resources they have been able to bring to bear on transportation poliry
debates, the skillfulness of their staffs, and the persuasiveness of their arguments. However, the

effectiveness of advocates for air qualit¡ rail system construction in some large cities, and the

disabled in transportation policy making have proven that groups who are well organized and

effective at constituency building can make an enormous difference in the outcomes of
transportation policy debates.

If I am correct that the politics of urban transportation has become more open and

accessible, yet that we have not adequately addressed the economic and social needs of our
cities through transportation policy, I can think of two explanations for this shortcoming. The

first is that effective coalitions of interests have not emerged on behalf of those whose social and

economic needs are being inadequately met by transportation policy-the unemployed, minor-
ity groups, the elderl¡ and so on. In my idealized future cit¡ sophisticated organizations
tepreseniing the needs of these interests would emerge that are as active and effective as the
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interest groups concerned with air quality and energy policy that have emerged in the past two
decades.

The second explanation is the lack of a deep, powerful, and convincing data base providing
information that describes and codifies the performance of the transportation system with
respect to economic and social development and equality of opportunity. It seems clear that
progress in addressing air quality and energy conservation through transportation policy
making has been enhanced dramatically by data establishing, for example, the extent of and
distribution of air pollution and the change in the energy consumption characteristics of the
vehicle fleet over time. The effectiveness oÍ organizations advocating cleaner air and gleater
energy efficiency in transportation has been significantly enhanced by the availability of
extensive and reliable data to help them make their cases. I believe that we do not have good
information readily available to indicate the relative difference in accessibility forpoor and rich
people, the levels of transit service available to different communities, the extent to which
capital investments in transportation facilities produce benefits to lower- and middle- and
upper-income communities, and so forth. I believe that the ready availability of information on
such issues would enhance the effectiveness of advocates for social change through transporta-
tion systems and within transportation programs and that the absence of such information
itself hinders the formation of effective advocacy organizations.

Our data bases and the policy questions we address have something of a chicken and egg
relationship. Transportation policy makers do not ask with sufficient frequency about the
impacts of transportation investments on the well-being of poorer and minority communities,
the elderl¡ the disabled, or even women as a group. Perhaps they fail to ask those questions
because our data bases do not provide information on them, and perhaps our data bases do not
highlight such issues because decision makers fail to ask about them. Nevertheless, there is an
important need to be addressed here, and I believe that better information can be a spur to
better policy making by making it possible for disenfranchised interests to argue more cogenrly
for their needs in the transportation policy-making ârena.

CoNcrusroN: OUR Ror¡ rN SHApnrc rHE URBAN Frm;nn

This conference will deal with the importance of information and, more particularly, with the
nature of one source of information-the U.S. census-in transportation planning and policy
making. In the light of what I have been saying so far about the future of the city and about the
importance of good data bases in determining effective democratic participation in transporta-
tion policy making, I would like to argue that we share a responsibility for improving the data
bases available to planners and policy makers. In the coming decade an important dimension of
that improvement should relate to the social and economic status of diverse populations. I am
aware of the political pressures to lessen the scope and depth of census data coverage of
transportation issues. I would like to argue that we should collectively demand that our nation's
commitment to the collection of travel-related information in the national census be strength-
ened rather than weakened; that our ability to link travel and transportation information with
other social and demographic indicators of human well-being be enhanced rather than lessened.

To some extent, American cities of the future are already determined by the history of the
cities we now see before us. \üle must stud¡ understand, appreciate, and build on the ways in
which our cities encapsulate our history and our culture. To some extent, future American
cities will surely also be shaped by emerging nerrr/ automoJive, highway, transit, and especially
communications technology. We should certainly work hard to understand the interactions
between urban form, daily urban life, and the emerging technologies, but they will continue to
marginally shape our cities-probably for the betterment of most people-whether we under-
stand these forces or not. I believe that the social, ethnic, and economic divisions and tensions
that characterize our cities today will grow to be the dominating policy issue of the coming
decade, surpassing environmental concerns, and that we in the transportation community will
be called on to play an increasing role in addressing those problems. Strangely, it is in this realm
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that I believe we have the greârcst opportunities to influence the future 'of the city and the future
quality of life for all Americans, yet it is in these areas that we as transportation orperts have at
this moment the fewest ideas and the weakest commitments to contribute. I hope that this
situation will change, and I hope that as you consider the future role of census data in
transportarion, you will specifieally address the ways in which census data and transportation
data can together shed more light on thesolution of the complex social and econornic issues we

will continue to face in the coming decades.
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The Decennial Census and
tansportation Plannitg: Planning
for Large Metropolitan Areas

Charles L. Purvis, Metr op olitan Ti ansp ortation Cornrnission,
Oaþland, Californiø

he purpose of this resource paper is to describe the use and application of decennial
census data for transportation planning purposes in large metropolitan areas in the
United States. In particular, use of the 1980 Urban Tiansportation Planning Package

(UTPP) and the 1990 Census Transportâtion Planning Package (CTPP) will be discussed.
Large metropolitan areas are defined as regions with populations of 1 million or great€r.

Though this conference makes a distinction between large metropolitan and small to medium-
sized metropolitan areas, the uses and applications of census data can be quite similar. \üfl'hereas

transportation problems such as pollution and traffic congestion are typically an order of
magnitude more severe in the larger metropolitan areas, this may or may not lead to more
immediate and sophisticated uses of census data. The prime distinctions between large and
small to medium-sized metropolitân areas are probably staffing levels and staff proficiency in
managing large data sets such as the 1990 census.

Rnvr¡,w or Lrnn¡r.ln¡: Usn nNo AppucATIoN oF CENsus D.trn nI
TuNsponrlnou Prnr.n rNc

The use of decennial census data in transportation planning has been covered extensively in the
transportation research literature. The reader should specifically review three special reports
issued by the Transportation Research Board covering census/transportation conferences held
in 7970 in rù(/ashington, D.C. (1); in 1973 in Albuquerque, New Mexico (2); and in 1984 in
Orlando, Florida (3). Also useful is the collection of articles inTransportation Researcb Record
981, published in 1984 (a). The reader also can refer to the Rderal Highway Administration
(FHIù(/A) publications entitled Transportation Planners' Guide To Using the 1980 Census (5)

andCase Studies-ApplyingtheUrbanTransportationPlanningPackage (UTPP) inTiønspor-
tation Modeling (6). An ITE informational report entitled Use of Census Datø in Transporta-
tion Planning includes sections on how census data have been used in transportation analysis
(7). These reports provide a general overview of the use oÍ t97O and 1980 census data in
transportation planning.

The Albuquerque and Orlando conferences were integral components of the formal and
informal efforts of the Bureau of the Census to determine the census content for the 1980 and
1990 decennial censuses. Details on the Census Bureau's content determination efforts are
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described in a series oÍ. Content Determination Reports, including a report on place-of-work
and journey-to-work issues (8). This 1994 lrvine, California, conference will be an important
element of the content determination process for the 2000 decennial census.

Complementary to the literature on the use of census data in transportation planning are

several reference works on census trend data. The most popular are Pisarski's Commuting in
Americareportpublished bytheEno Foundation (9); the 1986 FHWA repoftJourney-to-Work
Trends (10); and a new report by FHWA, rfournq-to-Worþ Trends in the United States and lts
Maior Metroþolitan Areas: 1-960-1990 (11). Also of interest is a'1,992 report by Pisarski
analyzing results of the 1990 census (using Summary Tape File 3A data) and the 1990
Nationwide Personal Transportation Study (NPTS) (12).

GnrnNc rHE DATA Our: DrssnurNerrNc rHE 1990 CnNsus

Processing and disseminating the 1990 census data was (and still is) a mammoth operation. For
the 1990 census, the Bureau of the Census collected data from 92 million households in the
United States at a cost of approximately $25 per housing unit, for a total cost of $2.6 billion
(13,14). Approximately one household in six, or 15 million households, was given a census
long form to fill out. Given the amount of data and the complexity of the data processing
operations, the Census Bureau has staged the release of new census data on an almost
continuous basis since 1990.

The staged release of census products has aided metropolitan transportation planners by
effectively distributing the work load over a period of years. Census data products are like a
giant jigsaw puzzle with new pieces added over time until the "picture" is finally complete. Had
the opposite been true, with census data dumped all at once on eager clients, the rush to get the
big picture probably would have thwarted efforts to carefully review results at a greaterlevel of
detail.

One of the findings of the 1984 Orlando conference was the desire to have staged releases of
census journey-to-work data. Many metropolitan trânsportâtion planners had to wait until
1983 or 7984 datato get basic data on 1980 census county-to-county commute patterns. The
1984 conference said, "Get us county-to-county data as soon as possible; get us the zone-to-
zone or tract-to-tract data after that." In response to these concerns and other data user
comments, the Census Bureau, the U.S. Department of Transportation, and some volunteer
transportation professionals devised a split package scheme for disseminating 1990 census
journey-to-work results-the Census Transportation Planning Package/Statewide Element
(CTPP/SE), containing place-to-place and county-to-county commuter flow data as well as

place-of-residence and place-of-work tables, and the Census Transportation Planning Pa ckagel
Urban Element (CTPPruE), containing zone-to-zone or tract-to-tract data (and zone-of-
residence and zone-of-work tables). In addition to the CTPP/SE and the CTPP/IE packages,
the Bureau of the Census developed a new product, the Summary Tape File S-5, which in-
cluded 1990 census county-to-county commuter flows (without stratification by means of
transportation).

Other standard census products were an important component of metropolitan planning
organizations' (MPOs') census analysis plans. These products included the 100 percent count
data in the redistricting tape and Summary Tape File 14, as well as the sample data in Summary
Tape File 3A and the Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS).

By law, the Bureau of the Census must provide total population counts by state to the
President of the United States by December 31 of each census year for purposes of apportion-
ment of the House of Representatives. In January 7991, the Census Bureau released place,
county, and state total population counts as part of its Thønþ You Atnericø count program.
This was followed in March L991, by the release of the Public Law 94-771 tape. The PL
94-17 I redistricting tape provided block-level population characteristics by race and ethnicity
and for persons of voting age (18 or over). 'Within months, the rest of the 100 percent
count items included in the 1990 census were released in the Summary Tape File 1A (STFIA)
data sets.
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The most significant release of census data in 7992 was the first long-form, or sample, data
included in the much awaited Summary Tape File 3A (STF3A). The STF3A tape file included
small-area (block-group) data on all sample long-form data: means of transportation to work,
commute vehicle occupancy, average commute time, intracounty yersus intercounty commut-
ing, household vehicle availabilit¡ household income, and number of employed residents.

The release of STF3A was a benchmark for census analysts, a cause for celebration as well as
consternation. Carpool shares went down compared with 1980 census values, Drive-alone
shares went up. Transit and walk shares declined. The share of workers working at home
increased dramatically. Metropolitan transportation planners were turned into "spin doctors"
orernight trying to explain the 1980 to 1990 trends only a matter of hours after ieceiving the
data themselves. The sawy transportation planner quickly assembled trend data and came up
with logical answers for the inevitable question: rü(/hat do the numbers mean? It was the Census
Bureau's job to disseminate the data files to the local clients, the MPOs. It was the MPOs' duty
to analyze the data in terms of trends, highlights, and missed and met expectations, and to
articulate the reasons why these trends were occurring. Census data could then be readily
digested by the public, the policy makers, and the media.

In December 1992 the Census Bureau released Summary Tape File S-5. This popular data
file included all county-to-county worker flow data for the entire United States. No data on
means of transportation were provided, but the basic county-to-county commute "puzzle" wes
filled in with STF S-5.

The CTPP/SE packages followed in spring t993.By f.all1993 and early 7994,the CTPPruE
packages were streaming into MPOs.

The major disadvantage of a March 1994 conference on the decennial census and transpor-
tation planning is the all too brief time that metropolitan and state transporrarion planners
have had to analyze the CTPP. /lJE. Certain metropolitan areas may have receivid their
CTPPruE packages as early as October 1993. Other major metropolitan areas srill may nor
have their package. Probably less than half of the approximately 300 urban element packages
are available now. On the other hand, all states and metropolitan areas have had nearly a yãar
to review results from the CTPP/SE.

Despite the prematurity of this March 1.994 conference, the immediate concern is to
consider the Census Bureau's tight deadlines for determining content for the 2000 census. This
process, scheduled from7993 to 7996, will culminate in a national contenr test in 1996, with
the final 2000 census questions to be transmitted to Congress in 7997. Usefulness of data
tabulations in the CTPP/SE and the CTPP/LE, as well as specifications for 2000 journey-to-
work tabulations, may wait until CTPP data users have had sufficient time ro fully explore and
analyze the new 7990 data sets. Recommendations for 2000 census content cannòt wait.

Usn or Cnusus Dlre rN METRopoLrrAN TneNsponrenoN PTANNtr\c

The following sections discuss various uses and applications of census data in metropolitân
transportation planning, including trend analysis; travel demand model estimation, calibra-
tion, and validation; demographic and land use allocation model estimarion, calibration, and
validation; census data and estimation of small-area employment data; census data and
household travel surveys; transit market analysis; miscellaneous transportation planning
applications; and nontransportation planning applications of the journey-to-work ãata.

Tiend Analysis

The most common application of census data is for trend analysis. How have things changed
and why have they changed? How have growth rates changed over the decades? What ate the
emergent trends? Tiend analyses afford an o<cellent opportunity for detailed cross-sectional
and cross-temporal review of the sociodemographic conditions within and between metro-
politan areas.
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In contrast to trend analysis are the area profile analyses, in which all census data for a

geographic area aÍe included in a series of printed tables. These area profiles are an extremely
popular way of disseminating census data, especially STFLA and STF3A data. Census analysts,
as part of the state data center and regional data center programs, use commonly available
software packages such as SAS or other data base software to prepare these tabulations.
Ibderal Highway Administration staff, working with MPO staffs, are currently preparing
progrâm code to create 

^re^ 
profile reports using data from the CTPP Parts A, B, 1, and2,

An important element of trend analysis is understanding the changes in census content over
the decades. Common questions, such as rùlhat was the average commute trip duration for
residents in your region in 1970? What was the drive-alone share in 1.960 and 1970? How
many ferry commuters resided in your region in 1980? can only be answered, "The data do not
exist because census takers did not ask the same question in earlier censuses." A useful addition
to any trend analysis report is a brief summary of census content changes over the analysis
period.

Examples of trend analysis reports include publications by the MPOs in Chicago, the San

Francisco Bay Area, Philadelphia, San Diego, and Seattle. These reports are the best source for
understanding changes in commute patterns and socioeconomic characteristics within regions.
In contrast, the Journey-to-Worþ.Trends report published by FHWA provides the best informa-
tion on trend comparisons between regions.

The Chicago Area Transportation Study (CATS) publishes a monthly, two-color, six-page
newsletter, Transportation Facts, which includes census trend information and other results
from its household travel surveys. CATS also recently published a report containing profiles for
all Illinois counties on transportation-related data from the STF3A and CTPP/SE (f i).

The San Francisco Bay Area's Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) has pro-
duced a series of working papers describing county, place, and "superdistrict" results based on
STF1A (16), STF3A (17), STF S-5 (18,19), the CTPP/SE (20),and the CTPPÂJE (21). Trend
analyses include county-to-county commuters from 7960 to 1990; change in total population
since 1860; change in households since 7940; and change in household vehicle availability
since 1960. In addition, MTC has released an electronic publication (computer file on floppy
diskette) that includes place-to-place workers, by detailed means of transportation, comparing
1980 UTPP and1.990 CTPP/SE commuter flows (22). To maximize the use and understanding
of census data, MTC provides copies of census working papers to Bay Area public and private
libraries, as well as to interested members of the public, professionals, and policy makers.

The Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission (DVRPC) in the Philadelphia region
has published a report documenting county-to-county commuter flows by means of transpor-
tation, comparing the 7970,1980, and 1990 journey to work (23). The report includes useful
"desire line" maps showing changes in commuting patterns-within the Pennsylvania sub-
urbs, within the New Jersey suburbs, commuting to Philadelphia, reverse commuting from
Philadelphia, and interregional commuting.

The San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) produces a multicolor bimonthly
newsletter, SANDAG INFO, which contains graphics as well as tabular results.

The Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC) in the Seattle region publishes a monthly data
newsletter entitledPuget SoundTrends. PSRC, as the regional data center for the Seattle region,
also provides area profile reports in hard copy and computer format and maps showing census

tracts, census blocks, and ZIP codes.
The aforementioned reports and products are just a sample of the ways in which census data

are processed and disseminated by MPOs in the United States. These tabular and graphic
reports are excellent ways of providing information to the clients and partners of the MPO.

Travel Demand Model Estimation, Calibration, and Validation

One of the most common uses of census journey-to-work data is in travel demand forecasting.
The census not only provides base-year benchmark sociodemographic information for use as

input into standard travel demand model simulations, but also the journey-to-work commuter
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flow matrices can be adapted by the transportâtion planner into an observed work trip table for
aggregate validation of work trip distribution and mode choice models.

The following working definitions are provided for the terms estimation, calibration, and
validation. Also discussed are the terms aggregate and disaggregate. These are offered as
working definitions rather than as accepted fact because of their various and conflicting usage
in the profession. Estimation is the process of determining model coefficients and constanrs
using statistical software packages. Logit models, cross-classification models, and regression
models are estimated. Calibration is the process of adjusting model coefficients and constanrs
using manual (or mechanical) procedures. The friction factors and å-factors in gravity models
are calibrated. The modal constants in regression and logit models are also calibrated (ad-
justed) to match observed choices. Often the terms calibration and estimation are used
interchangeabl¡ generally leading to confusion in communication between trânsportation
planning professionals. Vølidøtion refers to the process of comparing model-simulated choices
with observed choices. Validation is typically a stage in the model development process,
whereas calibration is the actual activity to achieve a validated model. "Observed" choice data
bases are independent estimates of sociodemographic or travel behavior characteristics. Ob-
served data bases include, for example, census datarttaffic counts, t¡ansit on-board surveys,
and household travel surveys.

Aggregate refers to survey or census records tabulated or analyzed at any level greater than
the original level of data collection (e.g.,1,990 census block-level data are aggregate data as well
as place- or county-level data). Most 1990 census products, including the STF1A, STF3A, and
the CTPP/SE and CTPPÃ.IE, are aggreg ate data. Disaggregate refers to survey or census records
maintained at the original level of data collection (e.g., the household level or the person level).
Household travel surveys collected and maintained by MPOs and state departments of rrans-
portation are disaggregate data sets. The census PUMS is a disaggregate data set of individual
census household and person records, even though the geographic identification is suppressed
at the fine level of geography (less than 100,000 population groupings).

This last point about the CTPP/IJE being an aggregate data set and the PUMS being a
disaggregate data set may be confusing, given the very small geographic areas associated with
the CTPP/UE in contrast to the very large geographic areas associated with the PUMS. This is a
critical distinction, given that disaggregate choice models cannot be estimated using the
CTPPruE since the analyst does not have information on each household's or worker's
characteristics and choices. Disaggregate choice models cân, on the other hand, be estimated
from PUMS data given that the analyst does have full information on each household's and
worker's characteristics and choices (though not any detailed geographic characteristics).

Can models be estimated using the CTPP/IE data sets? Yes, aggregate gravity models can be
calibrated using zone-to-zone observed trip tables. Yes, aggregate mode choice models ("diver-
sion curve" models) can be calibrated using the same observed trip tables. Should travel
demand models be estimated using the CTPPruE data sets? Aggregate models should be
avoided when the analyst can develop disaggregate models instead. (The reader should refer to
transportâtion planning textbooks for the arguments in favor of and against disaggregate and
aggregate demand models.) On the other hand, since all gravity models are a11regate models,
it is appropriate to use the CTPPruE as a fallback data set to calibrate an aggregate, home-
based work person trip distribution model.

Demographic and automobile ownership models, other than land use models, can be
estimated or validated, or both, using census data. Examples of demographic models include
the following:

o Household income distribution models,
o Distribution of households by number of workers in household model,
o Distribution of households by number of persons in household model, and
e Distribution of households by number of vehicles available model.

Pearson (24) describes the estimation of aggregate households by household size and house-
holds by vehicle available models using the 1980 Ll'fPP. Purvis (25) discusses the estimation of
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disaggregate households by workers in household and households by vehicles available models

using the 1990 census PUMS. These two papers demonstrate the viability of using census data

in estimating disaggregate and aggregate demographic and automobile ownership models for
use in regional travel demand forecasting systems.

Part 1 of the CTPP/IJE contains numerous zone-of-residence cross-tabulations that will be

invaluable for aggregate validation of demographic and automobile ownership models. For

example, Table 1-13 includes a cross-tabulation of workers in households (six categories) by
persons in households (five categories) by zone or tract of residence (26).lfthe transportation
planner carries a household size segmentation through his or her travel model set, Table 1-13
provides excellent observed data on workers in households by household size for validation at a

zone, superzone, district, superdistrict, county, and regional scale. (In fact, the CTPPÂJE is the

only source of small-area census data that includes the distribution of households by workers in
households. The STF3A file only has total employed residents by small area of residence, not
differentiating between workers-in-households versus workers-in-group quarters units.) A
commonly used market segmentation in travel demand model systems is households by
household size and vehicles available. Table 7-77 is the only small-area census source for data

on distribution of households by household size by vehicles available. The analyst may use this
table for the estimation of. aggregate models for splitting households by household size and/or
vehicle availability level, or the analyst may use this cross-tabulation for the aggregate valida-
tion of these demographic models.

Trip generation models cannot be estimated using census data because of the total lack of
information on trip frequency per household or per worker. On the other hand, the census

workers-at-work data can be adjusted and factored to create observed home-based work
person trip tables by means of transportation. Work trip generation and trip distribution
models can then be calibrated to match, or closely approximate, the observed work trip travel
patterns.

The 1980 and 1990 censuses asked persons in the long form "At what location did this
person work [most ofl last week?" and "How did this person usually get to work last week?" If
the person was an employed resident but was absent from work the last week of March 1980 or
March 1990 because of sickness, vacation, labor dispute, and so forth, that worker would not
have provided information on the usual means of commuting or usual place of work. This is

referred to as weekly absenteeism. Any information on "within week" variation in commute
behavior, such as daily absenteeism or commuting 1 day per week by transit or carpooling, or
commuting from home to work in one mode (sa¡ casual carpool) and commuting from work
to home in another mode (sa¡ public transit), would not be accounted for in census journey-to-

work data. No census information is available on moonlighting-increasing the number of jobs

held by an employed resident.
The census is not an origin-destination survey. The census does not ask "From whose home

did this person usually leave for work LAST WEEK?" This is the traveling salesman phenome-

non, in which the person could be away from his or her real home on business and view a hotel
or motel as a "home" during the census period. This is a cause for amusing and illogical
commuter flows (e.g., persons reporting walk commutes from San Francisco to Los Angeles or
subway commuters living in Honolulu and working in New York City). Typically a metro-
politan area will have a small fraction of workers making absurdly distant commutes. The

recommendation is to laugh them off and put them aside-there will always be unusual outliers
in census (and survey) data sets that cannot be treated seriously in transportation planning
analysis.

Metropolitan transportation planners have developed several techniques for factoring
journey-to-work commuter matrices into observed home-based work trips. Mann describes

procedures used for the IØashington, D.C., metropolitan area to convert the 1980 UTPP

commuter matrices to observed work trip tables (27). These procedures were implemented in
the Puget Sound region as described by Deardorf and Schneider (28). Kollo and Purvis describe

the use of the San Francisco Bay Area 1981 household travel survey in computing work trip
rates per commuter to convert journey-to-work matrices to observed home-based work trips
(29,30). Walker discusses the Philadelphia region procedures for conversion of 1980 UTPP
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commuter mâtrices (31). The 1980 UTPP adjustment procedures for the \Øashington, D.C.,
Seattle, San Francisco' and Philadelphia regions are basãd on a traditional definitioî ofÎo*e-
based work person trips that includes mechanized modes (drive alone, .".pool,ü"*i;;"r-
senger) but excludes nonmechanized modes (walk, bicycle, orher). The resuiting'lto;.-úår.a
work trip rates range þp.t'sz pgrson trips per commut.r in the Éay Area ro 1.7î persontrips
per commuter in Philadelphia and range from factors of 1.54 to convlrt drive-alorre'.ommoters
and 2.15 to convert carpool commuters into observed home-based work carpool t.çr få, tfr.'Washington metropolitan area.

Probably the most legitimate technique for converring rhe 1990 CTppruE commurer
matrices into observed home-based work trips is using work-trips-per-worker trip rates
collected as part of regional household travel ruiu"yr. Seveial -.t.opälit"n areas in tn"ïnit.¿
States conducted household.travel surveys between 1989 and 1991, including Los Anjet.q San
Francisco, Sacramento, Chicago, Boston, Minneapolis, Atlanta, and San 

-Antoniol p.rír"p,
even data from the Nationwide Personal Transporiation Survey could be used for estimating
work-trip frequency per worker trip rates for mêtropolitan areas without current travel survey
information.

Multiday household travel surveys would be an ideal source of information for adjusting
an_d factoring census jolrney-to-work commuter-flows. The Bay Area MTc, ø, ."'"-pr.]
collected multiple weekdaytravel diaries from nearly 1,500 households in rprinj"rJ i^tilögo.
This type of. data set could be used Íor analyzing daily versus weekly 

"ur.ntã.irÃ f"ìr.r"r,work trip mode switching during the week, and thé difÍqent rravel modes used in th.,iif, iro-
home to work as well as from work to home.

The calibration and aggregate validation of home-based work-trip atrraction models may be
more problematic given potential differences in independenr esd;ares of total .-piofni.rrt
compared with the CTPPruE workers at zone-of-wott . ttt. CTPP worker, 

"t 
ror.lof-ïork,

derived from Parts 2 and 3, excludes the weekly absenrees and moonlighti"g. W..kl;"b";r;..-
ism (only by area-of-residence) can be estimated from the STF3A or th! crÞpru¡ part r t"Ut.r.
Moonlighting rates can be estimated from local sources, such as household tr"url ,.r*.fr, o,
from national sources, such as the Current Population Survey conducted Uy tft. nor.âÏ of
Labor Statistics and the Bureau of the Census.

Other errors in the census workers-at-work data will include standard sampling error,
geocoding errors' allocation errors, and the use of "default" or "workers-at-l"rg.''; 

"ãrr.r-fo,communities or counties with incomplete address coverage in rhe census TIGER files. Ideall¡
the default or workers-at-large zone should be no morJthan 1 to 2 percent of the region's
commuters.

The CTPP/IJE data are not equivalent to total employment. Ideall¡ the CTpp/tJE workers ar
work should be 90 to 95 percent of the regionai agency's independent esrimates of total
employment (i'e', total job¡ in the region). The recent siudy by OVnpC (23) used a 2.2 perient
weekly absenteeism rate (derived from the 1990 census) 

"ï¿it " 
nation;l multiple jrbfi;i¡i"g

tate oÍ 6.2 petcent of employed residents holding multiple jobs (derived fro- tú. Current
Population Survey). DVRPC used the national_m-oónhghting i"t.r by industry r..roa **,ftom 4.7 percent for construction workers to 9.3 percent fãr those'workingin g"rrirÀ"i,r.
(DVRPC also used othe¡ factors to bring the CTPP more in line with indeiendint.rtiÃài.,
derived from Dun and Bradstreet and municipal tax records.)

- Ttip distribution models can be calibrated uiing the adjusteá and factored observed home-
based work person trip tables and network levelslof-service files. This means ."tilt"iing-rir.
standard friction factors used in aggregate gravity models using either highway *"uJri-?, o.
some combined impedance d,ata. Socioeconomicadjustment fãctors, o, ã-f".,o6 i.;;rp"r-
tation- planning jargon, could also be used to adjust counry-ro-counry or district-to-disirict
model-simulated home-based wgrk person trip flows to maich or appioximate the observed
trip patterns. The Seattle.(28) and Philadelphia_(31) reports provide måre in-depth .ou"r"!. on
the use of the 1980 u't'PP in work-trip distribution model calibration.

Work-trip mode choice models cannot be estimated from census data. On the other hand,
existing work+rip mode choice models (estimated from disaggregate household travel ,,riu.y
data) can be calibrated and validated to match or approxim"iJcipp-¿.rived observed hoÁ.-
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based work trips by means of transportation. The modal constants in the model utility

functions can bã adþsted (calibratedf upward or downward to change the base-year model

simulation. These modal constants are typically calibrated on a county-to-county or district-

to-district basis.

Travel assignment models can use census journey-to-work travel time data as an element of

the traffic asrftn-.rrt process. Walker describes the use of travel time data from the 1980 UTPP

in analyzing Ñew Jersey counries in the DVRPC region (32). rülalker's research is germane in

the light of 
".orr"nif.deral 

regulations on the Clean Air Act Amendments that relate to the use

of ,,aäual" or "observed" daia in calibrating travel models for use in developing mobile source

.-irrior6 budgets. The census journey-to-work data set can be an excellent source of data for

the calibration and adjustment of speeds and travel times from traffic assignments.

To summarize this section, metrõpolitan transportation planners have demonstrated the

utility of census data in the estimatioì, calibration, and validation of regional travel demand

-odél systems. One essential use of census data is for benchmark, base-year socioeconomic

small-area data used as input into travel model simulations. Analysts have used census data in

statistically estimaring anà validating demographic and automobile ownership models, work-

trip generátion and wãrk-trip attraction models, work-trip distribution models, and work-trip

-åd". choice models and foi validating the highway speed simulations in traffic assignments.

The 1990 census journey-to-work data included in the CTPP aÍe not a substitute for a

comprehensiue household travel survey. 
'\ùlhereas the census contains invaluable socio-

demãgraphi c datathat are necessary for travel demand model systems' it does not have any

inforrãation on work or nonwork trip frequency, on nonwork trip distribution, or on nonwork

mode choice parterns. Transportatión plantrers must not approach the CTPP data as the sole

source of daà to develop and mait táin adequate travel demand models. This may sound

obvious ro rhe majority tf -etropolitan transportation planners in the United States, but

sometimes the obvious needs to be said. The CTPP is a useful, independent, secondary data set

ro augment the disaggregate household data sets that a successful MPO needs to collect for the

develãpment of staie--of-the-art or state-of-the-practice travel demand model systems.

Land Use Allocation Model Estimation, Calibration, and Validation

Land use allocation models are used in MPOs in the United States and elsewhere for distribut-

ing regional forecasts of employment and workers to districts (zones) within the metropolitan

".ã". 
î""-ples of these -ã¿étr are the DRAIVí/EMPAL system of models used in several

metropolitan areas in the United States; the POLIS model used in the San Francisco Bay Area;

and the MEpLAN model sysrem applied in various Canadian, European, and African metro-

politan environment s (SS,S+). The written record on the use of U.S. census journey-to-work

à"t" fo, calibrating and validating urban location models is weak, though efforts are afoot to

incorporate 1990 
-CTPPruE 

commuter flow data as they become available.

1ij"n,y years afrer Lee's Requiem for Large-Scale Models appeared in the loutnal of the

American Institute of Plannerí, the American urban model-building scene,was somewhat

i.inuigor"t.d by a feäeral clean air act lawsuit in San Francisco and new federal air quality

confoimity regulations that "encourage" the use of formal land use allocation models in

regions wiih súio.rs, severe, or extrem;ir quality nonattainment status' though these models

"rã 
,,no, specifically required" (35). MPOs are actively reassessing their land use model

sysrems ro meet the requiremenrs of the L990 federal Clean Air Act Amendments and the

Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991'

future work on building and applying urban location models is challenged by the increasing

share of multiworker hour.þot¿rãn¿ tttrir household location patterns, the increasing share of
,,footloose" industries and their commercial and industrial location patterns' the increasing

share of workers working at home and the whole issue of telecommuting, the confounding

issues of local zoning cJntrols and NIMBYism (not in my backyard) in determining the

location of housing 
"rid 

¡obr, and the increasing importance of community attributes (housing
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prices, crime, schools, shopping) in determining a household's location choices. Given these
challenges, can we accurately simulate the metropolitan system? The CTPP data can function
as a validation data set for urban location models, but they cannot substitute for a theoretically
complete, consistent, and practical system of urban location models.

Census Data and Estimation of Small-Area Employment Data

As previously stated, the CTPP workers-at-work data are not equivalent to total employment
or jobs. The CTPP workers-at-work universe excludes workers absent from work during the
census reference week and does not âccount for second, or moonlighting, jobs held by
employed persons. However, aÍter taking these two characteristics into account, the CTPP can
be a fairly good data source for small-area employment data.

Many MPOs use employment record data from state employment security departments or
employment development departments. These are employment security files that states must
submit to the federal Department of Labor and include data on employment and unemploy-
ment statistics;There are problems; howwer;withstate-employmentsecurity files: They are
often difficult to acquire and require careful negotiations with state agencies that may not be
too cooperative in sharing this information, and they only include covered wage and salary
jobs, typically excluding family- and self-employed workers.

Other MPOs may conduct employer censuses as part of trip reduction programs or rideshar-
ing data bases. These programs will probably exclude small employers of less than, sa¡ 50 or
100 employees.

The best situation is to have two independent sources of employment: the CTPP adjusted for
weekly absenteeism and moonlighting and employment security records adjusted for family-
and self-employed workcrs. Unfortunatel¡ the numbers may be pitted against each other, with
in some cases the CTPP having the "right" number of jobs and in other cases the employment
records having the "right" number of jobs-or neither estimate is correct! The job of the
employment data analyst is to creatively adjust and reconcile the two competing estimates of
small-area employment.

Census Data and Household Travel Surveys

Small-area census data are critical for use in the weighting and expansion of household travel
surveys. Weighting and expansion of survey data are needed to adjust for nonresponse biases
and geographic biases that occur as part of any household travel surveying effort. For surveys
conducted in the 1989 to 1.997 time period, 1990 census data can be used directly in weighting
anûerrpandinghousehold surveyr. Forsurveysrorrducredrniddes¡dr, therral-yst
f"lly a.lj"st the censu" to account for changes in the number of hsusehslds and heuseheld
composition. The analyst may even choose to reweight household surveys conducted in the
mid-1980s by interpolating between 1980 and 1990 census data values.

. Survey analysts for the 1990 San Francisco Bay Area and the 1991 Los Angeles household
travel surveys used similar, complex weighting schemes. The Bay Area analysts used the 1990

r eenslsSTE3Adata tolüeighlthesurve¡r-bys"perdistrict of resirl"nce (3,4)-by,household size{,
2,3,4,5 or more) by vehicle availability (0,L,2,3 or more) by renure (owner, renrer) (36). The
Los Angeles analysts also used the 1990 census STF3A data, expanding the survey by regional
statistical area (49) by household size (1, 2,3,4,5 or more) by vehicle availability (0, !,2 or
more) by structure type (single famil¡ multifamily) (37). Further validation of the sample
expansion scheme is done by comparing the expanded survey with other census variables such
as workers per household, tenure, structure type, sex, age, ethnicit¡ and so forth. A Chicago
study also used 1990 census data in weighting and expanding regional household travel surveys
with an increased emphasis on correct expansion for low-response neighborhoods within
larger weighting districts (38).
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Transit Market Analysis

The use of census data in transit market analysis is discussed in the resource paper by Cervero.

The role of the MPO is to provide the CTPP to the transit operator partners within a region;

host training sessions otr ,ti. of census data, particularly the CTPP, in transit service analysis;

and generally help the transit operator meet analysis requirements. Of special note arethe Title

VI Fãderal ú"nrit Administration requirements related to low-income, automobile-free, and

minority populations within the transit operator service area'

Miscellaneous Transportation Planning Applications

Miscellaneous transportation planning applications of the census, including the 1980 UTPP

and the 1990 CTPP (excluding transit planning and travel demand forecasting use), are as

follows:

o Use of census data for background and 1'settings" chapters in long=range regional trans-

portation plans,
o Use of ¡ourn.y-to-work commuter flow data in analyzingregional ridesharing programs'
o Use of commuter flow data in apportioning toll bridge revenues according to residential

location of bridge commuters, and
o Use of .nobìlity limitation (disability) data in apportioning discretionary state dollars for

paratransit programs.

Other transporrarion applications will crop up as the data are disseminated to potential data

users and applied in ways we cannot imagine.

Nontransportation Planning Applications of Journey-to-'Work Data

This section discusses the nontransportation planning applications of the 1980 UTPP and the

1990 CTPP data. Other innovative and clever applications of these data will appear as

potential users and clients are made aware of the availability and content of the 1990 CTPP.

Hammel (39) provides a good introduction to the nontransportation planning applications

of the 1980 UTPP.
Census journey-to-work data provide detailed information on commuter flows and daytime

population, whiih can be critical in disaster-preparedness and disaster-response planning.
'C.rrr,tr 

journey-to-work data were useful in disaster-response planningefforts after the O_cto-

ber 77.'1989..Loma Prieta Earthquake in Northern California and theJanuary 17, !9-2!,
Ifor a

City planning applications of the CTPP are numerous, including using the CTPP data in

srrppoit'of r.uisIo" ôf general plan circulation, bicycle, housing, land use, seismic safet¡ and

prUii. safety elementr; itr rndeittanding labor force characteristics of city resident workers; m

.rnderstanding the characteristics of workers working within the community; and in local

emptoymenrdwelopment programs-Tåeinformation+nay beoÉin+ereseto loealpolicymakers

*hã *"trt to knowwho ii commuting to their cities and where those commuters live, who

commutes through the city, and where city residents work.
The journey-tõ-work daia can be used by residential real estate developers to understand the

commuteshed for residents of particular neighborhoods or communities. By knowing the

current commuteshed of an 
^rri, ^developer 

can market a product to workers working within
that commuteshed. For example, a developer may use the information to determine the

newspaper in which to advertise.
The lout.,.y-to-work data can be used by commercial real estate market analysts to

determine optimal sites for locating or relocating a firm, on the basis of minimizing employees'
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commute times or the characteristics of the labor force currently working within, sa¡ 30 min of
a particular site. Another example is U.S. military base planners who use journey-to-work data
to understand commutesheds around existing or proposed military bases and the STF3A data
on housing prices within that commuteshed to determine site suitability.

The journey-to-work data can be used by radio stations to ascertain how many commuters
are in private vehicles during any hour of the day.

The journey-to-work data can be used in Federal Transit Administration-sponsored reverse
commuting demonstration programs to understand the current magnitude of inner-city resi-
dent workers commuting to jobs in the suburbs. The American Public Transit Association
(APTA) has been actively involved in reverse commuting demonstration programs, publishing
a report entitled Access to Opportunity (1) and sponsoring a session on this topic at the
October 1993 APTA annual meeting in New Orleans. The Urban Institute in Washington,
D.C., and other organizations have also been involved in reverse commuting demonstration
programs in the country, including Philadelphia, Baltimore, Milwaukee, Chicago, St. Louis,
and Nashville (42-44).

CoNcrusroNs

This paper discussed the staged release of 7990 census data and the use of census data in large
MPOs in the United States. The various transportation and nontransportation uses and
applications were discussed. One conclusion is that the decennial census is a major source of
primar¡ small-area sociodemographic information that is critical for metropolitan transporta-
tion planning activities.

The census cannot provide the necessary disaggregate travel behavior information needed
by metropolitan transportation planners. The census is not a substitute for a well-conducted
household travel survey, but the census does provide critical data needed to adjust household
travel surveys and independent estimates of small-area employment. Census journey-to-work
data are appropriate for use as an independent, secondary data source for the calibration and
validation of regional work-trip generation, distribution, and mode choice models.

Where do we want to be in 1.0 years, ât the next conference on decennial census data and
transportation planning? Can we anticipate the inevitable changes in technology and societ¡
and can we anticipate our data needs in 2004? rùlill the oil wells run dry and will we all be
commuting over a virtual reality network? lüíill there be new "means of transportation" that
should be included in the 2000 census? Will we have traffic and travel behavior monitoring
systems in place that will render the census obsolete? It may be too obvious that we cânnot
answer these questions in 3 days, let alone the next 3 years, but a conscious attempt by
metropolitan transportation planners is needed to anticipate the travel demands of society
after 2000. How can the 2000 decennial census be improved to anticipate these demands?
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Uses of Census Data for
Travel Research

Gordon A. Shunk, Texas Transqortation Institute

mong the many possible uses often cited for data from the decennial census are those

related to travel research. This is appropriate, because the social, economic, and

locational data provided by the census are rich in information about factors that affect
travel. This value has been enhanced by the journey-to-work data collected as part of several

recent censuses. The availability of such information is often greeted enthusiastically by
researchers unfamiliar with idiosyncrasies of journey-to-work data. This paper reports that a
sample of researchers, having experienced those conditions, are apparently less enthusiastic

about using these data for travel research. The value of census data appears to be greater for
analyses associated with transportation planning.

The findings reported here are from a brief survey of a broad spectrum of individuals and

organizations that appear most likely to use census data for travel research.

In this paper, the term "reseârch" is intended to mean exploratory analysis to identify or
determine relationships and includes model deuelopment Model estimation, calibration,
application,andrelatedaaivitiesronsr'rrusthelargesrportioro@¡arrd

Suuulnv oF FINDINGS

TravãResearch

Surprisingly little research on travel using journey-to-work data was reported. Only 11

respondents of 56 contacted indicated such activity. The travel research reported consists

primarily of analyses of trends and comparisons of travel patterns among cities. Commuting
patterns, including mode choice, were examined by seyen respondents, and in two cases these

were related to location trends. Travel by minorities and the elderly was studied by one

respondent, and changes in travel time were examined by another. The travel research also

included analyses of funding distributions and the effects of policy actions.

68
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Data Bases

The journey-to-work data are being used to develop and validate data bases for research and
planning. These activities include designing surveys, checking survey results, and verifying data
from other sources.

Demographic Research

Census demographic data are used for several analyses related to transportation. These include
population characteristics, income distribution, household structure, and vehicle ownership.
Of particular importance are growth analyses of residential location and density trends.
Demographic data were also used for Title VI studies.

Land Use and Development Research

Only one respondent indicated using census data for land use and development research related
to travel. That work examined time series of data on transit effects. Analyses of transporta-
tion's effect on urban form, housing location, and residential density were also conducted.
Research on the effects of development patterns on emissions strategies was reported as well.

Planning

Since many of the survey responses are more accurately characterized as planning applications
of research results rather than as research, those responses are reported here. Those applica-
tions include uses of both travel and demographic data from the decennial census. Population,
housing, income, and employment datâ are used by trip generation models for small-area
analysis of factors influencing travel and for other aspects of travel forecasting. The other uses
include estimating and calibrating travel models and comparing trip length frequencies and
origin-destination patterns of trip distribution models.

Traffic peaking studies have also been conducted. The census data are also used for
statewide and local transit planning, rural transit planning, transit accessibility analyses, and
development of route-level transit models. The census TIGER files are used to develop trans-
portation networks and identify critical facilities.

DnscruproN or C¡Nsus Dnra UsEs

I hls sectlon provldes more specltrc clescflptlons ot the census clata uses rclentrtlecl rn the survey
conducted for this paper.

Travel Research

Trend analyses and comparisons of patterns are the principal uses of census data for travel
research. The Center for Urban Transportation Research (1) has conducted several analyses of
census data along with data from the Nationwide Personal Transportation Study. (Numbers
refer to the agencies and names of survey respondents listed at the end of this paper.) The
conditions and trends of journey-to-work and demographic data for Florida were analyzed and
compared with those of the rest of the United States. Trends of use and user profiles for
commuting alternatives have been examined, and policy implications for changes in commut-
ing behavior have been considered. Travel behavior of the elderly and minorities has been
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examined to identify characteristics and special needs of these groups. Information on minority
location and transit use has been used to prepare Title VI analyses for the LYNX transit system
in Florida.

The Texas Transportation Institute is analyzing changes in trip times reported between
censuses. The Southeast Michigan Council of Governments (SEMCOG) has analyzed 1980
and 1990 census data to identify changes and trends in commuting patterns (16). METRO in
Portland, Oregon, has used census data to track mode choice trends for the journey-to-work
(4). Another researcher in Portland has analyzed commuting patterns in connection with IVHS
studies (23). The University of Toronto has used data from the Canadian census to relate
patterns and trends in residential location to commuting patterns (J). The university is
continuing this analysis by attempting to develop an integrated land use/transportation model.

The metropolitan planning organization (MPO) for Charlotte, North Carolina, intends to
analyze trends of work travel by households between 1980 and 1990 (6). Tiends in mode
choice and travel times were studied by Caltrans in cooperation with the MPO for the San

Diego region (14).The San Francisco Bay Area Metropolitan Transportation Commission
(MTC) has analyzed commuting trends and commuter characteristics (15). Researchers at
FloridaState University have-tudied trends inresidence and job lorcation and mavæl behavior,
specifically mode choice (17).They have also used Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) data
for disaggregate analysis of mode choice.

Twelve of the 23 survey respondents did not report activities that could be considered travel
research according to the definition used in this paper. Several described analyses involving
demographic research that are related to transportation and will be reported later in this paper.

Transportation-Related Demographic Research

Historical demographic and economic data have been compiled by The University of Texas and
related to census transportation data to analyze and compare historical patterns of growth for
15 U.S. metropolitan areas (7). The Portland MPO is using PUMS to develop models of
household structure and vehicle ownership to produce data for use by transportation models
(4). This MPO has also used census data to compâre demographic characteristics among
metropolitan areas and âs a source of employment location. SEMCOG has analyzed trends in
demographics that are used by its trip generation models to better understand the effects of
such changes on travel (3). The University of Toronto is using workplace location data to
develop a microsimulation model of residential location (5). Portland State University is
assessing a procedure based on housing value and rent to allocate income to blocks within
census tracts (8). The Charlotte MPO has also used census data for income and population
allocation within census tracts (6). It is using historical census data to develop a vehicle
ownership model.
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Land Use Research Related to Transportation

Most of the reported research in this area is being conducted at the University of California at
Berkeley (9). That work includes an assessment of the effects of BART on the Bay Area, a study
oJþoqqing locationchorces aqd {enslqypaq:rys¡qd an examination of the effects o{u!þqn
development patterns on the success of emissions reduction strategies. Other research is being
conducted on the relationships between transportation and urban form. The University of
Texas is studying land activity data to characterize spatial density patterns in Austin (7).

Data Bases and Surveys

The University of California at Berkeley has prepared a data base on international transporta-
tion (9). The University of California at Irvine has used census data to check other surveys (10).
The Charlotte, North Carolina, MPO has also used census data for data verification as well as
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for survey design (6). The Center for Urban Transportation Research at the University of South
Florida has analyzed data from the census and the Nationwide Personal Tiansportation Study
to prepare data bases of demographics and the journey-to-work and to compare results within
Florida and with those of other states (1).

MTC used census data to weight and expand the data from a recent household interview
travel survey (15). It also used census data to correct for nonresponse bias in that survey. The
Association of (San Francisco) Bay Area Governments used census data as the basis for its
demographic and land use forecasting techniques (15).

Transportation Planning Uses

Census data, particularly the journey-to-work information, are used for various aspects of
transportation planning but especially travel model estimation, calibration, and validation,
Researchers at Louisiana State University have used census data as input for travel forecasting
models (11). The Center for Transportation Research has used census data for both statewide
and local transit planning (1), Census data have been used for rural transit planning in
Massachusetts, Florida, and Utah (18,19,21). Portland, Oregon, METRO uses trip length
information from the census to check work trip patterns and frequency distributions (4). MTC
has used census data to validate trip distribution and mode choice models (15). The Charlotte
MPO also uses census data for trip generation model development (6). This use was wide-
spread according to findings of research at the University of Oklahoma (12).

SEMCOG uses census data to analyze changes in the spreading of peak period traffic (3).

Census data are also used by the Michigan Department of Tiansportation for analyses of
transit accessibility (3). MTC has used census data to estimate vehicle ownership and other
demographic models (15). The census v¡as the source of information on intercounty commut-
ing patterns and times in Broward Count¡ Florida (19).

Network applications of census data include use of TIGER files for developing rural
transportation networks (2) The Michigan Department of ïansportation uses data from
economic censuses to help define priorities for commercial traffic networks (3). It uses census
population data in the formula that distributes state transportation funding to units of local
government.

The use of census data is apparently much greater for transportâtion planning and related
analyses than for what is described here as travel research. This is especially true for journey-to-
work data.

PRonrpnrs AND REcoMMENDATIoNS
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The problems encountered in the use of census data can be classrhed lnto several categones.

presented in products, and delays in availability. Unfortunatel¡ the list of problems is nearly as

lengthy as the number of uses, but survey respondents offered suggestions for overcoming
' many of the problems.

Problems with Questions

Concerns were indicated about the questions that ask where persons "worked most last week"
and how they "usually get to work." It was recommended that information on workplace be

requested for a specific day and that provision be made for persons reporting more than one
job. Travel mode should be requested for the day worked, since the current question underesti-
mates little-used modes. It was also recommended that the "worked at home" response be

differentiated from telecommuting. Another concern is the incompatibility of census data with
data obtained from transportation surveys, specifically the inconsistency in questions about
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travel characteristics but also demographic and other socioeconomic data. The limited number
and nature of these comments on questions indicate that they have probably been fine-tuned to
the satisfaction of most of the user community over the last three censuses.

Problems with Coding Detail

More detail is desired in various tabulations and computer media. The principal recommenda-
tions are for more detailed geocoding of workplaces and coding to blocks for entire metro-
politan regions. Other requests were for additional disaggregation of socioeconomic data and
more detailed cross-classification of household characteristics.

Problems with Coding Accuracy

Geocoding of census data according to local zone systems continues to be a problem. This

9c9ugg1þprte colgqrq{ efforts g{ gl] parttg{q 4!!ev:i49 past difficulties. There 4pp4!94rly
needs to bãbetter coorãination, explanatlon, añd@reement Íor :ulff¡c zonelcensus iract
correspondence and in coding samples that cannot be accurately allocated to locally supplied
zones. The allocation process for workplaces not codable was mentioned as a continuing
problem from the 1980 census, and accuracy of workplace coding continues to be question-
able. In metropolitan areas with more than one MPO, correspondence tables must be coordi-
nated to avoid duplication of zone numbers and the resulting coding confusion. There were
also concerns about the accuracy or consistency of place names. Data on inner-city residents,
particularly immigrants, were questioned by one researcher.

Additional Data Needs

There is support for obtaining information about nonwork travel. One request was for school
and shopping trips. It was requested that information be obtained about trip chaining on the
journey to work. Additional information desired included the distance to work, the availability
of transit for the work trip, and the distance to a transit stop. Informâtion on level of service by
mode was also requested. Other recommendations included providing data for analyzing
travel characteristics of elderly and disabled persons. Information on intercity travel and job-
related travel other than commuting was also requested. A longitudinal panel to provide better
information on travel dynamics \ryas recommended. For perspective, our Canadian respondent
is envious of the amount of data available from the U.S. census.

There appears to be a need for the census reporting media to be more "user friendly." Problems
in understanding the data formats and correctly reading computer data were cited. Problems
were reported in reading STF3 because of "cumbersome organization." Geographic identity
should be provided on traffic zone records; apparently the space is there, but data were not
coded. One suggestion was to improve the downloading software for CD-ROM data. Improve-
ments in documentation of computer data files were requested. The opportunity to special-
order tapes with limited data for specific uses was another suggestion. The ability to obtain
data organized for specialized geography was requested. Changes in geography between
censuses was anoth€r reported problem.

Data Availability

The comments on data availability express the traditional concerns about delays from reported
schedules (i.e., optimistic expectations), the amount of time to prepare products even when
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schedules are met, and the errors that cause additional delays for reprocessing after products
are originally released. There was a request that data from previous censuses be available on
CD-ROM for ready comparison with 1.990 data. The sense of these comments is that the longer
the data are delayed and the less specific they are, the less useful they are. Two comments
indicated that the difficulties of obtaining and using the data rendered reliance on census data
not cost-effective, and the 2000 census would not be used unless there were changes from the
1990 experience.

CnNsus Usnn Sunv¡v

The survey from which the findings reported here were taken was conducted by sending the
following request for information to key informants:

o For what research have census transportation data been used?
o For what research closely related to transportation have other census data been used?

I For what transportation or closely relatçd research do you plan or waqt to use 1990 or
2000 census data?

o What problems have been encountered using census transportation and related data?
o 'What recommendations do you have for improving the census transportation or related

data in 2000, other than producing it faster and with more accuracy?

The survey was conducted in three stages. First, surveys were sent to 20 selected, well-
known, and respected researchers, primarily at academic institutions, who were considered
likely to know of any research conducted at their institution or other organizations. When the
response from those people was somewhat negatiye, a second mailing was sent to 19 additional
individuals, including practitioners as well as academic personnel. The results from the second

r mailing were disappointing, with few responses and little additional comment. Finall¡ surveys

\¡/ere sent to 17 chairpersons of Transportation Research Board committees requesting that
they ask members of their committees at the Annual Meeting for leads to researchers using the
census. That resulteð in 17 additional potential sources. They were contacted, and several

i offered additional comments.

RnspoNnnNTs ro Rnqunsrs FoR INFoRMATIoN oN
UsEs or CnNsus Dnrn FoR RESEARCH

L. William Ball, Center for Urban Transportation Research, University of South Florida,
Tampa

Station
3. Cheryl Parish, Michigan Department of tansportation, Travel Demand Analysis

Section, Lansing
4. Keith Lawton, Metropolitan Services District, Planning Department, Portland, Oregon
5. Eric Miller, University of Toronto, Department of Civil Engineering, Toronto, Ontario,

Canada
6. Terry Lathrop, for the Mecklenberg Union MPO, Charlotte, North Carolina
7. Shekhar Govind, The University of Texas, Austin
8. Kenneth DuekeE Portland State Universit¡ Center for Urban Studies, Portland, Oregon
9. Elizabeth Deakin, Department of City and Regional Planning, University of California,

Berkeley
10. David Brownstone, Institute of Transportation Studies, University of California, Irvine
11. Peter Stopher, College of Engineering, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge
12. Richard Marshment, Department of Regional and City Planning, The University of

Oklahoma, Norman
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13. Frank Koppelman, Department of Civil Engineering, Northwestern University
14. Gene Pound, California Department of Transportation, San Diego
15. Charles Purvis, Metropolitan Transportation Commission for the San Francisco Bay

Area
16. George Janes and Edward Limoges, the Southeast Michigan Council of Governments
77. Greg Thompson and James Frank, Florida State University
18. George Largess, Attleboro, Massachusetts
79. Hal Maggied, Broward Count¡ Florida Metropolitan Planning Organization
20. Kenneth Dallmeyer, Chicago Transit Authority
21. Prabhakar Attalun, Utah State University
22. Richard Stasiak, Florida Department of Transportation, Tallahassee
23. Bob Behnke, Consultant, Portland, Oregon
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s noted in a May L992 conference on transportation data needs, there is an increasing

need for effective transportation planning to produce the information required by
recenr legislative mandates (1). With the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency
1991 (ISTEA) requirement for the development of state transportation plans and

. management systems, and with increased attention given to analyzing the effectiveness of

. glean Air Act transportation control measures, the transportation profession is being asked to
: provide better analysis and evaluation of proposed transportation policies and strategies. In

addition to theoretically sound and robust analytical tools, a quality data base is critical for the

transportation profession to provide the desired information.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the use of census data in statewide transportation

planning and in transportation planning that occurs in small metropolitan areas. The focus is

on the future use of census data given that, in the absence of a requirement for statewide

transporrarion planning, few state departments of transportation (SDOTs) had aggressively

used census data in their planning activities. However, the importance of statewide transporta-
: tion planning has increased dramatically with passage of ISTEA. The following section briefly

results of a telephone survey of selected SDOTs that was conducted to assess past and future use

of census data in statewide planning and in small urban areas. The final section provides an

overview of the data needs of the future and the important role that census data can play in
satisfying some of these data needs.

At least for statewide planning purposes, therc is a paucity of information on, and in many

cases experience with, the use of census data. Most of the SDOTs contacted in the survey are

still awaiting the results of the 1990 census and have not yet had the chance to use the census

dara in real planning applications. In addition, the ISTEA requirements for a statewide

transportation plan and the development of six management systems are creating great

demands in many SDOT planning offices. These factors are making it difficult for many
planning offices to focus on the use of census data in transportation planning. The following

, material is thus a combination of past practices, current thinking on the part of SDOTs (where

such thought has occurred), and likely future requirements for quality data.

A
Act of
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CrnNctNc E¡.nrynoNuENT FoR Tn¡NsponrnnoN Pr.tr.r¡.uNc

A workshop report from the last national conference on census data for transportation
planning purposes stated that "statewide planning is predominantly a policy-level activity and
therefore is not a heavy user of detailed census data" (2). This may have been true before the
passage of ISTEA, but post-ISTEA statewide planning must now satisfy specific requirements,
many of which can be usefully addressed with census data. Most importânt, a statewide
transportation plan is now required. The lSTEA-mandated statewide transportarion planning
process includes several elements: data collection and analysis, consideration oÍ 23 factors,
coordination with other agencies relevant to the planning process, development of a state
transportation plan, and development of a state transportation improvement program.

The 23 factors that must now be considered as part of the statewide transportâtion planning
process are summarized in the accompanying text box. Many factors that would presumably
benefit from analysis based on census data are indicated in italics in the text box. For example,
one could envision census data being used to show the social effects of transportation decisions,
the effectiveness of traffic congestion reduction methods (especially in areas where congestion
does not yet occur), q$qçffecltveqçqs of expanded and enha¡tcqd transrt seryices.

In states where serious statewide planning activities occurred before ISTEA, one sees a
higher propensity to use census data in the analysis and evaluation process. Therefore, it seems
reasonable to assume that the state planning activities now under way in each state could find
great use for census data in better understanding the demographic and trip-making behavior of
the state's population. In many cases, the SDOTs will be just beginning to use these data. The
true effect of these data on statewide planning might not be found until after the nexr decennial

FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED IN STATEWIDE PLANNING

(Factors in italics indicate bigb potential for use of census d¿ta in analysis and eualuation)

o Transportation needs identified through management systems
o Energy use goals, objectives, programs, or requirements
c Bicycle and pedestrian considerations in projects
o International border crossings, access to ports, airports, and so forth.
. Trønsportation needs of nonmetropolitan areas
o Metropolitan area plans
o Connectiuity between metropolitan planning areas
o Recreational travel and tourism
o Plans for water quality and coastal zone protection

o Methods to reduce trffic congestion and to preuent it where it does not yet occur
o Transit seruices
o Land use and deuelopment
. Tiansportation enhancements
o Innovative financing mechanisms
o Preservation of rights-of-way
. Long-rønge needs for personlgoods mouement
o Efficient movement of commercial motor vehicles
o Life cycle costs
o Coordination of metropolitan transportation plans and programs
o Investment strategies for adjoining state and local roads that support rural economic

growth and tourism
o Concerns of Indian tribal governments
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census, when the states will have at least two reference points for comparing trends. ISTEA has
thus created a potentially large new customer base for the use of censuJ data.

In addition to the statewide plan, SDOTs are responsible for developing six management
. systems. Jhe key characteristic of these systems is that they are to be^intãgrally tieito the

systems planning process. Although these systems have many characteristicJthai help define
their role in the overall process, perhaps the most important is the use of performance measures
as the basis for the identification of system deficieniies or opportunities. In essence, these six
systems are adding a performance-based system monitoring e1èment to the state transportation
planning process. This is a potentially important issue for this conference because it raises the
question of how system performance should be measured. The development of the congestion
management system (CMS) is a good example of how this simple quesrion could become
complex and relate to the use of census data.

The purpose of the CMS is to identify and implement strategies that will reduce congesrion
and enhance the mobility of people and goods. The most traditional measure of iystem
performance is some indication of network lãvel of service or congestion. However, the såcond
Part of the definition of the CMS (that is, enhancing mobility) is nór necessarily besí monitored
through level-of-service performance measures. In addition, somq 

"rg "tgqlt 
g qhag the tque

meazure of system performance is one that relates to the levels of accesiibility piouiaea by ttte
transportation system (3). This might mean such things as the degree to whichthe tt"nrpärt"-
tion system provides access to job opportunities for low-incomè groups.

Figure 1 shows the evolution in thinking on measuring system performance from the
traditional level of service concepts_ to _the perspective of iransport"ìion 

"...rribility. The
different types of data needed to make the more iomplex perforrirance measures operátional
are certainly related to the data that can be provided viithe census. In taking aìong-term
perspective on how these management systems and systems planning are likely"to .uoË., *.
can see the importance that census data could have in determining hoù the perfór-"n.. oío.r,
transportation system is measured. Fundamentall¡ this means assessing how effective trâns-
portâtion officials are in accomplishing their goals and objectives. An exa-mple of this phenom-
enon is the questioning and assessment that followed the release of STF3A, which showed
dramatic declines in carpooling and reduced market shares for transit and walÉing. After years' of public policy incentives to encourage ridesharing, this very basic surrogate of tränsportåtion
system.performance, that is, average vehicle occupancy for the work tri-p, rugg.rt.d' that our
þest policy efforts were simply overwhelmed by mãrket forces. Similar tyiár oiñr."sures could
be used in the CMS to gauge the level at which the rransportation systéå is accomplishing its
objectives.

This discussion has focused on the changing environment for statewide transportation
planning. Another purpose of this paper is to examine the use of census data in small' metropolitan areas. The environment for such planning, however, has not changed as dramati-
cally.as.it has for statewide planning. tansportation planning remains an important activity
simply because transportation investment h"r 

" 
t.l

metropolitanareasandthetravelpatterns'arernuchrorepronouncedJffi
significant change in smaller urban area planning during the past several y."., h6 been in the
relationship between transportation investmeni decisions and growth management policies
that have provided policy and regulatory guidance on rhe types oif urban formihat areàesired

System Capacity
Operating Measures

Delay
LOS

Volume/Capacity
Congestion Index

Mobility

Mobility Index
Service Hours per Capita

Speed Weighted Person Flow
Travel Time per O/D

Accessibility

% Employees Within
'X'Miles

o/o Low Income 'tùlithin

'X'Minutes
FIGURE 1 Various concepts of performance measures.
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in a community. This guidance often relates to the decision-making process for investment ln
infrastructure. States such as Florida, Vermont, Oregon, and Georgia have pioneered some of
the planning requirements that link community development and infrastructure expansion. In
such cases, the use of census data can be critical for examining demographic and travel patterns

that permit a community to assess appropriate development scenarios.
In summar¡ whereas past statewide transportation planning practice has not been widely

based on srare level analysis and plan development, this will soon change. In particular, a

performance-based perspective on such planning, with a broad definition of performance, will
iely even more on the type of data that is available through the census. Smaller urban areas will
continue to rely on census data tor very basic information that can be input into the planning
process.

Usns or CENsus Dlre FoR STATEMDE PLANNING AND PrRr.nvlNc ron
Sunrr UnnlN Annes

|here. are many reports and articles in the literature that discuss the use of census d4!4jn
transportation planning. The tansportation Research Board, for example, has held several

conferences that have examined the past and desired use of such data in transportation
planning applications (2,4,5).In addition, several reports are available that use census data in

ãnalyzing the trends in key socioeconomic data that will likely influence travel behavior. Good

examples of these reports include those of Pisarski (6) and Rosetti and Eversole (7). At the state

level, several organizations have prepared reports examining county-level journey-to-work

statistics (8). For smaller urban areas, the extent of the technical literature is more limited and

includes such reports as a Federal Highway Administration case study report on applications of
the UTPP to ftãnsportation modeling (9) and an informational report from the Institute of
Transportation Engineers (10).

To assess the current and expected status of census data use in statewide planning, a

telephone survey of 22 SDOTs was conducted that focused on three questions: 
'What 

are the

currenr uses of census data?]ùühat are the limitations in the use of such data? Iühat other types

of data would be useful for your planning process? The SDOTs included those of both large and

small states, those of heavily urban and primarily rural states, and SDOTs with a reputation for
having strong state transportation planning activities. Of the 22 states contacted, 17

responded.
One of the most important roles that SDOTs play in a state's use of census data is as a

clearinghouse or purchaser of the data files for use by metropolitan planning organizations. In
some cases, the clearinghouse role includes being a technical resource in the use of the Census

Transportation Planning Package (CTPP).

For statewide planning, the primary uses of census data fall into three major categories-

se¡¡seswillåedeserjb

Trend Analysis

The use for censusdata cited most,often¡¡¿asin trend analysis. The purpose of trend analJsrs is 
-to examine, over time, the changes of key socioeconomic data or travel characteristics that

provide some sense of what has occurred in the state or its subareas. The states typcially
lo-pare results of.the 7990 census with results from past years to identify high-growth areas

and work trip interchanges. One stâte mentioned that it supplements trend analysis from the

decennial census with similar information collected on a biennial basis to provide a more timely
and useful trend analysis. The Maryland Department of tansportation, for example, used

census trend data on population, mode split, travel time, and interjurisdictional travel to
develop broad policy concepts for its corridor-based Commuter Assistance Study. The New
York Slate Department of Transportation examined similar trends at the urban and county
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levels. Pennsylvania has likewise conducted trend analysis on key variables. North Carolina
uses the demographic data for establishing statewide population/employment/travel trends. In
addition, one other state specifically mentioned that trend analysis of travel data was a primary
tool for projecting traffic volumes in rural areas.

The primary use of trend analysis is to better understand what is happening to variables of
interest to planners, transportation officials, interest groups, and the media. An excellent
example of the use of trend data in public discourse wâs the comparison of journey-to-work
data on automobile occupancy. As noted earlier, the analysis of these data not only caused
major debates among transportation professionals but also became the focus of media attenfion.

_W_ith_the 
new requirements for statewide planning, the use of census data in trend analysis

will likely increase. Not only will these trends provide useful conrexrs for rransporrarion plan
updates, but the trends_will, over time, probably be examined on a trip pamèrn basis (e.g.,
county-to-county travel). Several states are already doing this. Given the emphasis on a
continuous statewide planning process that will presumably continue for many years, such
trend data could be very useful in gauging changing characteristics of travel between different
areas of a state.

Model Development and Validation

Unlike the use of journey-to-work data for developing "observed" work trip tables for aggre-
gate trip distribution and mode choice models in metropolitan areas as reported elsewhere in
these Proceedings (see the paper by C. Purvis), very few states have statewide travel demand
models. Ohio used the census data for all demographic forecasts in irs statewide model.
California has used housing, income, and employment data in regression equations to establish
trip generation rates for a statewide journey-to-work model. Colorado, Connecticut, and
Wisconsin are developing statewide transportation models that will use census and other data.
California will be using census data in a geographic information system (GIS) context to
analyze accessibility and demographic issues in applications of the ISTEA CMS managemenr
system. Maryland is also expecting to develop a model that uses census data within the ðontext
of the ISJE+ management systems. Michigan has used census data for helping evaluare
corridor-level improvements of the state highway system and is developing a statãwide GIS
approach to the management systems that incorporates census data.

Although several states in the survey indicated that census data would be used in a statewide
model, in many instances the model is not yet developed. It appears likely that many of these
"models" will turn out to be nothing more than the county-to-county travel trends diécussed in
the preceding section. One of the more interesting applications of census data ata state level is
the use of GIS and the TIGER files to develop a comprehensive data base for rhe srate. In
particular' states that are developing a CMS on a GIS platform will find use for census dara.

As in the case of trend analysis and socioeconomic forecasts, the changing environment for
statewide transportation planning could provide greater use of cerìsus data in statewide
planning. States such as Wisconsin and Michigan are developing statewide models for both
passenger and freight movement that will require quality data. Other states will probably
follow in years to come. The great burst of creative energy in metropolitan level transiortation
model building did not occur until after Congress, in1.962,requireã rhar a rransportaìion plan

a statewide modeling capability in the future. Census data could be important inpurs into such
models.

Corridor Analysis

A few states had novel approaches to the incorporation of census data in corridor and project
analysis at the stâte level. Household-based information such as income level, ethnið báck-
ground, and housing costs were found to be useful for impact analysis of right-of-way
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purchases. One state is developing a GIS for use with management systems and in corridor
ãnalysis. The GIS will incorporate significant census data at the tract level and can thus be used

to determine potential socioeconomic effects of alternative highway alignments in a corridor.
This example points out the powerful tools that can be developed for statewide planning by
joining a robust data set with a new generation of spatial analysis software'

Small Urban Areas

Transportation planning in small metropolitan areas is often characterized by fairly straight-
forwaid analysis approaches that are not data intensive. Planning agencies for such areas do

not have the resources to conduct large-scale data collection efforts, so the census data are an

important source of information for at least a "snapshot in time" of the key variables. Unlike
larger metropolitan areas, where extensive efforts are often made to estimate and validate
.ru-.tour -ôdelr, smaller urban areas usually use census data to determine three items of
informarion: household income distribution, the distribution of households by number of
workers, and the distribution of households by auuber of rehicles.

This information can be used in the development of market-segmented trip generation

models or through sketch planning tools as input into small-area transportation evaluation. It
is not likely, however, that we will see the census data being used extensively in small urban
areas. They will continue to be a major source of sociodemographic data for the analysis zones

in the study area.

ExsrNc LIUITRUoNS AND Dnsnno Dern

The concern mentioned most often at the state level was the delay in release of census data,
particularly the CTPP. Because of the looming deadlines for preparation of various elements of
ihe lStnA--andated statewide plans and management systems, most states have moved ahead

with planning efforts, relying on city- and county-level census data, older census data at more
disaggregate levels, and other data sources.

Another major concern was the focus on journey-to-work trips in the census data. No
information was provided on recreational trips, non-home-based trips, or freight movement.

This concern reflects the significant growth trends that have been observed in all parts of the

country in nonwork trips and in non-home-based work trips (or the trip-chaining phenome-

non). These trips will become even more important in the analysis of trip making in metro-
politan areas. Nonwork trips can be expected to be an important issue for statewide, intercity
irip making. lndeed, as one SDOT official put it, "Our state is very rural, which makes journey-

to-work daìa relatively useless." Some states have addressed this data gap by performing their

n*r,-J"*@åH#ffiT*"..
on some questions on the census form was unclear, such as what constitutes a handicap or a

trip. Othei states hav€ noticed major differences between census data and results from other
loðal and statewide surveys. One state believed that the data are already "old" by the time they

reach the states because of the previously mentioned delays; this could be a particular concern

in rapidly growing corridors of any state.

The final category of limitations revolved around technical aspects of the census data. States

relying heavily on GIS applications have mentioned that place of employment information is

difficult to use in rural areas because the address ranges in the TIGER files are not very accurate

in these areas. In addition, there are major discrepancies between census tract and jurisdictional

boundaries, which can make GIS applications difficult. One state noticed differences between

resuhs obtained from STF-L and those obtained from STF-3. Problems such as this have led

another state to have doubts about any large-scale use of census data for its statewide planning.
Following up on the limitations mentioned previousl¡ most states would like the census to

continue coll.cìittg the information that is now being collected; however, it must be dissemi-
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nated more quickly. One state suggested that summary information of major trip characteris-
tics and demographic information be released at the county level shortly after completion of the
census; the state believed that this would be most useful for statewide planning purposes. More
detailed and disaggregated data could be released in ensuing years.

If census data collection were expanded, nearly all states would like to see travel data on
nonwork trips, including recreational and shopping trips. However, concern was expressed
that these data not be collected in a superficial manner, such as asking about "typical" trip-
making patterns. Rather, a few states suggested that the census should ask long form recipients
to track all travel activity on a particular day.If this level of information is not collected in the
future, one state suggested that the census at least ask about trip chaining on work trips,
especially considering the potential effects that it has on mode split and vehicle occupancy. The
survey participants were also asked to identify additional census data that would be useful for
transportation planning in the future.

CoNcrusrons

This paper began by stating that the environment of statewide transportation planning has
changed dramatically with ISTEA and that the changing environment will likely creare a need
for better data in the future. Thus, it was suggested, the types of data desired in the next
decennial census should not be based on an assessment of what has occurred in the past. Except
in the case of small urban areas, the survey lends credence to this approach. Only a few states
had reached a point where statewide transportation planning was based on a strong modeling
framework. However, this is likely to change. Future state transpoftation planning will rely
more heavily on data about travel from one area oÍ the state to another. Therefore, this
conference should consider carefully what additional data might be necessary to make the
county-to-county data more useful for state planning purposes.

In addition, given the changing characteriitics of irau.l, serious consideration should be
given to obtaining information on nonwork trips. Such information would be especially
important for larger metropolitan areas but would also help smaller urban areas and rural
states.

The use of census data in small urban areas was also discussed. In each of the telephone
interviews and through an extensive literature search, no strong evidence was found to suggest
major additions to the census data that are aheady collected. Given the primary importance of
census data for establishing the demographic base for small-area studies, a consensus can
certainly be reached on the need to continue collecting such data.

Let me end with a statement similar to the one I made at the Transportation Research Board
conference on data needs. That statement was as follows:

r¡that manyof our publieaolieiesand subsequent polie¡requirements havegonrfa
beyond the data base and technical modeling capabilities that exist in our profession. There is

- little doubt in my mind that we are about to play a catch-up game, due in part to many years of
neglect and limited resources. However, I hope that our profession, and this conference, goes
beyond simply looking at what is necessary to support the decisions of today. Because if we do,
my fear is that once we finallyJra'e in place the data base and analy+is methods thaeare needed
for toda¡ the decision-making environment will have changed again. In all of our discussions,
we need to provide some strategic perspective on the importance of data and of the analytical
capability it supports. Will they be use{ul 1"0 years from now? 20 years from now? 50 years from
now? I know the answers to these questions are not easily forthcoming. However, by simply
asking them, we might be able to put in place a data base that truly can support the decision-
making process of the 21st century.

After having thought a great deal about statewide planning needs for census data for this
conference, I believe that my statement is even more valid than when I made it 2 years ago.
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Use of Census Data for Transit,
Multimodal, and Small-Area
Analyses

Robert Cervero, IJøwerctly pf Çøldqnis at Berfuley

ourney-to-work census data have become an indispensable resource for tracking a host of
megatrends that have had and continue to have a profound effect on how Americans
commute. Among these have been suburbanization of jobs and the emergence of edge

cities, increases in the number of multiple-earner and small households, steadily rising vehicle
ownership rates, the growth in telecommuting and homeworking, increasingly automobile-
dependent land use and settlement patterns, and the geographic spread of metropolitan
boundaries. Collectively, these and related factors have brought about strong shifts in commut-

, ing behavior over the past two decades, most notably a sharp rise in drive-alone automobile
, commuting (1). rüTorsening traffic congestion, persistent air quality problems, and an appar-

ently widening gap betwein levels of-accessibility of different ro.ùl classes have been-by-' products of America's growing dependence on the car for commuting. The public policy
response to trends of the 1980s has been unprecedented. At the federal level, passage of the.: Intermodal Surface tansportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA) and the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990 (CAAA) have radically changed the process of transportation planning

. and decision making, requiring that proposed highway and transit investments be judged in

- - levelepers+oday-have-to-eope with-+rinrpesing-array-eÊtoyeffrm€ûtln*ndateg inel.odiog
concurrency rulings, congestion management regulations, trip reduction requirements, and
adequate public facilities ordinances, to name a few.

All of these regulations and imperatives have a need for better data and information to guide
public policy making. The decennial census has become one of the most dependable and
consistent sorrrces of information for monitoring andsaluatingxoto¡ly¡oruÁmericans get to
work, but also for tracking trends in population and employment, household composition,
industrial classifications, and metropolitan structure. For transportation planning purposes,
the census provides the richest sourcè of small-area geographic information o.r thelocatìon oi
people, housing, and employment within a metropolitan area. It also provides a basis for
reassessing the validity of previously calibrated trânsportation models and for estimating new,
updated ones.

For multimodal transportation planning purposes, the Census Tïansportation Planning
Package (CTPP) is the crown jewel of census data because it provides flow (as well as trip end)
data at a small geographic scale of analysis. The Urban Element of the CTPP, in particular,
supports small-area analysis of commuting within metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs).

83
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Prepared by the U.S. Bureau of the Census for metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) to
use in their long-range planning efforts, the CTPPÂJrban Element comes in parts (2). Part 1

(CTPP-1) conrains data tabulations by area of residence, and Part 2 (CTPP-2) contains data by

area of employment (defined by workers in households).Zone-to-zone work trip interchanges'

srratified by travel modes and times, are available in Part 3 (CTPP-3). For small-area analyses,

records are usually identified by transportation analysis zone (TAZ), though data can also be

obtained by census tract, block group, special study area, and central business district (CBD)'

when requested.
Other national data sources on journey-to-work, like the Nationwide Personal tansporta-

tion Study (NPTS) and the American Housing Survey (AHS), contain no flow data and use

much coarser geographic identifiers than the CTPP. The most refined intrametropolitan spatial

analysis permitted by NPTS is comparisons of commuting patterns between central city and

non-cential city locations. Except for a handful of metropolitan areas (New York-New

Jersey-Connecticut, Los Angeles-Orange County, Hartford, Chicago, San Francisco-
-OakÍand-San 

Jose, and Philadelphia), sample sizes from the 1.990-7991. NPTS are too small
(under 400) for in-depth intrametropolitan studies of commuting. The AHS likewise has too
few cases and geographic coding that is too coarse to support intrametropolitan analyses of
commuring behavior. Since NPTS and AHS only provide data by area of. residence, it is not
possible to carry out any corridor-level analyses or trip interchange modeling with either.

In its raw tabular or electronic form, the CTPP is often too voluminous to be easily analyzed'

Summary statistics, thematic mapping, and GIS outputs are today commonly used to distill
CTPP data ro a more comprehensible and digestible form. With GIS, the physical features of
transportation can be referenced to a coordinate system as points (a bus stop, park-and-ride

lot), Iines [highway segments, high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lane], or polygonal areas (a fwo-
block zone around a bus stop, a TAZ). Since spatial arrangements are central to most

transportation activities, GIS has found a natural home within the transportation profession.

A number of possible uses of journey-to-work census data for transit and multimodal
analysis and planning are outlined in this paper. The focus is on the use of data at a small

geographic area (i.e., TAZs, census tracts, block groups). Both current and future small-area

applications of census transportation data are discussed.

MunuooAl ANALYSES

ISTEA encourages state and local authorities to act on trânsportation matters from a multimo-
dal perspective. This does not simply mean that plans should weigh the investment needs of the

highway, transit, rail, aviation, and maritime sectors, but rather that transportation itself

should be looked at holistically, as an interdependent and integrated system.

All MPOs have some in-house capabilities for forecasting and evaluating travel demand

within their regions. rü(/ith the CTPP/Urban Element, multimodal analyses of commuting flows
lédtlènceFanddestrnation

(place of employment) can be statistically correlated with data on commute flows as a basis for
building predictive models. Whereas CTPP allows a rigorous analysis of home-based work
trips from zone to zone, one of its shortcomings is that it treats all work trips as if they were

,rnlitrk d. Thus, non-work-related segments of a linked work trip are effectively ignored in
CTPPtabulations; Ideally; transpoftãtion planners will use rnetropolitan travel suwey datron
linked trip making in parallel with CTPP data to enrich our understanding of the dynamics and

complexities of contemporary commuting behavior.

Area-Specific Analyses

From Parts 1, and 2 of the CTPP, the journey-to-work can be examined with reference to
characteristics of the residential and employment ends of the trip. Trip generation estimates can

easily be derived from trip end data, though the census geography of the CTPP is not fine-
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grained enough to produce site-level rates, as found in the Institute of Transportation Engi-
neer's Manual on Trip Generation.

From CTPP-1, work trip production rates can be estimated by indexing total daily vehicle
trips in azone to the number of households or total acreage. At place of employment, work trip
attraction rates, expressed in terms of total workers or acreâge, can be estimated for CBDs and
large suburban employment centers (using CTPP-2). When pooled over all zones in a study
area, trip rates (e.g., vehicle work trips per dwelling unit) can be cross-classified by such factors
as vehicles per household and population density.

The CTPP also contains critical inputs into Urban Transportation Planning Systems (UTPS)
modeling. Zonal-level regression models predict total counts of work trip ends produced by or
attracted to a zone. Possible predictor variables available from CTPP-L for estimating home-
based work trip production models are numbers of persons, households, and employed
residents, as well as such sociodemographic attributes as age, ethnicity, education, employment
status, household size, household income, vehicles available, worker occupations, and occupa-
tional status. For home-based attraction models, CTPP-2 offers such possible predictors as

numbers of workers by occupational class, employment densities, and median earnings. Of
eourse; CTPP data might also be supplemcñted by õther Sóùfcês,-u-h as local land use
inventories that contain the square footage of building space and meâsures of land use
heterogeneity within TAZs.

Flow Analyses

At the regional level, the CTPP is well suited to the task of estimating and validating trip
distribution and modal choice models for journeys to work. Various kinds of multimodal
studies of commuting flows, carried out across TAZs or other small geographic units, are
outlined below.

Trip Distribution and Spatial Interaction Models

Zone-to-zone flow data from CTPP-3 can be used for simple visual displays as well as more
advanced behavioral modeling. The following applications are possible:

o The easiest and perhaps most revealing use of flow data is to prepare point-to-point
origin-destination (O-D) (desire line) maps. Since flow images can be undecipherable due to the
large number of zonal pairs, some agencies present attraction-constrained desire line maps (i.e.,
flows to a subarea with large employment concentrations) for particular corridors and specific
modes. Interactive mapping tools, such as FLO\íMAP, can also be used to customize O-D

. TheeTPP/{Jrbanl,lernent+llo.¡es theealibratisn sÉesnventienel eip-interehange gravit
models. Also, existin g gravity models can be cross-checked using CTPP flow data. Part 3 of the
CTPP provides the necessary trip interchange and travel time matrices for calibrating new
models and validating existing ones. More sophisticated gravity formu-lations are also possible,
such as stratifying interchanges by modes and trip end data by the occupation of employed
residents (at the place of resiclence) ancl workers (at the place of employment). Once specified,
new friction factors and other model coefficients can be estimated.

The CTPP-3 data are the most complete source of zone-to-zone travel times available for
work trips. One limitation of CTPP data is that most cells in the interdistrict travel rime matrix
are empty. Techniques have been developed for imputing travel times for empty cells by
extracting and synthesizingdata from cells with current destinations (4). This allows zone-to-
zone travel times in the CTPP to be cross-checked against zone-to-zone highway and transit
travel time matrices generated from regional computerized highway and transit network data
bases.
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o During the past decade, census flow data have been used to study such public policy topics
as jobs-housing balance, spatial mismatches, residential mobilit¡ and intrametropolitan
migration (5,6). Most spatial policy analyses use some variation of a constrained gravity
model. Constraining the model at the workplace end of a trip can be used to study the correlates
of spatial mismatches (e.g., between employment opportunities and low-income concentra-
tions) and reverse commuting. Production-constrained models support studies of retail trade-
sheds and the market areas of health care centers and other institutional land uses (28). The
U.S. Bureau of the Census itself uses interchange data from CTPP/State Element to define
overlapping laborsheds as a basis for delineating the boundaries of a defined census region
(e.g., the formation of a CMSA depends on a minimum threshold amount of inter-MSA
"externâI" commuting). Flow data have even been used to guide theory. For example, a series of
studies in recent years on the phenomenon of "wasteful," or excess, commuting has emerged.

Researchers have applied linear programming algorithms to compare optimal work trip
interchanges predicted by the "commute-cost minimization" rtrodel of residential location
with actual commuting distances. Studies in metropolitan Baltimore (9), Los Angeles-Orange
County (10,L1), and other regions (12)have estimated excess commuting to be in the range of
11 to 85 percent. Such findings have led to a recasting of the traditional-monocen*ie model of
residential choice to account for the influence of polycentrism and nontransportation factors
(e.g., quality of schools) on residential location decisions (13). In addition, 1980 census data
have been used to estimate population and employment density gradients for multiple subcen-

rers in Southern California in the study of how polycentrism influences commuting (L4,15).
. CTPP flow data also allow for the cross-checking of screenline counts used to validate

UTPS models. In addition, the State Element, which provides commute flow data between
counties, small places (population exceeding 2,500), and regions, is sometimes used to vali-
date work trip flows at external cordon lines and boundaries between metropolitan and
nonmetropolitan areas.

Modal SPlit Analyses

Vork trip modal split models are also frequently estimated from census commute flow data.

Modelers face two trade-offs, however: unit of analysis and geographic resolution. The Public

Use Microdata Samples (PUMS) provides 1990 census data for individual households (which
completed the long census form), allowing for disaggregate utility-based modeling of mode

choice for the journey to work. (For most metropolitan areas, PUMS provides approximately a

1 percenr sample of households and the persons in them, with personal identifiers removed).
The trade-off, however, is that the smallest level of geographic disaggregation is the PUMA
(fublic Use Microdata Area). PUMAs are amalgams of census tracts that represent 100,000 to
200,000 people (e.g., the PUMA for Bronx Count¡ New York, contains three PUMAs). Thus,
PUMAs are too coarse for pinoointins trip oriqin or destination. For many areas. sample sizes

86

are too small for statistically reliable mode choice modeling.

association of work-trip modal flows between small geographic areas. (CTPP is also available

for all MSAs, big and small; for NPTS and AHS, geographic breakdowns are only available for
MSAs with a population exceeding 1 million.) However, CTPP only provides aggregate zone-

to-zone flow data, so it does not allow for discrete choice modeling, such as is statistically
possiblswith ftfMH{?TS; and AHS.

If there are sufficient data observations, modal split models can be developed for every

modal option in a metropolitan area (e.g., carltruck/van, bus, streetcar/trolley car, heavy rail,
commurer rail, bicycle, walking). An important predictor variable of any well-specified modal
split model is the travel time differential between modes (e.g., transit yersus automobile). For

rhe zone of residence, possible predictor variables (from CTPP-I) might include median
household income and vehicle availabilit¡ occupations of employed residents, residential
density (households per acre), and perhaps even departure time. For the zone of work,
predicrors (from CTPP-2) might include variables on class/occupation of workers and employ-
menr density (workers per acre). To build more completely specified models, however, CTPP
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data should be supplemented with data from local surveys, such as information on the
availability and price of parking at the workplace. Land use data from regional inventories
(e.g., land use mixes) might also be merged with the CTPP. From a modal split modeling
standpoint, one of the more serious limitations of CTPP is the availability of travel time data
only for the elapsed portion of work trips. Since access, waiting, and transfer times are known
to be more serious deterrents to transit commuting than elapsed times, modal split models
estimated from the CTPP alone are unavoidably partial models. Supplementing the CTPP with
travel time data for access and egress portions of trips from regional travel surveys would be one
way of overcoming this problem.

More simplified trip end modal split models can also be estimated from the CTPP. At the
destination end, for instance, the percentage of trips by carpool and vanpool could be estimated
as a function of location within the MSA (e.g., CBD, central cit¡ remaining area), employment
densit¡ and factors provided from other data sources (e.g., existence of HOV facilities).

Døta Conuersions

For integration of CTPP data into UTPS modeling, several types of data conyersions are
necessary for conducting smallãrea-nãlysei. On the basis of 1980 journey+o-work data,
Mann (16) recommended applying a factor of.1.96 for converting (one-way) journey-to-work
data to (two-way, daily) home-based work trips. Also, since the 1980 and 1990 censuses
compiled commuting data for the "usual" trip made to work last week, CTPP understates
average vehicle occupancy (since occasional ridesharing and transit trips are not counted).
Mann (16) suggests a conversion factor of 1,.04 for estimating average vehicle occupancy,
though the appropriate factor for 1990 might be different, especially given the sharp declines in
vehicle occupancy levels during the 1980s. Daily work trips can also be converted to peak-hour
work trips, using either tables from the National Cooperative Highway Research Program
Report 787 or locally derived conversion factors.

Tn¡Nsrr S¡nvrcE ANerysns AND PLANNTNG

ISTEA strengthened the nation's commitment to public transportation, calling for the adoption
of metropolitan planning "methods to expand and enhance transit services and to increase the
use of such services" (Section 134d). Census data provide a backdrop for carrying out long-
term strategic transit planning. Existing and potential markets of transit customers can be
identified by tracing, over time, structural changes in a region's population and employment
base and sociodemographic makeup. Regional travel demand models (UTPS), driven by census
data inputs, can also be used to evaluate the likely cost-effectiveness of corridor-level transit
projects. Census data even find application at the level of operations planning of bus services,
such as quantifying population residing within 0.25 mi of a bus stop. For rhe most t

off counts, and other sources to carry out finer analyses. Toda¡ a number of U.S. transit
agencies are combining census data with GIS to display existing and potential markets of
transit customers, using successive overlay techniques.

Area-Specific Analyses

Census data, including CTPP-I and CTPP-2, are increasingly relied on by transit planners for
carrying out several kinds of market analyses at place of residence and place of work.

Study of Captiue Riders

Census data at the tract level allow areas with large transit-dependent populations to be
pinpointed. For example, planners at SamTrans, serving the western peninsula of the San
Francisco Bay Area, merged census data with GIS to graphically display census tracts within
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their service district that have high concentrations of captive riders. Such thematic mapping
techniques shade areas to highlight, in this case, zones with significant shares of residents who
are dependent on transit services. In the case of SamTrans, transit dependency was defined by
using a composite index of automobile availability, household income, age (stage of life cycle),
and mobility impairment status. Overlaying route maps onto such displays of captive riders
can also be used to evaluate compliance with Title VI requirements. All transit properties
receiving federal assistance are required to submit an updated Title VI report every three years

to ensure that Federal ïansit Administration-assisted transit services do not discriminate with
regard to race, color, or national origin. Successive ovedays of sociodemographic census data
are the best way to assess whether all segments of the population are receiving equal and
adequate services.

Demand Proiections

As inputs to both short-range and longer-range strategic planning, many transit agencies rely
on census data for trend analyses of changes in population, age, fertility rates, and income
within their jurisdictions. Factors like changes in ratios of jobs to employed residents can also
be generated from CTPP-1 and CTPP-2, enabling transit agencies to project the likely work trip
directional flows for specific areas. Zones with labor force deficits (housing rich/job poor) will
experience predominantly out-commuting in the a.m. peak, whereas job-rich zones with a
labor force surplus will experience more in-commuting. Such projections could guide transit
agencies in route planning, such as in identifying areas where services might be efficiently
interlined.

Detnogrøphic and Emp loyment Profilcs

Some rail transit agencies compile census data from CTPP-1 and Summary Tape File 3A (small-
area summary) to draw sociodemographic profiles of residents currently living near stations.
Planners with the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) district, for example, have created a data
base containing 18 sociodemographic variables for neighborhoods around all 34 stations.
They use GIS to interpolate census data for station areas that lie within a 7/c- or I/z-mi ring of.

BART stations. By comparing station-area demographic profiles with 1,992 survey data
compiled from on-board ridership surveys (geocoded by residence), BART planners have been
able to identify potential markets of rail commuters who live near stâtions. These data are also
being used by BART's joint development office to screen neighborhoods that might be
candidates for real estate ventures. An example is the leasing of land formerly used for parking
to developers for building mid-rise apartments, as is currently being done at the El Cerrito Del
Norte and Pleasant Hill BART stations.

Similarly, transit agencies can use CTPP-2 to identify employment concentrations within
their servñe clistñcts. Ernployment
lass.Tor instance;premiumrubscription burservices mighrbe aimeda¡areas with known

concentrations of management and professional personnel as a market development strategy.

Transit Trip Røtes

Trip end data can be used to estimate transit wsrk trip rates. Vhen produced over time, these
rates provide a benchmark for gauging market penetration. A possible source of error in using
census data for transit trip analysis is the confusion between subway/elevated, railroad, and
even streetcar/trolleycar among some laypersons. For example, the 1,990 CTPP/State Element
showed that 2,125 residents of suburban Contra Costa County were "railroad" commuters
heading to San Francisco, even though BART is the only fixed-guideway service connecting the
two.

These "railroad" commuters were in all likelihood BART riders who consider BART a

railroad instead of a subway/elevated (17). Similar miscoding problems also arise between
Muni light rail service (which operates underground in downtown San Francisco but is a
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"streetcar/trolleycar" service) and BART. One way to reduce the confusion is to tailor census
questionnaires so that they refer to popular names of transit services used by local residents in
large rail-served merropolitan areas (18).

P erfonn an ce Eu alu øti on

Place of residence and employment data offer only a few opportunities for conducting transit
performance studies and planning route-level operations. Many transit agencies .rrã ..rrr,r,
population and household counts over time to study trends in service utilization (e.g., annual
ridership per capita within the service district). Tract-level data can also be used ro calculate the
percentage of population within a district residing within a l/+-mi walking disrance of a bus
route, another commonly used indicator of service effectiveness.

Commute Flow Analyses

Transit agencies can use zone-to-zone commute flows from CTPP-3 for route planning,
identification of existing and potential markets of transit riders, and evaluation ãf tt"trrii
accessibility.

Routing Planning

Desire line maps of transit commutes can be overlaid with maps depicting existing route
configurations to evaluate how closely they match. Existing and forecasi tr"nrit O-D pãtterns
can be used to guide facilities planning and investment. Travel time ratios between transit and
the automobile can also be computed for zonalpairs along major corridors. Such information
can be used to modify routes with poor comparative travel times or excessive circuity and run
segments that poorly align with rravel desires.

For some transit properties, especially those in large metropolitan areas, CTPP-3 might be

99o big and unwieldy for transit planners to conduct TAZ-leveltravel flow analyses. MPOs will
likely be called on to extract trip interchange tables from CTPP-3 rhar correspond to TAZs
within the service boundaries oi indiuid.r"l transit districts. From the local tránsit planner's
perspective, this would be a much appreciated, valuable service.

Market Studies and Eualuations

CTPP-3 supports several kinds of transit market studies and evaluations. BART is currently
combining CTPP-3 files and GIS to study the O-D patterns of rail versus nonrail commuters in
BART-servedAlameda,Cont¡aCoSta'andSanFranciscocounties.BAR@

profiles of these potential yet latent rail trips and are attempring to identify facrors thai might
explain nonrail commuting in these instances, such as inadequate feeder bus services ot Ih.
availab_ility of free parking at the workplace. Census data allow fairly refined analyses, such as
the ability to net out workers in sales occupations who likely need vehicles for midday business
travel. BART planners are also using census data to projcct the additional rail trips, and the
likely sociodemographic composition of new rail users, who might be priced ou.ì to BART
following the introduction of congestion pricing on the San Francisco-Óakland Bay Bridge.
O-D pairs along the transbay corridor are being used to estimare the potential ridersirip effãct
of peak-hour tolls on the Bay Bridge.

In Baltimore, transit planners are using CTPP-3 to compare O-D patterns of "streetcâr,,
versus single-occupant vehicle trips along the central light rail line. By understanding the O-D
patterns of their chief competitor, the drive-alone automobile, Baltimore's transiiplanners
hope to improve feeder services at key stations and win over appreciable number, ìf 

"uto-mobile commuters to the light rail mode.
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Golden Gate Transit (GGT), serving the north counties of the Bay Area, used county-to-
county flow data from CTPP/State Element to eyaluate screenline crossings at the Golden Gate
Bridge. GGT planners were concerned about the steady decline in bus commuters across the
Golden Gate Bridge and wanted to determine whether this was due to an overall decline in
commute flows or deteriorating transit services. Planners found that bus transit commutes fell
at roughly the same rate (3.5 percent) as nonbus commutes along this corridor between 1980
and 1990. Thus, bus commuting trends paralleled overall intercounty commute patterns.

GGT's fastest-growing bus commuting market was found to be reverse commutes from San

Francisco and Marin counties to new, large-scale suburban employment concentrations in
Sonoma County and the East Bay. GGT planners are responding by proposing a phased

expansion of reverse-direction and cross-haul commuter bus runs. Some expect that the trend
toward more balanced bus trip flows will improve GGT's operating efficiency by increasing
revenue service hours and reducing back-haul and deadhead losses.

Ivr¡nuooRl TRAVEL

ISTEA requires, for the first time, that state departments of transportation develop â statewide
multimodal transportation plan. It also requires states to develop management systems for
intermodal activities, including for goods and freight movement. New data sources will be

required to inform policy makers which intermodal investments will do the most to improve
goods movement and passenger interchanges.

Journey-to-work census data, as currently compiled, can only play a limited role in intermo-
dal transportation planning. The absence of data on linked trip making and for nonwork
purposes (e.g., to change travel mode) restricts the applicability of journey-to-work data to
intermodal planning. Trip interchanges to major transportâtion hubs, such as an international
airport, might suggest levels of intermodal activities. However, the CTPP-3 tabulations only
record journeys by those working in theTAZ occupied by the airport. Correctly speaking, the
purpose of a ground access trip from one's home to the airport to catch a flight is to "change
travel mode." 'Whereas census data provide no help in this area, several recent metropolitân
rravel surveys provide data on linked trip making for multiple purposes, including those in the
Chicago ('1.99I), San Francisco Bay Area (1,990), and Seattle (1,991) regions.

TnRNspoRreroN DEMAND MANAGEMENT, RtonsHnruNc, AND HOV Snnvlcns

It is widely accepted that cities will never be able to build themselves out of traffic congestion.
Transportation demand management (TDM) techniques, like flextime and ridesharing, can
increase the throughput of existing roadways by shifting travel demand by time and mode and
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tional class might be one way to match potential ridesharers. Employment zones can also be

classified in terms of the departure time characteristics of work trips that flow into them.
Regional rideshare agencies might use this information to identify flows to large employment
concentrations that are good candidates for targeting marketing campaigns.

Io+€x¿mple.elPPJâbles csuld-åe usedtojdenti$jndus*ies (e.g., manufact
sale) with fairly consistent work shifts (i.e., departure times by workers) that operate from a

single fixed location. TAZs with large counts of workers in these industries can then be

identified (CTPP TabIe2-3). Employers in TAZs with large counts of targeted industries might
later be approached about forming a transportation management association (TMA) to
promote carpooling and vanpooling. Rideshare agencies might then identify the origins of trips
that are destined to targeted TAZs. They can also check whether workers in the origin zones

have jobs in the industries in the targeted TAZs (CTPP Table 1-18). Large numbers of trips
originating from the sâme areas would identify prime locations for siting park-and-ride lots or
timed-transfer depots. Attraction-constrained flow models (showing flows from all origin
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zones to major employment centers) could also be used to identify possible locations for park-
and-ride lots. Flows might then be assigned to a network and scanned to identify junctures wirh
large numbers of cross-flows, signifying possible locations for siting park-and-ride lots and
transfer points.

Similarl¡ O-D flows might be used to identify corridors where HOV facilities are planned.
Ovedaying existing commute patterns, color coded by occupancy level, would be a good way to
assess the market potential of a proposed HOV corridor. Any demand projections would need
to be adjusted for the latent multioccupant vehicle trips that might be induced by the opening of
a new HOV lane.

Onrrn Su¡rr-An¡A ANALysrs AppLrcATroNs

A host of other possible small-area transportâtion-related analyses can be conducted with
census data, including studies of. traÍfic operations, alternative modes, neighborhood travel,
and regional accessibility.

taffic Operations

O-D pairs that might jointly use a section of a road can be assigned, either manually or using a
computer algorithm, to that segment. This might be used to assess the traffic operational effects
of future development at either end of the assigned O-D pairs. Census data on residential and
employment densities can also be used for traffic planning, such as estimating the additional
arterial lane and spacing requirements likely to be imposed by a major new traffic generator
(e.g., shopping mall, industrial park) (19). As part of a network study, trav€l time data from
CTPP-3 might be integrated with results from speed-delay studies to evaluate currenr and
projected traffic levels of services. Commute flow and travel time data might also be used as
input in confirming and validating skim trees. Whereas first-cut performance evaluations
might be possible with census flow data, in general the geographic coding of CTPP dara is roo
coarse to support any refined traffic operations analyses.

Telecommuting and Working at Home

The number of Americans working at home increased by more than 1 million, or 50 percent,
from 1980 to 1990 (1). CTPP-I data can be cross-tabulated by occupational and industrial
classifications to identify work-at-home markets. Currentl¡ however, it is difficult to distin-
guish telecommuters from independent business persons and sole proprietors who work out of

, Bicycle and Walk Commuting

As with automobile and transit commutes, census data can be used to compâre existing O-D
paltCt¡Þaf ltçydc aqùwalk commutes with curr ions. Overlay m'Fs
can reveal the degree to which existing sidewalk networks and bicycle path systems align with
O-D flows. For evaluating the demand for nonmotorized recreational and social trips, local
travel survey data might be combined with census data. CTPP data might also be used to assess
the level of internal ("within neighborhood") commuting by bicycle and pedestrian modes.' High levels of internal nonmotorized commuting in specific TAZs or census block groups might
suggest the need for targeting improvements in those areas (e.g., more pedestrian-actuated
signal crossings, addition of dedicated bicycle lanes). Under ISTEA, bicycle and pedestrian
improvements qualify as transportation enhancements that are eligible for National Highway
System and Surface Transportation funds.
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Neighborhood Travel Studies

Census data have also been used by researchers to study the commuting choices of residents

from neotraditional versus conventional suburban, automobile-oriented neighborhoods. The
cenrral premise of this line of research is that those residing in relatively dense, mixed-use

neighborhoods with traditional grid street patterns âre likely to be less automobile dependent.

Using 1990 census data at the block group level from Summary Tape File 3A and CTPP-1,

researchers recently found that residents of traditional neighborhoods in the San Francisco Bay

Area and Southern California averaged higher shares of transit commuting than their counter-
parrs from nearby automobile-oriented neighborhoods with similar median household in-
comes and transit service levels (20). Transit-friendly neighborhoods in the San Francisco Bay

Area averaged between 2 and 5 percent more commutes by mass transit than their matched-

pair auromobile-oriented neighborhoods. A comparable study of commuting by residents of
traditional neighborhoods in Montgomery Count¡ Maryland, using 1980 journey-to-work

data reached similar conclusions (21).

Accessibility Studies

Accessibility indices have long been used to measure and compare the relative proximity of
neighborhoods to employment centers, health facilities, and other urban facilities and services.

Typicall¡ an accessibility index is equivalent to the denominator of the gravity model. It is
computed by multiplying the number of trip attractions by the interzonal friction factor (which

declines with interzonal travel time) and summing the results over all attraction zones.

Production-constrained gravity models are commonly used for measuring the geographic

extent of laborsheds, where TAZs with large employment bases represent the constrained
production end of interchanges. When census data are supplemented by other data sources,

gravity-based accessibility indexes can be derived to, sây, identify the number of child-care
centers or restâurants/retail plazas within a 3-mi radius of an employment center. Attraction-
consrrained gravity models might likewise be estimated from journey-to-work data to study
whether mismatches between worker occupational classes and housing prices have led to
relatively long commutes (5). Recentl¡ accessibility-based gravity models have also been used

to compare how accessible different types of suburban communities (e.g., traditional versus

automobile-oriented planned unit developments) are to employment and shopping oppor-
tunities in Southern Florida (22).

CoNcrusroN

Census iourney-to-work rl¡ta have hecome increasingly vital to transportation planning and

evaluation. These data are the most consistent and dependable source of information on where
Americans live and work and how they commute. The CTPP is the most detailed source

available for the study of intrametropolitan commute flows at a fine-grained level. It is finding
its way to an ever-widening constituency of users-metropolitan planning organizations, state

departments ol transportation, public transit ageuctçUldqlh4rç plganizations. TMAs. market
researchers, urbanologists, and others,

One of the most important applications of journey-to-work data for small-area analyses

remains long-range multimodal transportation planning. The CTPP provides essential data
inputs for long-range travel demand forecasting and can be used to cross-validate and update

previously used transportation models for work trips. Many public transit agencies today rely
on census data for both strategic long-range planning and ongoing service planning. Census

data also provide background information from which to carry out link segment analyses,

examine market receptivity to specialized facilities like HOV lanes, and compare the acces-

sibility of residential neighborhoods to different employment opportunities.
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The growing popularity of GIS has apparently elevated census data to a new height of
usefulness. Since transportation is inherently â spatiâl phenomenon, GIS allows data on the
characteristics of origins, destinations, and commute flows to be conveniently displayed,
replacing what in the past were tabular presentations. The ease with which successive oveday
maps can be produced from GIS bodes well for a future of strategic transportation planning
that is grounded in rigorous analysis yet is accessible to a wider public. The marriage of GIS anã
journey-to-work census data has allowed transportation planners to push the profession in new
and exciting directions. The litmus test of the benefits of these tools and data bases, of course, is
the quality of decision making that results and ultimately how smoothly our streets, transit
systems, and alternative commute programs operate.
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Census Data for Real Estate
Decisions

Robert T. Dunphy, Urban Land Institute

he changing demographics, economic attainment, and geography of the American
population and workplaces will largely determine the nation's transportation needs
in 2000, as they have since the first census was conducted more than 200 years ago.

The use of census data in decisions on locating the buildings where we will live, work, shop,
stud¡ and play in 2000 and beyond, which will determine our needs for travel and communica-
tion, are examined in this paper. Many of the decisions are private decisions, those of builders
and developers, companies, households, and institutions. On the other hand, they have an

i important public counterpart in regulation of the use of land. Such information probably plays
an even greater role in decisions on development than the census commuting data do on
transportation.

Acquiring, developing, and disposing of real estate is an important ingredient of an expand-
ing economy. Often in the past such decisions were based on "gut feelingsr" rudimentary rules
of thumb, or "back of the envelope" calculations. Increasingl¡ however, such choices are being
made through careful analytical procedures and as part of a broad business strategy. A number
of emerging trends that appear to emphasize the value of census data in development decisions
are identified in this pâper. The perspectives of three important participants in real estate-

currently being used for development choices are described.

Gnter¡n NE¡o FoR BETTER REAL Esrerp INronu¡toN: EMERGTNG TRENDS

A number of recent trends point to an increasing need for reliable information on small-area
demography and economics:

o The fallout from commercial real estate overbuilding: rù(/hen real estate values collapsed in
the late 1980s and the 1990s, many investors-both private and institutional---expeiienced
large losses. Hundreds of billions of dollars were lost. The response from the investment
community generally is to attach a higher risk to commercial real estate and to demand grearer
documentation, including more careful market studies, to support proposed investments.
Among other items, this will increase the need for good small-area demographic data.

95
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Anthony Downs of the Brookings Institute points out that office space vacancy rates in 30
major markets hit 20 percent in 1985, yet bank lending continued (1). It must be admitted that
the problem was not the quality of the market studies-if they were even done, no one looked at
them. The reaction, however, is likely to increase their importance.

o Public information as the price of access to capital markets: The difficulty of obtaining
bank financing in the aftermath of the savings and loan cleanup has caused many developers to
go to Wall Street. One of the hottest new trends is the establishment of real estate investment
trusts (REITs), publicly traded investments that own real estate. Such public offerings will
demand better information on properties and markets.

o Finding hidden assets in corporate real estate: Real estate values are central to develop-
ment decisions but are among the less well-managed assets of corporate America. A study of
publicly traded companies (those listed on one of the major stock exchanges) estimated that in
199I, real estate holdings valued ât cost accounted for 5522 trillion. Those in the active real

estate business (developers, brokers, etc.) had assets of just under $2 trillion, whereas passive

investors such as REITs had holdings of $250 billion (2). A study of 60 leading companies by
LãSãlle partners found that-itisTossÍbletoadd-srgnificant vâlusthrou€h reducedoecüpáÍrcy
costs and more efficient use of capital-a significant opportunity in times of corporate
downsizing, restructuring, and growing international competition (3).

o Growing sophistication and competitiveness among retailers: The rise of the "big box
retailers," offering wide selection, low prices, and customer-oriented services, is killing off
many of the "mom and pop" stores. These retailers can use computers not only for restocking
the shelves but also for analyzing their markets.

o Increased regulation in the use of land: There is growing public involvement in what were
previously considered private property rights. These take the form of state, regional, and local
efforts to mânâge land use to achieve public goals. There is even a hint that federal regulations
on metropolitan planning may focus greater concerns on development patterns. The only
objective reading of such trends comes from the decennial census.

RElr Esrern lNronu¡toN FRoM THE DEVELoPER's VInw

Let's look at the process from the developer's point of view. There are eight steps common to
the private reâl estate development process, shown in Figure 1. It is a creative, iterative process

in which ideas are successively refined, discarded, fine-tuned, tested, and finally acted on.
Information is crucial in the development process, beginning from data sufficient for "back of
the envelope" decisions to extensive market studies in later phases (4). In the beginning stages,

printed census reports may be adequate. Once significant commitments have been made,

eetåegins.w.ith +n-idea¡eften+læ mss+diffieult-stag€ rn+ealestaædeveþment ¿nd-
one that can occupy 20 to 30 percent of the time spent on a project. Ideas are generated in many
ways. Developers often come upon a site looking for a use. For one reason or another, the
owners of a particular parcel want the parcel to be developed. Alternativel¡ developers might
find a use looking for a site, frequently the case when corporations want to expand. Finall¡

jh*fb..rptt"t=drìvenopportunities-an-i¡¡[i¡¿idual or group withnoneywishesJojnvest
rn a real estate project (not as likely these days).

The first screening the developer does is a "back of the envelope pro forma." Developers
typically use their concept of the tenant to project the tenant's willingness to pay for a

particular type of space with appropriate services in a particular location. The income per
square foot is then reduced by operating costs per square foot projected over the project
leasable square feet to calculate a net income stream. The present value of tiris income stream is

calculated by applying a capitalization rate. The resulting net value is then compared with
estimares of cost, including land plus site development plus costs per square foot of building. If
value exceeds cost, the idea lives to the next stage. If not, back to the drawing board. This is



ONE: Inception of an ldea
Not Feasible
Feasible
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TWO: Refinement of the Idea
Not feasible
Feasible
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THREE: Feasibility
Not feasible
Feasible 

-
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FOUR: Contract Negotiation
Cannot reach binding contracts

Developer with background knowledge of the mar-
ket looks for needs to fill, sees possibilities, has a

dozen ideas, does quick feasibility tests in his head
(legal, physical, fi nancial).

Developer finds a specific site for the idea; looks for
physical feasibility; talks with prospective tenânts,
lenders, pârtners, professionals; settles on a tenta-
tive design; options the land if the idea looks good.

Developer commissions formal market study to es-

timate market absorption and capture râtes, com-
missions feasibility study comparing estimated
value of project to cost, processes plans through
Bovernment agencies.

Developer decides on final design based on what
market stud users want and will for.

Can reach binding contracts

I
I

Y

FIVE: Formal Commitment

I

I

+

SIX: Construction

Contracts are negotiated. Developer gets loan com-
mitment in writing, decides on general contractor,
decides general rent requirements, gâthers permits
from local government.

Contracts, often contingent on each other, are
signed. Developer may have all signed at once: joint
venture agreement, construction loan agreement
and permanent loan commitment, construction
contract, exercise of land purchase option, pur-
chase of insurance, and prelease agreements.

Developer switches to formal accounting system,
seeking to keep all costs within budget. Developer
approves any changes suggested by marketing peo-
ple, resolves construction disputes, signs checks,
keeps work on schedule, brings in operating people
as needed.

Developer brings in fulltime operating people, in-
creases advertising. City approves occupancy, utili-
ties are connected, tenants move in. Construction
lender is taken out, and permanent loan is closed.

SEVEN: Completion and
Formal Opening

I

Y

tt
agæeJeasin g;longer-te{lrr,+w nepFêverse€-r€co# go

ing, remodeling, remarketing space as necessary to
extend economic life and enhance performance of
asset; corporate mânagement of fixed assets and
considerations regarding investors' portfolios come
into play.

FIGURE 1 Eight-stage model of real estate development (7).
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clearly a data-intensive process to the developer) one in which information is as often picked up
"on the fly" or even guessed at in the early phases. However, the ready availability of small-area
ensus data is critical.

Rnnr Esrern lNronulroN FRoM THE PLANNnR's Vnw-GUTDING Gnorvnr

Real estate from the developer's view is typically a profit-oriented, near-term, parcel-based,

bottom-up exercise in finding the "highest and best use" for land. In contrast, the comprehen-
sive planner's view is from a public-purpose, long-term, and community level. From this view,
real estate is a top-down exercise in determining an appropriâte pattern of uses. Such perspec-

tives are not mutually exclusive. Many developers have projects requiring a long-term vie%
and planners need to recognize market realities. However, developers and planners often find
themselves in opposition at the project level. In some cases this may revolve around factual
data, including the demographic and economic characteristics available from the census

bureau. There appear to be two significantly different levels of information use in planning,

growth models.

::-:,:..î,r:^iîi:ok on the pranners use or inrormarion, decenniar data rrom the
census of population and housing fall into the category of information from secondary sourc€s.

Some are "tabulated for individual city blocks and for census tracts and are published in census

tracr and block statistics for the SMSAs and for a few smaller sites that made prior arrange-
ments to pay for special publications" (5, p. 56). Since the original book was published soon
after the 1980 census, it does not recognize the increasing data sophistication currently
available.

,, Ocknowledging the problems of a data source that only appears every 10 years, author Alan
Feldt points out that "since there are prolonged periods during which no current information

:io':#1ffi"å:'iäi*Hï:::ï::Ë:;:ï?i'?,iÏ*ïm':ffi1miffi*"î::åì
tabulations of transportation data was not widely known in the planning community outside
of transportation specialists, since there was no mention of traffic zone data or the Census

Transportation Planning Package. The lack of sophistication of many planning offices in using
information is evident in the storage of many local records, which, although "technically open
rorhepublic,inpractice...areinaccessiblebecause...ofhowtheyarekept...ledger
books. 3 x 5 cards. old cartons or footlockers filled with file folders" (5. p. 64).

98

Urban Growth Models

The difference in technical sophistication between planners who use models of urban growth
and those who map data with colored pencils is the difference between data kept in geographic

information systems and those in shoe boxes. It is for such computerized urban models that the
lack of currency in census data is not a severe problem, since these tools take a longer-term
perspective. Data on 1980 to 1990 trends, for example, are almost as good as data on L984 to
7994 trends. Such models are voracious users of census data and in many câses are structured
around these data.

One of the latest and most populâr of these urban models includes a disaggregated regional
allocation model for projecting residential location and an employment allocation model for
projecting employment location. These fwo models are currently in use in 14 metropolitan
areas, and L5 more are expected to be on line in 1,993 (6). Just as retailers are depending on
greater use of technical analysis of markets, planners are getting on board as well. Such
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information will also help inform private decisions. As an example of how such insights can
offer a competitive edge, even without a model, North Carolina developer Will Thurow, unlike
many competitors working in the Research Tiiangle area, viewed the cities making up the
Research Triangle area as a converging market area, assuming office growth would spread
beyond the Research Triangle Park along transportation corridors. Such insights mãde it
possible to get out in front of an emerging market (Z).

Rnnr Esrnr¡ lNronueuoN FRoM Btrynn's AND LENDER's VrEw

One aspect of real estate decisions not as well understood as development and corporate real
estate management is appraisal-the valuation of real estate assets. Appraisers are the under-
appreciated "bean counters" of real estate. They have been much criticized for their role in the
commercial real estate collapse. Downs points out that in such an environment of low liquidity
and future uncertainty over commercial property markets, appraisal has become extraordi-
narily difficult. The key issue, a particularly critical one for banks holding commercial loans, is
how to value the¿ssets on banksl books. In part this is a problem of whether the banks are
forced to divest into a buyers'market or are allowed to hold on and hope for a cyclical recovery.

Even in more normal times appraisals are critical, if less visible, in the orderly transfer of real
estate. This is important to families shopping for a home, businesses looking for a new location,
and landowners looking for a developer. An appraiser must be aware of "the factors that
contribute to urban growth patterns and . . . analyze the neighborhood or district where the
subject property is located and . . . determine how the area affects the quantity, qualit¡ and
duration of the property's future income stream or amenities that create value." In analyzing a
local market, a knowledge of trends in the formation of households and household characreris-
tics is crucial. The age, size, income, and other characteristics of households must be considered
to determine the demand for housing. The demand for commercial and industrial real estate is
created by a population's demand for the goods and services to be produced and distributed at
these sites. It is recommended that appraisers look to the census to provide detailed informa-
tion on population and housing characteristics (larger statistical areas) as well as census tracts
and blocks in metropolitan areas. It is further recommended that within neighborhood and
district boundaries, if possible, the appraiser obtain accurate data on ages, occupations,
incomes, and education levels of neighborhood residents. Appraisers also recognize that
neighborhoods have a life cycle beginning with growth, then stability, decline, and eventually
revitalization (8). Myers points out that the release of. 1.990 census data allows analysts to
measures trends of the 1980s and recalibrate models for market analysis, emphasizing that
census data are "ideal for use in appraisals and market analysis, where conclusions must be
defensible" (9).

GnNsusÐt+r*r.{Ð*ruv*r+ Dnt* ron RE*r Es.re+r ÞEersroN

Just as demographic data are one of many types of information used in real estate decisions,
census d,ata are only one of many such sources. It is the Rodney Dangerfield of data sources-
getting no respect when they are often embedded in other references. There is a story in'\ùíashington about members of Congress who criticize the costs of the decennial census and
ask, "Why do we need the census? When I need information, my staff simply looks it up in the
statistical abstract." Of course, the data they are referring to were reprinted from the census.
rù(/hereas there are many valuable private sources of demographic data, it is important to
recognize the role of the census data as the original, unimpeachable, affordable source. It
should not be a matter of choosing between census and private data sources, but rather
understanding the advantages of each.

o The original source: Just as in the story of the members of Congress, there âre many
sources of demographic information that come from decennial census sources, either directly
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or as derivâtives. Many local and state data sources generated sizable income from selling
census data, and much research that used the information attributed it to the reseller rather
than the original source. Other data sources key back to small-area census data. One private
data source investigated for its use in transportation planning in the late 1.970s used propri-
etary data to identify household structure type and automobile ownership but census tractdata
to develop an income model (10).

o The unimpeachable source: For both public and private sources, decennial census data
carry the imprimatur of the U.S, Bureau of the Census. Despite some of the battles over the
undercounted population, there is no more credible source of small-area demography. Census
data are accepted by all levels of government for a variety of programs. Concerned about how
much of a difference there can be in small-area estimates and projections offered by several of
the nation's private data companies, the International Council of Shopping Centers decided to
find out by comparing them with census tract data. Although generally all were close, the
council calculated that a business considering targeting upper-income households in Baltimore
County might go ahead if the high numbers were used but abandon the deal if the low set of
estimates was chosen (11).

Æble source,--{sìndieaæê, +nan¡private sour€erof demographie inform*tion
are available, at a price. Paying premium prices for information may be possible for owners of
high-cost projects with large profit margins. However, many others-local planning offices,
nonprofit development corporations, interested citizens, and of course graduate students-are
involved in real estate decisions, for whom such costs are prohibitive. Mark Kissel, a real estate
consultant based in'\ülashington, D.C., tells a story of a small project that did not justify a large
expense in data but where tract maps were not publicly available. The day was saved when an
employee found the information in the Library of Congress. It is for such individuals, with
modest capabilities or finances, that Myers recommends keeping it simple-going first to
printed census data, with computerized sources only as a last resort (12).

There are other data sources, many of them more current and richer in data, such as those
described later. However, the census data have provided common ground for real estate
decisions that generally have a mix of public and private interests. It is important that decisions
on content and sampling recognize this history and preserve the essentials of a demographic
safety net, which the decennial census of population and housing has traditionally provided.

Ixron¡,rlnoN FoR REAL Esrnr¡ Drclslo¡qs-Cnsn Sruorcs

The following examples illustrate the range of census data and census-derived data in real
estate decisions. They demonstrate a range of uses of census data.

o Multifamily: Memphis, Tennessee-This is an upscale, multifamily project that is part of

phase, 384 garden apartment units in 16 buildings, most located on a golf course. The
characteristics of the neighborhood were identified as "entirely different from those of the
larger MSA." Census data used in the study supported the statement that the area was "one of
the most affluent and desirable in the area."'Whereas the proprietary data base offered updated

rdet*iffiaraeteristies-o
attainment, households with seniors and children, housing tenure, and rents were based on the

' 1.980 census, to support current data on rent levels collected by field surveys (Coldwell Banker,
unpublished data, 1,987).

o Retail: Bethesda/Chevy Chase, Maryland-This mixed use project is located at the hub of
one the most desirable markets in the Washington, D.C., area. It has the highest concentration
of mature, urbane, affluent households in the region. The project includes hotel, office space,

nd retail space. The market study completed in 1986 was particularly complex because retail
sales were estimated to come from two sources: residents of the primary trade area and office
workers and shoppers from outside the primary trade area. In addition, there was considerable
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competition from current and planned retailers. Part of the demographic and economic
analysis was drawn from the 1980 census tract data for parts of Washington, D.C., and
Montgomery Count¡ Maryland, as shown in Tables I and 2. \Ùíhereas some of the averages

were updated to a current and short-range forecast period, the complete distributions from the
decennial census were useful to contrast the market area with a competitive market (Coldwell
Banker, unpublished data, 1.986).

o Economic development: Long Beach-The composite of individual housing projects and
retail, office, and industrial developments represents overall growth and economic develop-
ment in a community. This public interest in economic development is illustrated in the third
annual economic forecast of Long Beach, California. Not the arcane stuff that only an

economist could love, there is an outlook section as well as sections on real-world issues, such as

strategies for economic growth, reuse of an abandoned military base, and a shoreline develop-
ment strategy (precipitated by the Valt Disney Company's decision to build a new theme park
in Anaheim rather than Long Beach). Extensive use of 1980 and 1,990 census data helped in
understanding some of Long Beach's strengths and weaknesses compared with those of
California and the rest of the country. Census data showed the changing composition of jobs
and the work force, especialþeritical issues eonsidering the sharp cutbacks at lvfcDonnell
Douglas. One insight available only because of the journey-to-work data was the finding that
Long Beach residents aÍe "a very different group of people than the Long Beach employees."
Such insights derived from census data help public officials understand their communities and
adjust to the economic realities of the 1990s (13).

These examples show a small cross section of how decennial census data have been used in
real estate decisions, from both the private and public perspective. Some of these applications
are not well known to those outside the Bureau of the Census, including those responsible for
funding decisions. They clearly demonstrate the pervasiveness of census data in decisions on
where America will grow.

Suuuenv

This paper has examined the use of decennial census data in private-sector decisions on real
estate development as well as complementary public-sector actions involved. Such decisions
afÍect avery large part of the American economy, going well beyond those actively involved in
real estate to embrace real estate as an important tool of production. Seen in this context, it is an
immense câtegory, and there are â number of trends that indicate increased professionalism in
real estate decisions, including those made by organizations that do not consider themselves to
be in the real estate business.

Decisions on real estate rvr/ere examined from the perspectiye of three principal pârtici-

æoperq?fiâlmerqâft+leftders.+a eesste in{er¡nati,orrJnso
the information is shared, and in some cases it is closely guarded. Census data play an
important and pervasive role in all.

Supplements to census data are available through private sources, generally to those who
can afford the higher prices. Some perspectives on the relationship of census data compared
with the alternatives have been offered. The census is seen as the original, authoritative, and
affordable source. This is not intended as a criticism of private data sources. It is a recognition
of the standing of census information as an irreplaceable data base, an important message to
those with control over the decennial census planning. Selected examples illustrate the range of
applications of small-area census data.

This paper has demonstrated the immense role that real estate decisions play in growth and
development in America and the pervasiveness of census information as a technical foundation
of those choices. A number of trends suggest that this will be even more important in the future.
The value of census data in such applications may have been underappreciated in the past, in
part because the census is not given proper attribution or credit. However, as we look to
planning for the 2000 census, it is important to keep these uses in mind, since decisions on real
estate appear to be hooked on the census.



TABLE 1 Comparative Trade A¡ea Socioeconoinic Characteristics-Income Distribution, Property Values, and Age Distribution (National Decision Systems; Coldwell
Banker Real Estate Consultation Services)

INDICES OF RELATIVE
DIFFERENCES,
WASHINGTON SMSA = 100
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AREA

TTASHINGTON
SMSA

-CHEVY
TYSON'S CORNER, FAIR OAKS,
s-MI RADIUS s-MI RADIUS

PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT

CHEVY
CHASE TYSON'S
PAVILION CORNERCHARACTERISTIC

Household Income Distribution*l979

All households
$50,000 and over
$35,000 to $49,999
$25,000 to 934,999
$15,000 to $24,999
$7,500 to 914,999
Under $7,500

1980 Owner-Occupied Property Values

All owner-occupied housing units
Under $100,000
$100,000 to $149,999
$150,000 to $199,999
$200,000 and over

Age Distribution

FAIR
OAKS

100 10Cl

186 158
135 163
t04 tt7'
85 75
64 56
46 46,

100
248
100

77
75
79
76

2
7
9

1

5

1

100.0
28.0
1.6.4

14.8
18.3
t3,7

8.8

100.0
14.5
38.8
23.9
22.9

1,1.15,400
725,8t7
183,483
212,930
27t,t54
1.92,853
729,t63

100.0
tt.3
16.5
t9.t
24.3
t7.3
tt.6

57,922
12,129
\2,824
lt,52r
lt,996
6,37t
3,081

100.0
20.9
22.7
19.9
20.7
11.0
5.3

100.0
49.4
32.6
10.5

7.5

35,259
6,266
9,471
7,873
6,396
3,395
1,959

100.0
17.8
26.9
22.3
18.1
9.6
5.3

592,339 100.0
4t3,690 69.8
721,074 20.4
35,244 6.0
22,331 3.8

653,506 21.4
279,462 g.t
292,930 9.6
594,'t25 79.4
426,386 13.9
320,784 10.5
149,679 4.9
tt3,866 3.7
146,372 4.8
84,481 2.9

32.8r

28,596
14,124
9,322
3,005
2,745

23,630
13,318
7,926
1.,836

551

100.0
56.4
33.5

7.8
2.3

100
2I

t90
402
606

100
7T

r59
177
199

10Cl

81

t64.
131

61.

14 and under
15 to 19
20 to 24
25 to 34
35 to 44
45 to 54
55 to 59
60 to 64
65 to 74
75 and over
Average

13.4
6.7
7.5

15.6
13.1
L7.7
7.0
6.2

10.8
8.3

4r.93

33,859
14,839
t3,277
28,001
25,t70
20,924
9,697
6,655
6,899
3,384

20.8
9.t
8.2

t7.2
15.5
t2.9

6.0
4.t
4.2
2.t

33.59

27,272
11,354

8,15 1
L8,474
20,021
L3,L42
4,7t7
2,72t
2,435
1,338

24.9
10.4
7.4

16.8
18.3
12.0
4.3
2.5
)1
t.2

30.54

97 11é;

100 11-?

85 7Ei

89 gi',

111 131

L23 tL4t
L22 8ti
110 6i',
89 4(;
75 441

102 93,

63
73
78
81
94

Lt2
t43
166
225
301
L28



TABLE 2 Comparative Trade fuea
Consultation Services)

BETHESDA-CHEVY
CHARACTERIST[C PRIMARY TRADE

Characteristics-Average Household Inçome Trcnds Decision Syst€ms; Coldwell B¿nker Real Estatc

INDICES OF RELATIVE DIFFERENCES,
!üASHINGTON SMSA. = 100

CHEVY CHASE
($) PAVILION TYSON'S CORNER FAIR OAKS

1979 ¿ctual
1985 estimated
1990 projected

44,737
57,583
76,833

746
t42
138

130
LL9
112

125
129
r32

TYSON'S CORNER, FAIR. OAKS,
($) \IøASHINGTON SMSA ($) s-MI RADIUS ($) s.MI RADI

27,876 36,L27 34,940
40,658 48,557 52,453
55,696. 62,1,25 73,568
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Using 1990 Census Data in
National Policy Analysis

Charles Goodman and Elaine Murakam| Federal Highuøy Administration

ecennial census data on the journey to work from 1960 onward have been of critical
importânce in transportation planning at all levels of goyernment. Census data on

LJ mobility and the journey to work are used in transportation planning, development
and project impact analyses, and in supporting policy decisions at the federal, state, regional,
and local/site level. The focus of this paper is on the use at the federal level, specificall¡ use by
the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) in developing, monitoring, and assessing
transportation policies and service delivery programs, and on use by other federal agencies for a
wide range of applications.

The paper begins with a short description of census products available for transportation
policy at the federal level, summarizes the broad dimensions of federal use of decennial census
data for policy assessment and development, and concludes with a summary of census data at
the national level.

CrNsus PRooucrs Usno urr TRANspoRTATToN PrelwNc

Gensus{ransportâtion PJanning Paekage

USDOT has sponsored the preparation of special journey-to-work tabulations from the
decennial census in 7970,1980, and 1990. OÍ the more than70 similar efforts conducted by
the Census Bureau across a wide variety of program and topic areas, the Census Transportation
Planning Package (CTPP) is the largest project. Through the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials, states and metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs)
coordinated their needs to sponsor this special tabulation, resulting in the $2 million budget for
the Census Bureau to prepare the tabulations. Even more will be spent in analyzing the data.
This sponsorship reflects the level of demand for transportation and mobility data and the
reliance on the census to provide this information.

Summary Tape Files 1 and 3

Summary Tape Files 1 and 3, which are standard data files reporting information for residence
geograph¡ are widely used. The Census Bureau, through the state data center program, was
able to deliver tape copies and CD-ROMs relatively quickly to many levels of governmenr

105
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analysrs. The STF3 files, which include data from the "long" (sample) form, include tables on

household vehicle availability, journey-to-work mode, trip length in minutes and departure
time, and household income and housing unit tenure characteristics. Whereas tables in STF3

do not have the detailed cross-tabulations available in CTPP, the early release of these data
gives analysts an early reading of what the detailed tables are likely to exhibit.

TIGER Files

Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing (TIGER) files are the geo-

graphic reference files, built in conjunction with the USGS. The TIGER files form a nâtional
coverage of roads, water\ryays, and political boundaries. Whereas their primary purpose u¡as to
assist the Census Bureau in collecting the census data, there have been many uses in the rapidly
developing geographic information systems for transportation ârena. These files, along with
additional materials on employer addresses, were used in the workplace address coding portion
of the CTPP.

Public Use Microdata Sample Files

The Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) files provide a sample of individual responses from
the census questionnaire. Instead of tables where answers are grouped into ranges, the PUMS
files have individual answers, such as the travel time to work in minutes or household income.
To avoid disclosing information that can be traced to a specific person, the geographic detail is
limited to large geographic areas called PUMAs, which have a minimum population of
100,000. These sample files are also available from the Census Bureau on CD-ROM, which
much improves their use and access from the 1980 census'

FnonRtr Usr or C¡Nsus Dnrn

' Decennial census data are used by USDOT in four general ways:

1. As a comprehensive demographic and mobility data base supporting development of
new policies and programs,

2. As a statistical basis for setting program requirements and funding apportionment,
3. As a resource of "benchmark" data with which to evaluate the impacts and effectiveness

of federal programs, and
4. As a travel behavior data base to support model development.

The journey-to-work data arc used as an lntormatron resource by other tederal agencres. ln
particular, employment location analyses are used by the Department of Labor and the
Department of Justice.

Policy and Program Development

Census data constitute the primary data resource for establishing a profile of key population
demographic and employment patterns as well as definable market segments. The profile
provides a context and framework for identifying performance indicators with which to assess

community livability and societal quality-ofJife attributes and formulate effective policy
actions.

Journey-to-work data assist in federal-level transportation policy and program development
because they are consistent both longitudinally and cross-sectionally. That is, using standard
census geography and geographic definitions and having the ability to report data for small
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geographic units allows the results to be compared over time. In addition, since all the data are
collected in a consistent manner and at the same point in time, comparisons between areas can
be made easily.

Although the trip to work (and the "usual" one at that) is only one part of everyday travel,
the sample size of the census and the ability to compare socioeconomic characteristics of
persons and households with this one trip provide a benchmark. Many large and medium-sized
MPOs collect household travel survey data to get information on all trips, but there is no
standard method or sampling design to permit results to be easily compared. These regional
data collection efforts are conducted infrequentl¡ and the time between data collection points
may range from 7 to 15 years. Thus, the likelihood of all or even many metropolitan areas
conducting a survey within the same time period is almost zero, and census data provide the
only nationally consistent source for these areas.

The Nationwide Personal Transportation Study (NPTS) includes reporting for all trips.
However, the small sample size (n : 20,000 households) prohibits its use for specific geo-
graphic areas and allows only comparisons such as by metropolitan area size or by census
geographic region.

The CTPP is the only decennial census product that includes fwo geographies: residence and
workþlace. Whereas there may be other resources availãble to identiff workeer populæions,
these resources do not include characteristics of persons or households. Only census data allow
analyses at the workplace location that include such variables as gender, industr¡ occupation,
earnings, and hours worked, in addition to the journey-to-work mode and travel time variables.

Metropolitan Datelopnerrt and Access to tobs

A current policy area being emphasized at the federal level is the relationship between emerging
metropolitan development patterns and the social, economic, and intellectual well-being of the
various population segments, including the inner-city poor. Census data provide both evidence
and statistics on the sizable and growing employment base in suburban areas. The data can be
further used to indicate the level of highway and transit access provided to these suburban
centers from other suburbs and the central city. CTPP journey-to-work data have small-area
data at both the place of residence and the place of work, as well as detailed information on
commuter travel between the two.

There has been continuing debate on whether high unemployment rates among urban poor
] are due to a "spatial mismatch" between workers and jobs. Census data permit analysis of
I some of these characteristics with varying degrees of geographic detail. One study byJohnston-

Anumonwo (1) analyzed PUMS data from the 1980 andL990 censuses. She found that in
Buffalo, New York, black women in service occupations had an average travel time to work of
20 min, compared with 15 min for white women. The difference was even more_pronounced for
women who commute to jobs outside the central city. Her study found little difference in travel
time between black and white men, controlling for occupation, work location in or outside the
centraf-it¡ ãncfìncome.

Hispanic origin, gender, and occupation; household characteristics, such as household income.
and travel characteristics to work that can be used to explore these issues and to measure trends
over time. These analyses are possible for large geographic areas, such as counties, as well as

small transportation analysis zones (TAZs) in metropolitan areas.

National High*ay Systen and Nøtional Transportation System

At the federal level, TIGER files have been used to prepare nationwide geographic files to
include state, county, place, and urbanized area boundaries, in addition to the very detailed
census geography such as tracts and blocks. The boundaries have been incorporated into
technical work for the National Highway System (NHS) and will likely be used in the
development of the multimodal National Transportation System.

To some extent, the TIGER line files were used for mapping and analysis of candidate routes
by states and local governments in developing NHS recommendations for submittal to the
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Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). In turn, use of geographic information system-
based mapping and analysis methods will enable FH'WA to develop important accessibility and
service measures to use in the upcoming congressional review and approval period.

Program Requirements and Fund Apportionment

As set forth in the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA), USDOT uses

population counts and basic socioeconomic data from the decennial census to support appor-
tionment of funding for several grant programs among states. These include population counts
for allocating funding from the Surface Transportation Program of ISTEA and urban planning
grants under the Federal Transit Act Amendments of 1991.

Under the State Planning and Research Program, 50 percent of the program funds is made
available to the Tiansit Cooperative Research Program. The remainder is apportioned to the
states for grants and contracts consistent with the purposes of Sections 6,8,70, 77, and 20 of
the act. Amounts are apportioned to the states in the ratio that the population in urbanized
areas in each-stateiears to the totalpopulatio¡jnurbanized areas in¿llthe states,as úownly
the latest available decennial census, except that no state shall receive less than r/z oÍ 1 percent
of the amount apportioned.

In addition, census data are used as the basis for apportioning funds for the Airport
Improvement Program, State Highway Safety Grants, Alcohol Program Incentive Grants, and
the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement grant program.

ISTEA recognizes the special challenges faced by large metropolitan areas in meeting the
mobility needs of their population while improving environmental quality. The act established
the concept of transportation management areas (TMAs), which are metropolitan areas having
a population of 200,000 or more. Special program and funding provisions are contained in the
law for TMAs, and the decennial census is the recognized source of this population information.

Nationall¡ the definition of metropolitan statistical areas is based, in part, on commuting
pâtterns at the county level. Furthermore, urbanized area boundaries are used by FHWA and
the Federal Tiansit Administration to allocate Surface Transportation Program and planning
funds. MPOs are designated in urbanized areas of more than 50,000 population. By definition,
the boundaries of the metropolitan area must include at least the existing urbanized areas

and the contiguous area expected to become urbanized within the 2}-year forecast period, and
they may encompass the entire metropolitan stâtistical area or consolidated metropolitan
statistical area.

Program Evaluation

ffiSD
data frsm the deeennial eensus ts assess the impaet ef previeusl)' implemented pelieies, This is
an important step in the refinement of policies or the development of new policies.

In addition, USDOT works in partnership with states and local governments to assess

projecVcorridor-level effects of implemented plans, programs, and specific projects. In sup-
porting ISTEA and the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA), as well as other federal
legislation such as the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA), Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, the Uniform Relocation Assistance Act, and the Highway Safety Act,
decennial census data facilitate a consistent level of responsible federal oversight and review of
state and local plans and programs.

Furthermore, a consistent, reliable decennial census permits establishment and use of
secondary sources for demographic and travel trends during the intercensal period. Maintain-
ing the l}-year census survey cycle, however, is critical to providing periodic benchmarks of
these indicators.

Information from the decennial census is used to evaluate the use, performance, and effects

of implementation of the transportation program. Perhaps the most notable example is the
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envtronmental review process required under NEPA. Small-area demographic data are re-
quired to assess the potential effects of projects yet to be implemented. Detailed information is
required on the âge, race, and income characteristics of individuals likely to be affected, either
directly or indirectl¡ by program initiatives. Both residential- and nonresidential-based infor-
mation are obtained from census dara to support this effort.

Beyond this, census-reported means of commuting travel, stratified by place of residence
and work as well as by demographic level, provide an important barometer of the equity and
cost-effectiveness of transportation programs. In consideration of CAAA, USDOT will need to
rely on the 2000 census to continue the broad level of program assessment from past decennial
efforts. rù(/ith much of the nation actively promoting alternatives to the single-occupant vehicle
throughout the 1990s, reported mode of travel from the 2000 census will provide important
feedback on the overall effectiveness of today's national air quality agenda.

Nonmotorized Rates by Area

Bicycle and pedestrian access is a new focus expressed in ISTEA. Some transportation improve-
ment progrâms (TIPs) around the country are making significant investments in bicycle paths
and exploring pedestrian-oriented land use developmènt. \ühereas bicycling remaini largely a
recreational activity in the United States, bicycling is a major means of commuting to work not
only in China but also in the Netherlands, Sweden, Denmark, and Germany.

With the CTPP, rwe can examine trip length and trip time by mode and by location. Bicycling
represented less than 1/z percent of all work trips in 7990, and walking represented about 4
percent. There was significant variation by area. The largest shares for bicycle commuting were
in Sacramento, Phoenix, and San Francisco. For walking, the highest shares were in New York,
Boston, Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh. Ar with other transportation investments, investments in
nonmotorized travel modes will need to be evaluated with use over time.

Trends in Mod¿ Use Across Metropolitan Areas

Reliable, comparable data for different metropolitan areas, eyen if limited to the journey to
work, give policy analysts at the federal level the ability to evaluate how differenr areas reflecr
similar or differing travel patterns and trends. Repeating this data collection over time further
enriches the effort by enabling these local area trends to be compared over time.

A dominant mobility theme to be addressed over the next decade will be whether the decline
in transit and high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) shares of work trips will conrinue or be reversed.

tansit Share of the \Øork Trip

The CTPP shows that transit times often range from 50 to 100 percent longer than travel times
by private vehicle for the same origin-destination pairs. fÜith multiple-worker seholds,
efficient use of time appears to be more valuable than (potential) cost savings from riding the_

to work has continued to increase. Since most working Americans do not pay for pãrking,
parking costs have not been a disincentive to private vehicle travel.

With census data, investments in fixed-rail systems and their effect on the journey to work
can be reviewed. For example, San Francisco, Atlanta, and \lashington, D.C., have built large
fixed-rail systems with major funding through the Urban Mass Transitâdministration (now
the Federal Transit Administration). In San Francisco, the number of workers traveling by rail
has increased from 13,000 in 1960 to 90,000 in 1.990.In !íashington, D.C., the number of
workers traveling by rail has increased from 1,500 in 1960 to 148,000 in 1990 (2).

Still, New York remains the leader in workers using alternatives to a private vehicle for the
journey to work. Washington, D.C., now has the third-largest percentage of workers using
transit to work, following only New York and Chicago. In San Francisco and Atlanta, even with
large increases in the number of workers using rail, the percentage of workers using rail remains
less than 3 percent. (See the following table, where "total transit" includes bus, streetcar, râil,
subwa¡ ferry, and taxi.)
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1990 Rail L990 Bus 1990 Total Tiansit
Metropolitan Area (percent) (percent) (percent)

New York 18.8
Chicago 6.6
'Washington, D.C. 6.7
San Francisco 2.8
Atlanta 1.0

8.0 27.8
6.8 1,3.7

6.7 13.6
6.3 9.3
3.5 4.7

The census data show the loss in the share of jobs in central counties and a corresponding
increase in the proportion of jobs in suburban counties. For example, in Atlanta, there was a 9

percent decline in the share of jobs in the central counties. In \ülashington, D.C., there was a

5 percent decline. The continuing suburbanization of jobs is an essential issue in studying the

trãnsit ridership in any given metropolitan area. Since the census data provide mode of travel
and location of both residence and workplace, they can be used to analyze trends in trânsit use

for specific geographic areas.

More recent investments in transit have been in light rail systems, such as those in Sacra-

mento, Miami, Baltimore, Portland, and Buffalo. There will also be significant progress in
fixed-rail systems in the Los Angeles area. How these systems fare will be reflected in the next
census results.

Carpooling Rates

Perhaps even more significant than changes in transit use for the journey to work has been the

declini of carpooling over the last 30 years. Nationall¡ vehicle availability has increased

ffemendously, from 0.85 vehicles per worker in 1,960 to'1..32 vehicles per worker in 7990.
Vehicle occupancy rates have declined from 1..17 in 1,970 (3, Table 6-3) to 1.09 in 1.990 (2,

Table 5-34).
Vehicle occupancy rates showed more variation across metropolitan areas in 1980 than in

1.990.8y 1990, there is little variation, with nearly all metropolitan areas with POV occupancy

rares berween'1..07 and 1.13 (2,Table 5-34). Even more dramatic is the lack of variation in
occupancy rates between central county and suburban county residents. New York v/as the

primè exception, where central county occupancy (1.25) was much higher than occupancy for
suburban counties (1.10).

NPTS data for 'J.990 indicate that carpooling is most likely to be with other household

members. The census data support this, since most carpools have only two members. Formal
carpools and vanpools with more than four members are a very small proportion of vehicle

pool trips. Nationlvide, 12.1 million workers reported going to work in a two-person carpool,
compared with only 1.3 million in a carpool of four or more persons.

Ai regional air qualityìmprovemenlprograms areìmplemelted, ntany agelrcics are¡oping
¡haq.-rþy9':þeqjdlryI44qqql4 rry1asjrng4¡5ggrxlry Y4ljlgrease vehicle e9g!1!9lJor
the-journey to wòr[. Still, itìs unõlear how changrng vehl-le occupa-nõies to worl-willãfféCt
daily and weekly travel behavior. Vill there be fewer total trips, will trips be moved from peak

to oif-peak, or will people return home from their carpool trip from work, jump into their car,

and run errands 
"rihey 

did before, effectively causing no change in the number of cold starts

per vehicle per day?

Spatial Analysis

The CTPP data in combination with the TIGER files form a powerful tool for spatial analysis of
travel patterns. Flows between both large geographic areas like counties as well as for small

TAZsèan be depicted easily for spatial analysis. This technology enables analysts to combine

any number of-other data sourcìs, such as land use, transit routes, and assessed value of
property with population, employment, and journey-to-work data from the census.

Ãt the fedeial level, specialized software was developed to provide user-friendly data

extraction of CTPP data. With this software, the user can select small amounts of data from
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very large files by pointing to areas on a map. Easy access to detailed journey-to-work data with
a geographic component enhances the ability of federal analysts to compare areas on their
desk-top computers. This data access capability was unheard of before this release of census
data.

Atnericans utith Disabilities Act

To respond to the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) for transporra-
tion fully accessible to all segments of the population, the demographic and mobility measures
traditionally included in decennial censuses provide an opportunity for USDOT to do a
nationwide comprehensive assessment.

In summar¡ the decennial census provides for sufficient consistency nationwide in field data
collection to permit consistent evaluation on a programwide basis.

Travel Model Development

Extensive research is being sponsored by USDOT to develop improved tools and methods of
analyzingtravel impacts and to project future trends. One of the significant uses of census data
at the national level is in establishing and maintaining a robust data base for forecasting. The
CTPP provides an empirical base of work trip data to support calibration and validation of
travel demand models. In addition, the basic worker and employment characteristics, including
trip length to work, can be used in developing land use allocation models.

S b ort -Tertfl I ttþ rou e tn e nts

At the federal level, short-term improvements through the Transportation Modeling Improve-
ment Program are likely to include better estimates of transit ridership, improved procedures
for estimating and forecasting participation in ridesharing programs, and support for the
development of models to determine automobile ownership. Especially as HOV lanes and' bicycle paths are added to TIPs, operational models must account for these choices in daily

r travel. Another short-term model improvement may be to use 1980 and 1,990 PUMS files for
improving forecasting of vehicle availability by such characteristics as immigration, household
size, housing type, education, or other proxies for income and length of residence.

Long-Term Imþrwements in 7980s

The journey-to-work question in the 1990 census allowed workers to select only one mode for
their journey to work. The question requested the mode for the longest porrion of the trip.

le dalîing alone to work, transit trips often combrine
-- 

--mukþle-modes.-{oee@idrand

ride and bus trip for remainder. We also do not have sufficient information on walk access for
transit trips. Since intermodal transportation has been of increasing interest, the interfaces
between these multiple modes are likely to be included in new travel demand models.

In the 1980s there was discussion but little formal encouragement of flexible work rimes to
spread peak +avel- fh@nee e{ spreadin5peak eurrenr models
generally limit their time-of-day component to two câses: a total daily travel and a peak travel
period (defined as period of 2to 4 hr). Census data on departure time for work remains a large,
nationally consistent data base on time-of-day of travel for at least one trip.

Nontransportation Uses

Ibderal agencies other than USDOT use the journey-to-work and mobility quesrions from
decennial censuses. The Department of Labor used mode to work to analyze socioeconomic
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and demographic characteristics of the work-at-home population. Tabulations of work force
characteristics by tract of zone of work are key inputs for emergency response planning, public
health studies, and other purposes. Tabulations by place of work provide key inputs to analyze
residential opportunities by race and income relative to work locations (equal housing oppor-
tunities) and job market access (equal employment opportunities).

NnuoN.u CouuurrNc TRENDS

Data from the 1990 census indicate that between 1980 and 1990, nationall¡ driving alone to
work gained 13.7 percent, and the proportion of workers using carpooling or transit declined.
Overall, average vehicle occupancy declined from 1.15 to 1.09. Vehicle availability increased
dramaticall¡ with the number of vehicles available to households increasing faster than the
number of workers or population. Nationall¡ these figures are used to direct policy decisions to
enhance all modes of transportation. At the local and regional levels, these trends are used to
develop transportation control measures and travel demand management programs in efforts
to reduce congestion and improve air quality.

Commuting-Related Changes from the 1970s

o Rapid growth in vehicular travel: The number of households grew 26 percent between
1.970 and 1980, whereas the number of household vehicles grew 64 percent. The number of
vehicles per household increased from 1.25 to 1.67 between 1,970 and 1980; at the same time,
average household size was declining.

o Growth in population and workers: By 1980, the baby boom generation was fully of
working age, with both men and women participating in the labor force. Labor force participa-
tion rates for women of all ages increased from 43 percent in 1,970 to 5L percent in L980, an

increase of 14 million women. In the same period, labor force participation rates for men of all
ages declined from 80 to 77 percent but increased in number by 10 million (4). Thus, the
increase in the absolute number of workers wâs as critical as the labor force participation rate
and the change in mode choice for the journey to work.

o Suburb-to-suburb/intercounty commuting: Between t970 and 1980, employment in
suburban areas and suburb-to-suburb commuting were increasing rapidly, portending changes

for the next decade.
o Decline in use of transit: Given the rapid increase in vehicle availabilit¡ declining

household size, and suburban residential development, perhaps the decline in the use of transit
for the journey to work was not unexpected. Not only did transit use decline as a proportion of
work triffit dælined rn a-bsolute number as wellln 1970,6.5'múlion worke-susedaublir
transit for the journcy to work; this figurc dcclincd to 6.1 million in 1980.

Driving alone became more and more dominant, taking shares away not only from transit
but from carpooling as well. In the major metropolitan areâs, average automobile occupancy
declined from 7.77 in 1.970 to 1..14 in 1980.

Commuting-Related Changes from the 1980s

o Dramatic growth in drive alone: Continuing the trend from the previous decade, driving
alone was even more dominant. In 1980, 64 percent of workers reported driving to work alone.
By 7990, the figure increased to 73 percent, representing more than 84 million workers in the
United States.

o Decline in carpooling and transit: Nationally, 13 percent of workers reported carpooling
to work, representing about 15 million workers. This was a significant decline from 1980,
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when the share was 79.7 percent.ln 7990, the share of carpooling was relatively stable across
metropolitan areas, ranging from 10 to 15 percent in each area with a population of 1 million
or more.

Whereas the share of workers using transit to work declined from 6.4 percenr in 1980 to 5.3
percent in 7990, the number using transit remained about the same (6.17 million in 1980 and
6.07 million in 1990) (5).

Only in the New York metropolitan area does raillsubway make up a large proporrion of
commuters (20.9 percent in 1980 and 18.8 percent in 1990). Despite the drop in share berween
1980 and 1990, the number of raillsubway commuters increased from 1.4 million in 1980 to
L.5 million in 1,990.

o No change in commute time: Average travel time to work showed little change between
1980 and 1990, averaging2l'.7 min in 1980 and 22.4 min in Igg0.Increases in "reverse"
commuting, increases in suburb-to-suburb commuting, shifts away from travel modes like bus
(which tend to have long travel time over short distances), and increases in driving alone (the
most "convenient" mode) are considered to be directly related to the stability of travel times.

Using the 1980 UTPP and the 1990 CTPP Urban Element, we will be able to compare rravel
timesåy modeforsmallareaifAZpairs betweenlgSGandlggHhis worlcis inprogress atthe
Texas Transportation Institute, EachTAZ is assigned to one of five land use types, resulting in
25 possible combinations. keliminary work using data from Houston shows that, overall,
travel times remained the same, with small but significant increases in travel speed for five
combinations.

o Less intracounty commuting: Historicall¡ planners have assumed the development of the
radial cit¡ where employment wâs concentrated in major centers. Now, modern technologies
permit expansion to vast areas. New concepts of metropolitan areas as a "string of varying-size
beads," information superhighways, and telecommuting technologies allowpeople to commu-
nicate more quickly across wide distances, perhaps without face-to-face interaction. These
changes affect location decisions of both businesses and households.

Suburban "bedroom" communities have developed into major regional employment cen-
ters. By 1990, for large metropolitan areas, 57 percent of the workers lived in suburban
counties. About 60 percent worked in the same suburban county, and another 15 percent
worked in another suburban county. These changes are reflected in the changing mix of
commuting patterns between central cities, suburbs, and exurbs.

Suuu¡Rv

Policy analysis applications of census data atthe federal level have expanded with the comple-
tion of each decennial census. '!íith the completion of the 1990 census and preparation of the

' CTPP, polieyanalyst$ean traek trends in metropolitân grov/t+t and deveþmenÈover tle past
40 years while assessing how this growth has heen translaterl into access ¡nrl mnhility reeds.
rù(¡ith the 1980 and 1990 transportation planning packages [ffPP and CTPP), the subject and
data reporting content wâs expanded to include indicators not only of the use of the transporta-
tion system but also of the performance of the system in meeting the demand.

The broad scope and topic content of census data, as well as their consistency over time and
across regions. define an extensive range of applicatiq[Li! naltonalpoliey anaþis-lVherear
many of these applications involve federal program investment decisions, the most extensive
uses involve identifying and interpreting national trends, both in the aggregate and on a
disaggregate level.

Vith completion of each decennial census effort, policy analysts are better able to distin-
guish between short-term issues and trends of a longer-term nature. Furthermore, the census
data give us the ability to associate development trends with emerging patterns of transporta-
tion system usage. For these reasons, future censuses will prove useful in providing even greater
opportunity to leverage past efforts in further enriching the national profile of demographics,
development, travel demand, and system performance.
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WORKSHOP REPORTS





Introduction

he purpose of the workshops was to develop recommendations for the role, use, and
products of the census for transportation planning purposes. Through the workshops,
the attendees discussed current and future transportation data needs and how census

data can and should support those needs. Example questions that guided the discussions are

given here.

The workshops were oriented to the following breakout groups of professionals:

o Statewide Planning and Small Metropolitan Areas,
o Planning for Large Metropolitan Areas, and
o Transit and Tþaffic Applications.

The format was as follows:
Contents and products-Discuss, comment on, and summarize from the standpoint of the

user the overall census products developed for 1990. This should include questions relating to

!r4nspol!4!!qn, salQpþ sÞ9, rnedjair4! ¡4qhqdt of {þttiþltlqg ceq¡us in{ormation, the{ensus
Transportation Planning Package (CTPP) in relation to other census products, administrative
arrangements tor recervrng and processmg the census data, and the relatron ol census to other
data sources.

From experience with (or knowledge about) the 1990 census data as produced, consider the
following:

o Ïlhat recommendations do you have for the 2000 census products?
o What additional (different) questions would you need to better support your transporta-

tion program?
o What minimum set of transportation questions would you need?
o Could you live with a smaller sample size? If so, what minimum sample size?
o What would make it easier to use the census data?
o \üíhat recommendations do you have for the format and media use for distribution of the

CTPP?
o How useful is the CTPP in relation to other census products (e.9., PUMS, STFs, etc.)?

rt7
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Applications-This workshop session should focus on the problems and successes of
applying the census data within the context of your transportation program and in conjunction
with other transportation data sets. The emphasis should be on how census data are planned to
be applied in response to the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act and the Clean
Air Act Amendments oÍ 1,990.

Consider the following:

¡ lù(/hat are the issues and requirements facing state and metropolitan planning organiza-
tion planners and transit operators that can benefit from the census data? What cannot be, and
why?

. How are data needs coordinated at the state, regional, and local levels? Are census data
coordinated?

o 'What technical capabilities are needed to take full advantage of the census products?
Staff? Computer programs?

o Can census data support air quality analysis; congestion, intermodal, and public transit
management system development; or major investment studies?

o Horv are census data being integrated with transportation data from other sourc€s (e.g.,

household survey, employer survey) ?

o Are there uses to which census data cannot be applied? Why?

Needs for the future-On the basis of findings and conclusions in the previous workshops
and your estimate of future transportation data needs, what data can (should) the 2000 census
provide to support these needs? Consider the following:

o What are future comprehensive data needs?
o On the basis of the material presented and your workshop discussions, will census data

meet these future needs?
o If the census is conducted differently in 2000, what is your assessment of the alternatives

proposed so far?
o What recommendations do you have for census product needs in 2000?
o Are there state, regional, or local institutional changes that would enhance census data

applications?
o Are there technical changes or improvements?
o Do you have any research recommendations?



Statewide Plannirg and Small Areas

CocHelRs: Mary Lynn Tischer, Ronald Tweedie

RncononR: Andrew Meese

P¡RtrcpeNrs: Tim Baker, Robert Ball, J. Bronter, Robert Finkelstein,
Osvaldo Garcia, Keith Golden, Jared Goldfine, Zachary Graham, David
Grier, Edward Hocker, \ùíalter Kondo, Larry Kopfer, Cameron McGough,
M. Ming, John Pascoli, Michael Sanders, Donald'Wells, Stephen'\üØilliams,
Linda Wilshusen

The use of the 1990 census data for stâtewide planning was not found to be extensive. Several
states had some experience with the information for policy analysis, whereas others used the
more detailed census data as the basis for modeling and corridor planning. General trend
analysis and the identification of travel flows were cited applications, as well.

rfhe workshop addressed small-area use of census data as well as statewide application.
'Wherens there rv¡s genernl ¡greemenf on mosf of fhe fofics rlisclrsserl, severel rlifferences in

needs were noted. Most areas, particularly small areas, generally do not have other sources for
origin/destination flows or the detailed sociodemographic data associated with travel. Second,
the sample size issue was key to the utility of the data.

'\ülorkshop participants in general supported the continued collection of all the socio-
economic and iourney-to-work information. For many. the data were essential for their
transportation planning. It was recognized that the census could not be relied upon to supply
all the information necessary for transportation planning purposes, but it was deemed to be
essential for the geographic and sociodemographic data and as the framework for other
information.

There were several uses for the data.
Several problems in the 1990 study were noted, particularly the delay in releasing the

information, which was due in part to the inadequacy of resources directed to the coding and
processing of the data. There was unanimous agreement that the most important change that
should occur in the next census is the more timely release of information, and several recom-
mendations were made to ensure that end.

tt9
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Other general recommendations and opinions were as follows:

o The 1990 census was an improvement over the 1980 census, particulady in the creation of
the statewide element in the geocoding of the origin/destination data.

o The involvement of the various levels of government and other institutional actors
enhanced the product of the census. They should be encouraged to continue to cooperate in
preparation for the 2000 census.

The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO)
facilitated the geocoding of the place of work data and the special tabulations, the state data
centers facilitated the interpretation and distribution of data, and the metropolitan planning
organizations (MPOs) assisted in the development of the destination addresses.

o The Bureau of Transportation Statistics can be a resource for technical support and
ongoing analysis of census data and methods and can represent the transportation commu-
nity's interest to the Bureau of the Census.

o There is a need to provide software for the interp:clalton dd4!4, since the end user is not
technically sophisticated and the turnover of staff knowledgeable in census data is a problem.
The Bureau of Transportation Statistics can help ensure development of software and coordi-
nate the sharing of software.

o The data requirements of small areas suggest that the current sample size represents a
minimum for transportation planning activities and should not be reduced.

o The census should avail itself of the most recent technology in producing materials for
states and MPOs. The distribution of the 1990 census on CD-ROM was helpful and is
illustrative of the developing technologies that can simplify the distribution process.

o There was agreement that census data provide essential origin/destination information.
These data are universally useful, especially in conjunction with GIS packages.

o New requirements of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) and
the Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) will provide additional incentives to use census data.

o The census questions need to recognize the changes in the nature of the workplace, the
structure of households, and the location and time of trips.

. There is a continued need to supplement travel data to meet the requirements of ISTEA
and CAAA.

o The importance of the geocoded data was universally acknowledged. It was believed that
any additional resources should be directed toward improving the data coding rather than
providing additional questions or software.

¡ The transportation community should investigate funding for methods to speed up
delivery through the Bureau of Transportation Statistics and AASHTO.

o If the Bureau of the Census determines that an alternative methodology will be used in the
2000 censts;ãnoiheT conference should be held to provvide advice regarding content.

o Fer statewide and small area plenning; the eurrent eensus methedelegy is eensidered
appropriate. Furthermore, the alternatives are not acceptable from a technical perspective. The
workshop recommends use of the same procedure in 2000.

o The 2000 NPTS should be made as consistent as possible with the census.
o It was unclear to the workshop participants why the census date would be changed from

March ro Aprillle group warconcerned ¡vitLttr-aimplications olthrdate change-
o The transportation community needs to establish coalitions with other users of the census

(for example, business groups, NARC, etc.) to ensure that our needs for the next census are
: met.

. AASHTO needs to take a stronger role in supporting availability and use of census
products. The Committee on Planning should be charged with this responsibility.



Plannirg for Large
Metropolitan Areas

Cocu¡rRs: Elaine Murakami, Keith Lawton

Rncono¡R: Gene Bandy

P,cnrrcrp¡NTs: Kenneth Campbell, Ed
Duncan, Leo Estrada, Jack Jernigan,

Christopher, Robert Donnell¡ Trish
Konstantinos Koutsoukos, Edward

Limoges, Robert Marx (Day 2), Michael Rosseci, Phillip Salopek (Day 1),
Cheryl Stecher, Todd Steiss

The large metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) represented were Baltimore, Detroit,
Chicago, San Diego, Sacramento, Dallas-Fort'Worth, Portland, and the Port Authority of New
York. MPO staff were experienced with travel demand modeling and demographic forecasting.
Additional participants were U.S. Department of Transportation staff, household travel survey
data collectors, and traffic safety staff. All of the MPOs represented had a 1980 Urban
Transportation Planning Package (UTPP) file.

Appuc¡troNs

The predominant applications of census data for transportation planning were in trend
analysis, air quality planning, corridor studies, major investment studies (alternatives anal-
ysis), and model development and calibration. Air quality concerns are currently a critical
element. Submissions for State Air Quality Improvement Plans are required, and items on
MPOs'

" q"a"tityJrends using *r"" d"t"4 d.rprt.
the 10-year gap between data points, have more credibility than data from smaller sample
surveys.

Large MPOs had, at a minimum, experience with the 1980 UTPP, and some had experience
with the 1970 UTPP. All the MPOs in this working group had the capability and resources ro
incorporate census data with a variety of other data, from both primary and secondary

tzl
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sources. Most often mentioned in this group was household travel behavior via household

surveys and land use, employment, and freight data.

Me¡on IssuEs

Workplace Location Coding

This was the most critical issue of discussion over both days. To address this issue, we identified

several areas of concern.
eommunieatisn and+he ¡vorking-relationship between the{ensus Bureau and the

MPOs should be improved. The MPO Cooperative Assistance Program was a start in the right

direction, but for the 1.990 census there was misunderstanding and a lack of communication in
several areas. The MPOs welcome the opportunity to be more closely involved in the workplace

coding process and would like to be "sworn Census agents" to help resolve coding where there

may be incomplete addresses, local names, and other business name or address problems. In
7990, as part of the program, MPOs formally agreed to conduct this type of assistance, but

they were never asked to participate. The Census Bureau never conveyed to the MPOs the

decision that this assistance had been disallowed because of interpretation of Title 13. There-

fore, the MPO staff kept waiting to be asked.

Commercial and business addresses need to be included in a "continually updated" Master

Address File (MAF). From discussions during the conference, we understand that the current

inrent ar the Census Bureau is that the MAF include only residential addresses. This is not

sufficient for transportation purposes. Because workplace location is a critical component of
our data needs, whether the Census is conducted at one point in time or on a continuous basis'

workplaces, not iust residences, will need to be geocoded.

To conduct this geocoding, the commercial and business addresses also need to be incorpo-
rated into TIGER. TIGER files need to be maintained under many venues-there are roles for
the U.S. Postal Service, the Census Bureau, and MPOs. The MPOs would like the geographic

reference files thar are continuously maintained and often used for 8977 dispatch to be

incorporared into the TIGER files. There is much disparity âmong MPOs in the amount of
TIGER file maintenance that is currently in place. There should be clear communication

between the Census Bureau and the MPOs on mechanisms and methods for sharing these

geographic data.- fn"i. should be a formal evaluation of workplace responses, coding, and allocation from

the 1990 census.

Timeliness of Data DeliverY

The flow data atlarge and small geographic levels should be delivered in a more timely manner.

This issue was similarly discussed 10 years ago at the last conference. The MPOs would like to
see a local review built into the process---even with heavy involvement in workplace geocoding,

we know that there will still be some allocation because of poor written responses on Census

forms.
The STF S-5 (county-to-county flow tape) was of immense value to transportâtion planners

despite large geography and lack of detail on mode, trip time, trip departure time, and so forth.

Itrgreâtest assef was that it warreleased muelrearlier than an¡Census Trensportation

Planning Package (CTPP) Product.
It was agreeJ that a staged approach to data delivery is a good idea (statewide ABC, then

Urban 123, then starewide DEF, . . . ).rüle believe that a few basic tables delivered in a timely

manner are more useful than many tables delivered later and would be a further improvement. We

will probably need a survey on which tables were used most often to help define tables for 2000.
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OncnNlzlroN ¡,No Aour¡.usrRATIoN

There was consensus that the American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO) contract was a good mechanism for MPOs to get CTPP. This was a grear
improvement over the 1980 process.

There was consensus that the State Data Center program, operated through the Census
Bureau Data User Services Division, was effective in getting timely delivery of standard Census
products such as PL-94-17I, STF1-2-3-4, TIGER files, and Public Use Microdata Sample
(PUMS) data. The State Data Center program was a good model for shared development of
report writers for STF files.

We should continue to improve communication via the "information highway." People who
- sethe€enzus Bureau EBBlikeiq$utrnan¡peopledo notJmorvabourit. MP€s nee&aeccss

via Internet so that costs (long-distance telephone charges) can be reduced.
Having national coverage of CTPP was a positive step, despite delays in data delivery. The

large MPOs are using the statewide element, particularly as metropolitan areas expand and
need to incorporate areas that are more distant into their regional models. The MPO is unlikely
to have detailed travel data or to have conducted regional household surveys for these outlying
areas.

National coverage of TIGER files was another significant improvement from the 1980
census, despite the preceding problems. TIGER files have been used for creating digital line and
polygon files used by many MPOs for mapping and GIS applications. The TIGER files have
been invaluable for displaying the data to more easily understand geographic panerns of

, demographic characteristics for both residence and workplace geographies, to examine trends
over time, and to understand home-to-work travel patterns. Several MPOs prepared sophisti-
cated displays of census data for the "show and tell" session on Monday evening. The displays
included trends in mode choice between 1980 and 7990, flow data between counries and
places, and comparisons of census data with modeled travel forecasts for 1990 for travel
demand model validation.

Cor.rrevr

The following topics were identified as those most needed by MPOs:

o Household-income and vehicles available;
o Housing unit-structure type, tenure, year built, telephone available, vacancy ratel

occupancy status, and value of home/rent;
¡ Person-household relationship, age, race, Hispanic, education, school enrollment, dis-

abilit¡ language, migration, and work status; and
o Place of work-accurate location, number of hours/days last week, departure time, mode,

occupation/industr¡ class of worker (government, self-employed, etc.), and trip length (min).

The group was primarily concerned with identifying questions from previous censuses that
needed to be included in the next census rather than identifying new questions. It was stressed
that several topics are critical for the population forecasting that MPOs conduct in conjunction
with travel forecasting and that we should not lose sight of these topics by focusing too closely
on the journey-to-work questions.

If the matrix sampling alternative is selected for the 2000 census and there is the possibility
of adding a few questions, the following two issues were identified as the most imporranr:

1. Stops on way to and from work (include "to second job"): Trip chains and, in particular,
the number of links related to the work trip have become a focus in improving travel demand
models. Total trips have increased, but home-based work trips have declined as a proportion of
total trips. However, using a new definition of trips that includes these stops can improve
existing models.
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2. Usual mode, number of days used last week and alternative mode, number of days used

last week (include "work ât home" as answer)-The question of different modes used over the

course of a week addresses such issues as carpooling and transit usage. Many employer-based
travel reduction programs have goals that can be met only if alternatives to driving alone are

used part of the time. The ability to ask for multiple modes gives analysts more information on

less frequent, but regularly used, modes.

There was much discussion of other items, but the group did not resolve them specifically.
For example, on the topics of telecommuting and "primary" and "secondary" jobs, there was

concern that questions would cause more confusion among respondents. These items were
believed to be more appropriate for other surveys with direct probing (e.g., telephone surveys).

Pnopucrs

PUMS

The MPOs would like more disaggregate information like PUMS. Instead of trying to define all
combinations that anyone might want for a product like CTPP, we would prefer the develop-
ment of mechanisms to allow data users to request custom tabulations that can be run quickly.
There should be ways to access the "whole file" without seeing individual records. The data

user should be able to make a tabulation request, and the output would provide detail only
when an appropriate geographic level is reached. That is, if a four-way cross-tabulation request

is made for block groups but the data do not support this level of geographic detail, the output
would restricr itself to tract reporting. Similarl¡ the users should be able to define reporting
groups, such as income or age ranges, rather than relying on standard definitions.

Questions are as follows: Can a PUMA have a population of less than 20,000 without
violation of confidentiality? lù(/here did the 100,000level come from? Is there a statistical basis

for it?

CTPP

The primary concern was to trade off the number of tables for more timely delivery. The group
believed that there were a small number of tables that warranted inclusion but that many of the

: rables were likely to be used only by a few areas. These needs should be addressed through
special tabulations and should not interfere with basic journey-to-work tabulations. Specifi-

call¡ Statewide Element Parts D, E, and F and Urban Element Parts 4, 6,7, and 8 should be

carefully evaluated to determine whether anyone used them. Also, the tables for residence end
(Statewide Element Part A and Urban Element Part 1) should also be evaluated, since STF3

already provides much of the detail'
Having the same tables in the Statewide and Urban Element packages makes sense, keeping

in mind the desire to reduce the number of tables. As previously mentioned, a standard
procedure to request special tabulations on a more ad hoc basis for multiway cross-tabulations
for individual agency needs is a better approach than trying to define all tables for all uses and

creating a plethora of tables, a majority of which will almost never be used.

The current geography reported in the urban package includes place, county, and state

detail for all areas. For example, small numbers of workers who live in California and worked in
New York are reported by place geography in the 1990 CTPP. 

.tüle 
recommend that beyond

adjacentstates]orothcrgeographieunittobedetermine$¡heplaeedetailbeeliminated-
In conjunction with recommendations to improve the workplace address geocoding, there

should be a formal review of the allocation procedures. Because the responses submitted on
census forms will never be perfectly accurate or complete, an allocation procedure will still be

needed for the 2000 census. The 1990 allocation procedures should be formally documented.
The documentation should include comparisons with the allocation procedure used in 1980.
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TIGER

Many must cooperate to maintain TIGER files, but in metropolitan areas there is a need to
work with MPOs. The Census Bureau should not be given a file that the bureau does not use
with no one being told why it was rejected. Assuming long form for method, as late a dare as
possible is wanted for update before use in census.

Incorporate TAZ boundaries into TIGER. The group forecast that all MPOs would have
access to GIS for the next census and therefore would use GIS to submit TAZ boundaries
instead of "equivalency files." The equivalency file process has had problems with submissions
of discontinuous areas, water blocks, and other mistakes not easily checked without a GIS.

PL 94-171

These data are legislatively required to be release d 7 year after census. Early release of the data
makes the data useful for comparing population and housing counts with local and regional
short-term forecasts.

Pre- and Postcensus Local Review

As we understand current plans for the Census Bureau's MAF, local review of housing unit
counts should be easier for the 2000 census than in previous decades. The MPOs are concerned
that the MAF should include commercial/employer addresses, to be used in conjunction with
TIGER file updating.

STF1 and STF3

The demographic data from the Census are the backbone for population forecasring. Transpor-
tation forecasting by MPOs is integrated with population and employment forecasring, 

"nã 
*e

need to remember that the journey-to-work questions from the census âre not ìhe only
important items.

Media

The group assumed that there would continue to be a reduction in standard printed reports
from the Census Bureau. However, we believed that we could not predict what thJ best
machine-readable medium would be. Whatever medium that allows for quick delivery of
multiple copies is recommended. The data should be provided with user-friendly software
developed by the Census Bureau. This public domain software should be for basic exrraction
and tabulation. "Glitzy" soffware should be left to private-sector vendors.

CrNsus CorrncrroN ArrnnNernæs

Matrix Sampling

The concepças we¡rnderstand itjs that thedeeennial eensus would eonsistof a short form pl
rotated parts of a long form to subset samples. The sample would be conducted every 10 yèars
as part of the decennial census. "Medium-length" forms would be mailed to 75 percent of
sample households, and 25 percent would receive a complete long form.

As we understand it, under matrix sampling, questions would be grouped into three
categories: economic, social, and housing. To create the medium-length forms, three combina-
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tions would include two câtegories each, and one would have all three. Thus, I in 24
households would receive each of the four forms. For economic data alone, by combining thre€

of the samples, we would end up with one in eight households. However, for economic and

social data combined, the sample would be only 1:12.
This 1 :12 sample would likely limit the flexibility of cross-tabulations needed from PUMS or

CTPP. A smaller sample size would reduce the detail that could be reported for small geo-

graphic units and would increase variance. This is a problem for MPOs.
The group understands that the current political perception of this alternative is that it

would reduce the burden on respondents and, therefore, might improve response rates and

lower the overall costs of conducting the census. lüe did not have enough information to
evaluate whether these perceptions are supportable.

hrbe addedtothese medium.lengph formstrder-
the "Content" aÍea.

Continuous Measurements

There were both guarded optimism and skepticism about this alternative. It could be an

advantage to have annual updates for data at large geographic levels (state, metropolitan areas,

and large counties). This is a better approach to tracking trends than having data only once

every 10 years. Some of the group believed that the 3- to S-year rolling average for reporting
small geography could be used, particularly if a new average were available each year. However,

there are many concerns about its implementation:

o How can residential and business address file maintenance be ensured? How will work-
place addresses be coded under this alternative?

o There is a potential loss of information for small governmental units.
o There will be less publicity-how will this affect response rates?
o If long form "âs usual" is canceled-this is far preferable to matrix. At least one p€rson

prefers this to the existing long-form process-continuous is ideal for tracking trends.
o A commirmenr to continued funding is needed. There is a danger of being nibbled away

over time to contain costs.
o A rolling average of more than a S-year cycle for small area data may not be acceptable.

Already in its short life, continuous measurement has gone from a 3-year to a S-year rolling
aYerage.

. More results are needed from CB research, with full involvement and communication
with the MPOs, states, and so forth. There is concern that the time frame for decision on

funding of full continuous measurement would go before Congress in 7997 (for implementa-
tion in 7999), but the pilot test is currently scheduled for 1.995 to 7996. What results and

evaluarion are going to be available for making this decision? Evaluation should include people

outside the Census Bureau.



tansit and Traffic Applications

CocrnIRs: Darwin Stuart, Peter Stopher

The discussion was conducted generally in four parts:

1. Summary of current uses of the Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP) by
group members,

2. Recommended changes for the next decennial census if conducted in a fashion similar to
7980 and 7990,

3. Special concerns regarding use of a continuous measurement approach for the 2000
census, and

4. Suggestions for research to develop a better understanding of and to promote further
improvements in the census effort.

A summary of each discussion follows.

Cunnnvr AppucenoNs oF THE 1990 CTPP

Because of delays in release of the 1.990 CTPP, group members generally had little experience in
working with the data. Only 4 of the 15 group members had experience in applying the CTPP
to planning issues.

Limited Application to Thaffic Operations

un the basls ot thrs llmlted expertence and early understanding of the CTPP content and format
specifications, questions were raised concerning the applicability of the CTPP to traffic
operations analysis. Insufficient geographic detail, use of average measures of travel time, and
infrequent (decennial) update were the principal reasons behind this. As a result, most of the
discussion focused on transit applications of the CTPP.
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Title VI of Civil Rights Act

One of the early uses cited for the CTPP with regard to transit was support for Title VI (Civil

Rights Act) equity-of-service analysis. Zonal datain the CTPP relating level of service to racial

and socioeconomic characteristics were identified as particularly useful.

Benchmark for Surveys and Enrichment of CTPP

The CTPP was recognized for its role as a "benchmark," or validation point, upon which to
develop more detailed regional travel surveys. Beyond this, points of correspondence between

CTPP tables and the results ot more detailed surveys provlde ân opportunlty to Ieverageanã

expand the usefulness of the CTPP. Examples include analyses to identify relationships

between the detailed reporting of travel patterns from separate surveys and aggregate meâsures

from the CTPP. For example, correlations between detailed survey parameters (such as access

mode and time-of-day and day-of-week trip frequency) and the kind of 
^g9regate 

statistics

reported in the CTPP would be evaluated. This would be a means of synthesizing additional

detail within CTPP for use in other study corridors for which detailed surveys do not exist.

Transit Market ldentification

Demographic and travel data from the CTPP, both at the block level and grouped into analysis

districts, provide a comprehensive information resource for transit operators-principally in
prescreening analyses. The CTPP tabulations support more detailed ridership analyses at the

route and corridor levels as well as in station areas. Again, whereas the CTPP is not a substitute
for detailed ridership surveys or field counts, it offers significant benefit in identifying promis-

ing ridership markets at the corridor, activity center, or demographic subgroup level. CTPP-

reported indicators of transit dependenc¡ such as automobile ownership and household

income, provide additional information on current and prospective user markets and can

provide a basis for more focused and detailed investigation'
Irwas also noted that CTPP transit data can be validated with relative ease. The reliability of

the CTPP data for use in transit market analysis can be determined by accumulating CTPP-

reported zonal flows for comparison with ridership counts on transit lines within the corridor.

hescreening Demand Management Srategies

To the extent that transportation zones or analysis districts in the CTPP may correspond

generally ro maior activity centers, the CTPP may be used for first-level, sketch-plan identifica-

tion of promising markets for demand and systems management strategies. Commuter Profiles
and worker flow data may be used to identify population and employment concentrations'
with employment and demographic profiles appropriately suited to these strategies. This
preliminary market identification would form the basis for detailed follow-up market research.

RncomunNoED CHANGEs ro 2000 CeNsus (IN Irs CuRnnNr Fonu)

Backgreund

As a preface to outlining future research needs, the group developed an extensive list of issues

and questions related to the 1990 CTPP, with implications for future decennial census efforts.

In these discussions it was assumed that future census efforts and journey-to-work products

would be similar to those of 1980 and 7990.
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Slhereas the CTPP is useful for identifying commuter markets in general, it was clear ro
group members that there is no substitute for local surveys and data collection for transit and
traffic analysis applications. As indicated previousl¡ the CTPP was found to be extremely
useful in setting a corridor context and preview of potential transit and demand management
user markets, yet insufficient geographic and modal detail is provided on commuúr and
commuting profiles to support operational analysis.

Recommended Changes to Census/CTPP Content

The wording associated with selected topics and the design of some parts of the census
questionnaire elicit responses that are not particularly suited to travel analysis and research.

content group

o Question restructuring is needed to request multiple work locations and modes for
multiworker households.

o New questions are needed requesting information on multiple purposes of travel en route
to work (trip chaining).

o Question restructuring is needed to request arrival time, instead of the total travel time as
in 1990, as a means to correct for the "lumpy" nature of reported travel times.

o New questions are needed that include school trips and school location.
o Question restructuring is needed to allow reporting of locally used transit operator

names,
o The disability-related questions should be modified to incorporate more detail on disabil-

ity type, and the questions should be asked of the entire population.
o Questions are needed to enable the respondent to identify all access and egress modes, not

just the primary one.
o The work-at-home option should be treated as a location rather than a mode, and

telecommuting should be added as a separate travel mode.

The following revisions to the census and CTPP products were suggested:

o Tabulations are needed to establish the relationship between workplaces for individuals in
multiworker households and the location of the household.

o Census processing needs to be improved to enhance workplace designation/coding accu-
racy and coverage within GIS, and there should be provisions for involvement of states and
MPOs in the address coding process.

. Factoring methods should be developed to correct reported transit usage for the "differen-
tial undercount" inner-city areas in1990. An increase in the sampling rates in inner-city areas
should be considered in future decennial census efforts.

o CTPP tabulations can be streamlined by reducing the number of vehicle occupancy classes
reported in tables.

- 
o_ County-level geography provides insufficient geographic detail in exrernal areas. Coding

of these workplaces to finer geography is desirable in future census efforts.r Preparation of future census journey-to-work (CTPP-like) products should consider
development and early release of a small group of "core" tabulations, with more elaborate
tabulations available as optional reports, perhaps through "point/click" interactive network
interface.

o Trend data over two or three decades should be prepared by the Census Bureau and
provided with the next CTPP release.

o The user friendliness of data products should be improved, particularly for local and
regional transit and transportation planners.

Frm;nn Nnnns-REsEARCH Issu¡s AND OppoRTUNrrrEs

o A review of the processes followed by states and MPOs in distributing the CTPP data
within their communities is needed.
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o Research is needed to identify confidentiality issues associated with the census and the
possibility of making blockJevel data available for users to regroup into analysis districts, new
zones, and so forth, as needed, to support transit line and station area studies.

o An assessment of CTPP users is needed to identify tabulations most (and least) frequently
used.

o An evaluation of the feasibility of privatizing the survey/data tabulation effort,leaving the
congressionally mandated "count" to the Bureau of the Census, is needed.

o Research efforts are needed to assess the utility of the CTPP in supporting a variety of
policy initiatives, such as (ø) providing a basic standardized measure of community access and
mobility as a meâns of identifying and quantifying the benefits of transit and (å) providing
advice in ways of using the CTPP to assess the potential for market-based transportation

h.
o A study is needed to assess the complementarity of various federal and regional travel and

demographic surveys in relation to census products, with an eye to opportunities for data
integration.

Furune Nnnos-IuplrcÄTroNs FoR CoNTrNUous SuRvEy CENSUS

Group members were unanimous in recommending a comprehensive study of the implications
of continuous measurement for data quality and analytical robustness, as well as cost to users.
Particular attention should be paid to the following:

o The impact of a S-year moving average on trend analyses;
o The potential for receiving annual last-year "snapshot" as well as annual updates to the

moving average;
o The implications of the moving average or annual "refreshment" on availability of public

use file, data confidentialit¡ and so forth; and
o Potential for incorporation of longitudinal (panel) surveys within the sample frame.
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Highlights from 1994 tansportation

Sessions on 1990 Census

j
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Christopher R. Fleet, Federøl Highuay Administration

he following is a summary of the major discussion topics from CTPP-Products and
Applications (Session 1904) and Data Needs-A Look to the Future (Session 1908) of
the 1,994 Annual Meeting of the Transportation Research Board (TRB). It was prepared

as a presentation to the National Conference on Decennial Census Data for Transportation
Planning, Irvine, California, for the following purposes:

1. To lend consistency and continuity between the TRB sessions and the conference,
2. To provide a broader base of support for consensus recommendations for the 2000

census when considered in conjunction with the conference, and
3. To provide an opportunity to document input from presentations made by participants

at the TRB sessions.

The comments that follow are posed more as questions or discussion points than conclu-
sions. The points raised at the TRB sessions are, however, similar and add support to the
recommendations contained in this proceedings.

It was difficult to condens e 31/zhr of presentations and discussion into a short overview and,
thus, the material from the TRB sessions has been filtered to arrive at the most critical points in
the view of the author. It also includes some of the author's interpretations and observations.

Tunurs

There were four major themes throughout the two sessions. The following list is in no
particular order of priorit¡ nor is there any attempt to follow the order of the TRB agenda. The
hemes \ryeras úollows:

1. Application: problems and solutions,
2. Local perspective and implications for the user,
3. A view from the other side, and
4. Adapting to change.

t37
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Application: hoblems and Solutions

Both positive and not so positive aspects to application were apparent from the discussion. On
the negative side, for example, it was clear that few, if an¡ applications of the statewide Parts A,
B, and C had been accomplished by the time of the TRB sessions. The statewide package had

been out since April/May (8 months at TRB time). Also 37 sessions of the Census Transporta-
tion Planning Package (CTPP) training course had been presented by the Rderal Highway
Administration to more than 1,200 users across the nation since early 7997,Yet, no one in the
audience or that we could find (except for Ron Tweedie and Chuck Purvis) had used the
package. Why was this? Several reasons were voiced, among them the following:

in the medfa distributecl by tli.Census Buaeaulñine-track
tape),

o The CTPP for state use is new, and
o States assumed that the package was purchased for metropolitan planning organizations

(MPOs) and did not want to process it.

Although not explicitly raised at the TRB sessions, these reasons pose a critical question: Is the

wrong message (of apparent noninterest) being sent to the Bureau of the Census and the Office
of Management and Budget?

The problem with distribution of CTPP on nine-track tapes \Ã¡âs discussed with an implied
quesrion: How to do better next time? The CD-ROMs developed by the Bureau of Transporta-
tion Statistics had just become available. To some users, nine-track tape is an old medium;
desk-top computers are easier to use and there is no "corporate knowledge" of mainframes
available on state or MPO staffs. To other users it is easier to work with the extremely large files

of the CTPP (MTC's Part 3 is 260 MB). This assumes that states or MPOs have programmers
or someone with knowledge of SPSS or SAS on staff.

On the more positive side, a recent survey conducted by George Wickstrom indicated state

use (or planned use) of the 1990 CTPP to be double that of the 1980 Urban Transportation
Planning Package.

Local Perspective and Implications for the User

Despite the value of the census, it was recognized that it provides only part of the data needed

for transportation planning, particularly for model updates. Supplemental surveys are needed,

such as automobile use surveys or home interview, truck, and taxi surveys, to obtain a complete
picture of travel in the region. In the broadest context, states and MPOs need to know what
data they have and what data they need. They may have to perform a complete inventory of
data sources, availability, and their relevance to transportation planning. George Wickstrom
reported on such an inventory done for the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments.

There is continual need for MPO and state involvement in and support for the census

program. For example, the census block-traffic zone equivalency development program re-
quired close coordination between the future CTPP data users and the Census Bureau. More of
this close cooperation is needed. The question was raised, however: lü(¡ill the Census Bureau

continue this close association? The possibility that the Census Bureau will abandon its "grass

roots" association with the users was of real concern to the audience.

Concern was expressed about the methodological reform for the 2000 census and what this
will mean for transportation planning. States and MPOs need to be heard before decisions are

made about census methocls ano content.
A need was expressed for "heads up" alerts to the states and MPOs when relevant topics are

about to appear inthe Federal Register or other media where the content will affect the users or
users are being asked to supply input (e.g., census proposals).

In the general transportation data context, data users and suppliers need to develop and
maintain good coordination. In particular, âttitudes against data sharing need to loosen up.
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There are many data sources at local governments and agencies, and these need to be tapped.
This carries with it, however, the need to establish compatibility among local and regional data
formats and content.

Coordination is needed between the states, their MPOs, and local governments and others in
making data available. For example, Chuck Purvis reported on an aggressive outreach program
that MTC has for disseminating census products.

View from the Other Side

Susan Miscura provided the Census Bureau perspective and a preview of plans for the 2000
census- The Census Bureau has an interesrin accuracy b t a ma atero holdeosrslowñ:The
1990 census cost $2.6 billion. The cost of the same type of census for 2000 is estimated at $4
billion or more. Twenty percent of the cost of the 1990 census was attributable to collecting and
tabulating data beyond that needed for apportionment and redistricting. This has implications
for the content and methodology that the Census Bureau may use in the 2000 census.

A critical concern of the Census Bureau is how to improve the accuracy of the census count.
The Census Bureau will be focusing on methodolog¡ sampling, and stâtistical estimation to
improve accuracy. The 1995 test will focus on methodology; choice of questions (content) will
be considered later.

Several questions at the TRB session concerned how real the methodological change is. One,
for example, asked: "Is the Census Bureau budget sufficient to test alternative designs?" This
year the Census Bureau reallocated resources. It is unclear for future years.

One comment from the user community placed the cost burden in perspective. If there is no
journey-to-work question in the 2000 census, the cost of obtaining this information will be
shifted

o To other federal agencies if federally supported,
o To other levels of government (states/MPOs) if pooled funded, or
o To other programs (SPR funds) for home interview surveys or NPTS add-ons.

Alternativel¡ the cost could be deferred to later years or not collected at all. So there may not be
a net savings, but there likely will be a net increase in cost.

Adapting to Change and External Forces

One of the most far-reaching provisions of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency
Act and the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 is the requirement of conformity between
transportation plans and programs and the state implementation plan for attaining air quality
standards. Air quality conformity is a driving force behind the need for good travel data and
models.

Do census data have a role in transportation planning for air quality analysis? Do external
forces and institutions have a stake in the census? If so, do they know it? For example, does the
Environmental Protection Agency realize that, at least indirectl¡ it should have an interest in
the success of the census as a key data source for transportation planning-and, thus, air
quality planning?

Consideration is being given by the Census Bureau to alternative methods of collecting data:
matrix sampling and continuous measurement. This will affect the methods used by states and
MPOs for applications oÊthe census data.

Questions for the 2000 census have been câtegorized into four groups: (ø) required by law
from a decennial census, (å) required by other agencies from the decennial census but can come
from a sample, (c) estimates required by other agency statutes that the Census Bureau has
determined would best be filled by a sample of the decennial census questionnaires, and (d)
questions asked in 7990 for which there is no federal legislation to require their collection. The
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II tfe I

journey-to-work and place-of-work questions are currently in the third category. \üühat are the
chances that this category, or parts of this category, will not be included in the next census?

CoNcrusroN

The Census Bureau is going about "designing a different census." Change will undoubtedly
come-the question now is how can the states and MPOs react and plan for it.

o What will the 2000 census include for transportation planning?
¡ What method will be used to collect it?

o 'What is the best way for states and MPOs to adapt to the new methodology?

These are the questions raised or implied at the TRB Annual Meeting sessions on the 1990
census and the questions that participants at this national conference had to address.
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Census Transportation
Planninglackage

he 1990 Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP) is a set of special tabulations
oriented toward transportation planning but also useful for other professionals en-
gaged in urban and rural planning and analysis. It is based on the place-of-work data

collected in the 1990 census and is produced by the Bureau of the Census on â cost-reimburs-
able basis. The 1990 CTPP is a continuation of the transportation planning program that
began after the 7970 census. The 1980 Urban Transpor¡ation Planning Package (UTPP) was
usually purchased by individual metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) contracting
with the Bureau of the Census. In contrast, the 1990 CTPP is being funded by the states
through the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO).
The states all committed funds to AASHTO for this project, making the package truly national
in scope for the first time.

The 1990 program is sponsored by AASHTO, the National Association of Regional Coun-
cils, the Federal Highway Administration, the Federal Transit Administration, and the Bureau
of the Census.

A working group rvr/âs established to develop the specifications for the CTPP for both a

metropolitan data set and a statewide data set. This ad hoc group included members from the
sponsoring agencies and experts in the field from states and MPOs.

Two types of products will be produced in the 1990 CTPP: a set of statewide tabulations and
a set of urban tabulations. The statewide tabulations provide data for persons who live or work
in the state. Data are tabulated for the state, each county, county subdivision (only available for
nine states for workplace data), and place of 2,500 or more persons. Totals for state parts of
MSAs, CMSAs, and PMSAs will also be provided, as will urbanized area totals (place

of residence only). The statewide tabulations will consist of six parts:

o Part A, tabulations by place of residence;
Partl¡abulationrb¡place of-work;

o Part C, tabulations of place of residence by place of work;
o Part D, tabulations by place of residence for areas of 75,000 or more persons;
o Part E, tabulations by place of work for areas of 75,000 or more persons; and
o Part F, tabulations of place of residence by place of work for areas of 75,000 or more

persons.
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rcbulãtions by large area of resi-

Urban tabulations will be produced for the MPO in each area where the Census TIGER/Line
files contain address ranges. This generally includes all urbanized areas except some of those
most recently defined. Data will be tabulated for either standard census geograph¡ such as

census tracts or block groups, or for locally defined, custom geographic areas, such as traffic
analysis zones. Subtotals for study area, CTPP region, MSA, CMSA, PMSA, and urbanized
area (place of residence data only) will also be provided. The urban tabulations will consist of
seven parts:

o Part 1., tabulations by small area oÍ. residence;
o Part 2, tabulations by small area of work;
o Part 3, tabulations of small area of. residence by small area of work;

o Part 6, tabulations of superdistrict of residence by superdistrict of work for regions with
1 million or more persons;

o Part 7, tabulations by census tract of work; and
o Part 8, tabulations of small area of residence by small area of work for regions with 1

million or more persons.

(There is no Part 5 in the urban element in the 1990 CTPP.)
A set of subject locators for the 1990 CTPP, detailing the content of both the statewide and

the urban products, follows.
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ITEM

1990 CENSUS TRiAI{SPORTATTON PIJAI\¡NING På,CK.ã,GE

SUBLTECT IOCATOR

PART A T.ABULÀTIONS OF RESIDENCE AREA DÀT^A, FOR STATES,
COITìI1IIES, MCDg, ÀM PLACES OF 2,500 OR MORE; STÀTE PORTIONS

OF MSAS/CMSAS, PMSAS, ÀÀID URBÀ.I{IZED AREAS

TABI,E NUMBER

Age:
All persons

By sex
Persons 3 years and over

By school enroll-ment
Persons L6 years and over

By mobil
Persons in

By sex
Persons in

By sex

ity limitation st.atus

group quarters

households

A-6
A-6
A-8
A-8
A-9
A-9
A- L1
A-1_1
A-L2
A-L2

A-27
A-2'7

Armed Forces--See Employment, St.atus, Industry, or Occupation

At Work--See Employment Status

Automobiles Availabl-e--See Vehicles Availab1e

Average Vehicle Occupancy--See lrlorkers Per Vehicle

Carpool--See Means of Transportation to Work

Carpool Occupancy--See Workers Per Carpool

Civílian Labor Force--See Employment Status

Class of Worker:
Workers 1-6

By sex
years and over

1990 CTPP SIIBiIECT LOCÀTOR--Part A March 1, 1994 Page 1
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ITEM TABLE NUMBER

Departure Time--See Time Leaving Home To Go To I¡{ork

Disability--See Mobility Limitation Status

Earnings of V'Iorkers:
tranrsportat-ion to wor

Median earnings A-34
Mean earnings A-35

Education--See School Enrollment

Employed--See Employment Status

Employment Status:
Persons 1-6 years and over

By mobility l-imitation status A-10
By sex. A-7

For Rent--See Vacancy Status

For Sale Only--See Vacancy Status

For Seasonal, Recreational, ot Occasional Use--See Vacancy St,atus

Full-time--See Number of Hours V'Torked Last Week

Government Workers--See Class of Worker

Group Quarters:
ToLal persons in group quarters

By age
By sex

Workers in group quarters

A-7

A-1,2
A-]-2
A-L2
A-50, A-51

1990 CTPP SIIBiIECT IJOCATOR--Part À March 1, L994 Page 2



CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE 139

ITEM

Hispanic Origín:
All persons

By race
Workers 1-6

By means
By race

Househol-ds:

TABIJE NIIMBER

A-5
-5

;";r; å"å å,'.r' .

.": :'i":n:':":t:".': i":u. : : : : : i-li

ToEal 
-

By
By
By

number of workers
units in structure
vehicles avail-able

in househol-d

A-1-7, A- 18 , A-20 ,
A-23
A- 14
A-15, A-2L
A-l_6, A-22
A-1_3 , A-r7

A-13 , A-1-4, A-18
A-23
A-17, A-18, A-20,
A-23
A-11_
A- 11
A- 11

Persons in
By age
By sex

households

With at least one person 16 years and over A-19
By number of persons 1-6 years and over A-19
By vehicles available A-l-9

Househol-d income:
All households

Median household income
Mean household income

By means of transportation to work
Median household income
Mean househol-d income

By number of workers in household
Median household income
Mean household income

A-14, A-20, A-45
A-15, A-21-, A-46
A-16, A-22, A-4'7
A-45
A-46
A-47
A-L4
A- 15
A- 16
A-20
A-2L
A-22

A-1_3, A-L7
A- 13

By vehicles avail-able
Median househol-d income
Mean househol-d income

Househol-d size:
Alt households
By number of workers in househol-d

-+efes 

awaifabl +7

By household income
Median househol-d income
Mean household income

By household size

1990 CTPP SUB,TECT LOCATOR--Part A March 1, 1-994 Page 3



t40 DECENNIAL CENSUS DATA FOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

ITEM

Housing units:

TABI,E NT'MBER

Tot.al- A-58, A-62
A-60
A-59
A-62
A-62
A-61_, A-62
A-62

Percent of
Unweight.ed

housing
sample

units in sample
count of housing units

Occupied
By units in structure

Vacant
By units in structure

Industry:
By sex A-26

Labor Force--See Employment. Status

Means of TransPortation to Work:
AII- workers A-24, A-29, A-30,

A-32, A-33, A-44
By earnings of workers A-33

Median earnings A-34
Mean earnings A-35

By Hispanic origin A-24
By mobility limitation status A-44
By number of hours worked last week A-32
By race A-24
By sex A-29

Workers in grouP quarters A-51
Workers in households A-45, A-48

By household income A-45
Median househol-d income A-46
Mean household income A-47

By vehicles available A-48
Workãrs not working at. home A-36, A-3'7

By time leaving home to go to work A-36
By median travel time A-55
BY mean travel time A-56
By standard deviation of travel time A-57

By travel time to work A-37
Median travel time A-38, A-52
Mean travel- time A-39, A-53
Standard deviation of travel time

Mobile Homes--See Units in St,rucLure

A- 54

1990 CTPP SI]BiIECT LOCATOR--Part A March 1, L994 Page 4



CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE L4'J,

ITEM

Mobility Límitation Status :

Persons L6 years and over
By age
By employment status

hlorkers 16 years and over
By means of transportation to work

Not at work--See Employment Stat.us

TÀ,BIJE NT'MBER

A-9, A-10
A-9
A- 1_0

A-44
A-44

Not in

Number
By
By

T-,abor Force--See Employment Status

of Hours Worked Last Week:
means of transport,ation to work
sex.

Number of l¡'Iorkers i-n Household:
All househol-ds

By household income
Median household income
Mean household income
household size
vehicles available

Number of Persons 16 Years
By vehicles availabl-e

and Over in Household:

A-32
A-28

A- 19

A-1_3 , A-L4, A-18
A- 14
A-1_5
A- 16
A- 13
A- 1B

A-62
A-62

A-25
A-25

A-1, A-5, A-6
A-6
A-5
A-5

By
By

Occupancy status, housing
By units in strucLure

Occupat.ion:

units

years and over

Number of Hours Worked Last Week

Workers 16
By sex

Part - time--See

Persons:
TotaI

By
By
By

age

race
Hispanic origin

1990 CTPP SIIB,JECT IJOCATOR--Part A March 1, L994
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742 DECENNIAL CENSUS DATA FOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

ITEM

Persons
3

TABIJE NT'MBER

(continued) :

years and over
By age

A-8
A-8
A-8
A-7, A-9,
A-9
A-7 , A-l-0
A-9, A-1-0
A-7

By school
16 years and

enrollment
over A- 10

By age
By employment status

ity 1imítation statusBy mobil
By sex

Percent of persons in samPle A-3
Unweighted sample count of persons A-2

Publ-ic Transportation--See Means of Transportation t.o Work

fn househoJ-ds
By age
By sex

In group quarters
By age
By sex

Race:
A1I persons

By Hispanic origin
V'Iorkers 16 years and

By Hispanic origin
By means of transportation

Schoo1 Enrollment:

over

to work

and over

¡\- IJ.
A-11-
A-11_
A-1,2
A-1,2
A-l.2

A-5
A-5
A-24
A-24
A-24

A_B
A-8

A-6
A-6
A-7
A-7
A-1,2
A-1,2
A- t-1_

A- 11

Persons 3 years
By age

Sex:
AIl persons

By age

By age

By age

Persons 1-6 years and over
By employment status

Persons in group quarters

Persons in households

1990 CTPP SUBJECT LOCATOR--Part A March 1, 1-994 Page 5



CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE 143

ITEM

Sex (continued):
V'Iorkers L6 years and over

TÀBIJE NTIMBER

A-25, A-26, A-27,
A-28, A-29
A-21By

By
By
By
By

class of worker
means of transportation to work A-29
number of hours worked last week A-28
industry A-26
occupation A-25

Time Leaving Home to Go to Work:
Workers not working at home

By means of transportation

Travel Time to Work:
V'Iorkers not workíng at home

By means of transportation to work
Median travel time
Mean Lravel tíme
Standard deviation of travel time

Unemployed--See Employment Status

Unit.s in Structure:
For households

By vehicles available
For housing units

By occupancy status

By household income
Median househol-d income
Mean household income

to work
A-31_, A-36
A-36

A-37
A-37
A-38, A-52
A-39, A-53
A- 54

A-23
A-23
A-62
A-62

A-17, A-l_8 , A-7-9,
A-20, A-23
A-20
A-21,
A-22

Vacancy status, housing units A-61

Vehicl-es Avail-able:
For households

By
By

By
By

household size A-l-7
number of persons 1-6 years and over
in household A-l-9
number of workers in household A-l-8
units in structure A-23

For workers in households A-48
By means of transportation to work . A-48

1990 CTPP SUBiTECT LOCATOR--Part À March 1, 1994 Page 7



t44 DECENNIAL CENSUS DATA FOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

ITEM TABIJE NT'MBER

Vehicles, aggregate number:
Used in travel to work A-40
Used in carpooling A-42
Available, for occupied housing units A-63

Vehicle Occupancy--See V'Iorkers Per Vehicle

--frTorked At Home-See Means of fransportataon to Work

Workers:
Total

By class of worker
By earnings of workers
By Hispanic origin
By industry
By means of transportation to work

By mobility limitation status
By number of hours worked l-ast week
By occupation
By race
By sex

In group quarLers
By means of tränsportatíon to work

In households
By househol-d income

Median household income
Mean househol-d income

By means of transportation to work
By number of workers in household
By persons in household
By vehicles avail-abl-e

Not working at home
By time leaving home to
By t.ravel tíme t.o work

go to work

A-24, A-25, A-26 ,
A-27 , A-28, A-29
A-3 0, A-3 2 , A-33
A-44
A-27
A-33
A-24
A-26
A-24, A-29, A-30,
A-32, A-33, A-44
A-44
A-28, A-32
A-25
A-24
A-25 , A-26, A-2-l ,
A-28, A-29
A-50
A-51_
A-45 , A-48, A-49
A-45
A-46
A-47
A-45, A-48
A-49
A-49
A-4 8
A-31, A-36, A-37
A-31, A-36
A-37

Median travel time A-38, A-52, A-55
Mean travel t.ime A-39, A-53, A-56
Standard deviation of travel time A-54, A-5'/

By means of transportation to work A-36, A-37
With earnings:

' Ffeù
Mean earnings A-35

1990 CTPP SUB,JECT LOCÀTOR--Part A March 1, 1994 Page I



CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE 'J,45

ITEM TABIJE NTTI{BER

Workers per carpool A-43

lVorkers per vehicle A-AL

I

-1

i
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146 DECENNIAL CENSUS DATA FOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

ITEM

1990 CENSUS TRJNiISPORTÀTION PLAI{NING PÀCKÀGE

SUB,IECT LOCATOR

PART B TABUI..ATIONS OF WORKPLACE ÀREA DÀTA FOR STATES,
COUN:IIES, MCDg, AÀID PLÀCES OF 2,500 OR MORE;

STATE PORTIONS OF MS.â'S/CMSAE, AIVD PMSÀS

TABTE NUMBER

Arrival Time--See Time of Arrival at Work

Armed Forces--See Industry or Occupation

Aut,omobiles Available--See Vehicles Availab1e

Average vehicle occupancy--see v'Iorkers Per vehicle

Carpool--See Means of Transportation to Work

Carpool Occupancy--See Workers Per Carpool

Class of Worker:
V'Iorkers L6

By sex
years and over

Earnings of Workers:
Workers 16 Years and over

By means of transPort.ation to work
Median earnings
Mean earnings

Ful-1-t.ime--See Number of Hours lVorked Last Week

Government Workers--See Class of Worker

B-4
B-4

B-l_0
B- 10
B-1_1
B-1,2
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CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE 147

ITEM

Hispanic Origin:
I¡üorkers L6

By means
By race

Industry:
Workers 16

By sex

TABLE NTIMBER

years and over
of t.ransportation t.o work

B-1
B-1
B-1

yearas and over B-3
B-3

Means of Transportation to ÍVork:
hlorkers 16 years and over

By earnings of workers
Median earnings
Mean earnings

By Hispanic origin
By number of hours worked
By race
By sex

Workers in households
By vehicles available

Workers not working at home
By time of arrival at work

By median travel time
By mean travel- time
By standard deviation of trave1 time

By travel t.ime to work
Median travel time
Mean travel time
St.andard deviation of travel time

Number of Hours
V'Iorkers L6

By means
By sex

Occupation:
Workers 16

By sex

Worked Last Week:
years and over
of transportation t,o work

years and over

Part-time--See Number of Hours Worked Last. Week

B-1, B-6, B-7,
B-9, B-l_0
B- t-0
B- 11
B-L2
B-1
B-9
B-1
B-6
B-1,7
B-17
B-18, B-19
B- 18
B-25
B-26
B-27
B-19
B-20, B-22, B-25
B-21, B-23, B-26
B-24, B-27

B-5, B-g
B-9
B-5

B-2
B-2

Public Transportat.ion--see Means of Transportation t,o vüork

1990 CTPP SUB,JECT IJOCATOR--ParL B March 1, L994 Page 2



148 DECENNIAL CENSUS DATA FOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

ITEM

Race:

TABI.E NTIMBER

V'Iorkers 1-6 years and
By Hispanic origin

over B-1
B- 1_

B-1By means of transportation to work

L6 yearsWorkers and over

By class of worker
By means of transPortation to work
By number of hours worked last week
By industry
By occupation

Time of Arrival at û,Iork:
Workers not working at home

By means of transportation to work
By median travef time
By mean travel time
By standard deviation of travel- time

Travel- Time to Work:
Workers not working at. home

By means of transportation
Median
Mean
Standard deviation

By time of arrival at work
Median
Mean
Standard deviation

Vehicl-es Avail-able:
For workers ín households

By means of transportation

Vehicles, aggregate number:
Used in travel to work
Used in carpooling

ehEIe

B-4
B-6
B-5
B-3
B-2

B-8, B-18
B-l-8
B-25
B-26
B-2'7

B- 19
B- 19
B-20, B-22, B-25
B-2L, B-23 , B-26
B-24, B-27

B-25
B-26
B-27

B-1,7
B- 17

B-13
B-15

1990 CTPP SUBiIECT LOCATOR--Fart B March 1, L994 Page 3



CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE 149

ITEM TABLE NTIMBER

Worked At Home--See Means of Transportation to Work

hlorkers 16 years and over:
Total

By class of worker
By earnings of workers

B-1, B-2 , B-3
B-4, B-5, B-6"
B-7, B-9, B-1_0
B-4
B- 1_0

By industry B-3
By means of transportation to work B-1, B-6, B-7,

B-9, B-10
By number of hours worked l-ast week B-5, B-9
By occupation B-2
By race B-1
By sex B-2, B-3, B-4,

B-5, B-6
B-1-1fn households

By vehicles available B-1-7
Not, working at home B-8, B-l_8, B-l-9

B-8, B-18
B- 19

By time of arrival at work
By travel time to work

Median travel time B-20, B-22, B-25
Mean travel time B-2L, B-23, B-26
Standard deviation of travel time B-24, B-27

By means of transportation B-18, B-49
Median t.ravel t.ime B-20 , B-22, B-25
Mean trave1 time B-21, B-23 , B-26
St.andard deviation of travel- time B-24, B-27

With earnings B- 10
Median earnings B-11
Mean earnings B-L2

Í'Iorkers per carpool B- 16

Workers per vehicle B-14

1990 CTPP SIIB.TECT LOCATOR--Part B March 1, 1.994 Page 4



150 DECENNIAL CENSUS DATA FOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

1990 CENSUS TRJAT{SPORTÀTION PI,AIiTNING PACI(AGE

SUBTECT LOCÀTOR

PART C TABULATIONS OF AREA OF RESIÐENCE BY AREA OF WORK

FOR STATES, COIIÌìIIIIES, MCDg, ÀlilD PL,ACES OF 2,500 OR MORE

ITEM TABLE NTIMBER

crrpancy=:Seeìntorkers Per l¡eh-ic-le

Carpool--See Means of Transportation to V'Iork

Carpool- Occupancy--See Workers Per Carpool

Departure Time--See Time Leaving Home to Go to Work

Means of Transport,ation to hlork:
Workers who did not work at home C-1-

By time leaving home t,o go to work, total
and peak period c-1
Mean travel time C-7
Median travel time C-6

Peak Period--See Time Leaving Home to Go to Work

Public Transportation--See Means of Transportation to lrlork

Time Leaving Home to Go to Work, Total and Peak Period:
V'Iorkers not working at home c- l_

By means of transportation to work C-l-
Mean travel time C-7
Median travel time C-6

Travel- Time to Work:
Workers not working at home:

By means of transPortation to work:
Mean travel t.ime C-7
Median travel time C-6

1990 CTPP SUBJECT LOCÀTOR--ParL C March 1, L994 Page 1



CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE 151

ITEM TÀBI-,8 NUIÍBER

Trave1 Time to Work (continued):
By t,ime leaving home to go to work, total

and peak period:
Mean travel- time C-7
Median travel time C-6

I Vehicles, Aggregate Number:
Used in carpooling C-4

Sy +j++e-fea¡+ing' home t-e3o to wo:*k¡ €otaI
and peak period c-4

Used in" travel to work C-2
By time leaving home

and peak period
to go to work, total

Workers l-6 Years and Over:
Not working at home

By means of transportation to work C-l-
Mean travel- time C-7
Median travel time C-6

By time leaving home to go to work, total
and peak period
Mean travel time
Median travel time

Workers Per
By time

and

Carpool
leaving home to go to work, total

peak perj-od

Workers Per Vehicle
By time leaving home to go to work, total

and peak period

c-2

c-1

c-1
c-7
c-6

c-5

c-5

c-3

c-3
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152 DECENNIAL CENSUS DATA FOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

1990 CENSUS TRJAI{SPORTATION PIJAIìINING PACI(ÀGE

SUBiIECT LOCATOR

pARr D 
'*ä3:H3"3"1ä,å'åi"ii:ä,å.äå iåiå ;8å,ii+iäfi' 

co.'nrr's'

ITEM TABLE NUMBER

Persons 1-6 years and over D-1
By emplolrment status D-1
ey Uispanic origin D-l-
By race
By sex

D-t_
D-1
D-6, D-1-3
D- t-3
D-:l.4
D- 15
D-6

D-20
D-20
D-2L
D-22
D-20

Workers 1-6 years and over
By earnings of workers

Median earnings
Mean earnings

of transportation to work D-6, D-l-3
. D-6

D-6, D-1_3

Armed Forces--See Employment Status, Industry, or Occupation

At Work--See Employment Status

Automobiles Available--See Vehicles Available

Carpool--See Means of Transportation to Work

Civilian Labor Force--See Employment Status

Class of Worker:
All workers

By Hispa
By means
By race
By sex

nac orlgan

By earnings of workers
Median earnings
Mean earnings

By means of transportation to work

1990 CTPP SIIBiIECT LOCATOR--Part D March 1, L994 Page 1



CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE 1s3

ITEM TÀBTJE NT'MBER

Departure Time--See Time Leaving Home To Go To Work

Earnings
All

of Workers:
workers

Median earnings

D-7 , D-10,
D-l_3 ,D-1_6,D-20
D-8,D-l_l_,
D-l-4 ,D-1_7 ,D-2L

Mean earnings D-9,D-!2,

By

By age

By

Median earnings
Mean earnings
cl-ass of worker
Median earnings
Mean earnings
Hispanic origin
Median earnings
Mean earnings

By means of transportation to work

Median earnings

Mean earnings

number of hours
Median earnings
Mean earnings

worked last week

u-J_5,D-IótÐ-Z¿
D- t_3
D- 1_4

D- 15
D-20
D-2]-
D-22
D-7
D-8
D-9
D-7 , D- l_3 ,
D-t_6,D-20
D-8,D-1_4,
D-17,D-21
D-9,D-l_5,
D-18 ,D-22
D- 16
D-T7
D- 1_8

D- 1_0

D-1-l-
D-t2
D-7
D-8
D-9
D-10,D-13,D-1_6
D-1_1_ ,D-L4,D-1_7
Ð-12, D- l_5 , D- 1g

By

By occupat.ion
Median earnings
Mean earnings

By race
Median earnings
Mean earnings

By sex
Median earnings
Mean earnings

Employed--See Employment Status

1990 CTPP SItBifECT IJOCATOR--Part D March 1, L994 Page 2
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ITEM

Employment Status:

TÀBLE NT'MBER

Persons L6 years and over
By age
By Hispanic origin

D-l-
D-1
D-1
D-l_
D-1

By race
By sex

æecNumberof l{ourrWorked Last.W'sek

Government lrlorkers--See Class of Worker

Hispanic Origin:
Persons 1,6

By age
By emplo
By race
By sex

Workers L6
By age

years and over

yment status

of transportation to work

Median househol-d income
Mean household income

By household size
By number of workers in household
By units in structure
By vehicles available

D- l_

D-1
D- 1_

D- t_

D-1
D-6,D-7
D-6
D-7
D-8
D-9
D-6,D-7
D-6,D-7
D-6
D-24

D-2,D-5
D-2
D-3
D-4
D-2,D-5
D-2
D-5
D-2,D-5

years and over

By earnings of workers
Median earnings
Mean earnings

By means
By race
By sex

Workers in households
By household income D-24

Medían household income
Mean household income

By means of transportation to work
By race
By vehicles available

Households:
Total

By househol-d income

D-25
D-26
D-24
D-24
D-24

1990 CTPP SUBiIECT LOCATOR--Part D March 1, L994 Page 3



CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE 155

ITEM TABLE NTIMBER

Household fncome:
All households D-2

Median household income D-3
Mean household income D-4
By household size D-2

Median household income
Mean household income

By number of workers in household
Median household income
Meanhouseholdincome- 

- - - - 

-D:4

By vehicles available D-2

D-3
D-4
D-2
D-3

Median household income
Mean household income

Workers in households
Median household income D- 25 ,D-29 ,D-32
Mean household income D-26,D-30,D-33
By Hispanic orígin

Medi-an household income
Mean househol-d income

By means of transportat.ion
Median household income
Mean household income

to work

By number of persons in househol-d
Median household income
Mean household income

By number of workers ín household
Median household income
Mean household income

By race D-24

D-3
D-4
D-24,D-28, D-31-

D-24
D-25
D-26
D-24,D-28, D-31_
D-25,D-29,D-32
D-26, D-30, D-33
D-3r_
D-32
D-33
D-28
D-29
D-30

D-25
D-26

D-25,D-29,D-32
D-26, D-3 0, D-33

D-2,D-5
D-2
D-3
D-4
D-2
D-5

By vehicles available D-24,D-28,D-31

Median household income
Mean househol-d income

Median househol-d income
Mean household income

Household Size:
AIl households

By household income
Median household income
Mean househol-d income
number of workers in househol-d
units in structure
vehicles availabl-e . D- 2 ,D-5

By
By
By

1990 CTPP SUBiIECT LOCATOR--ParL D March 1, L994 Page 4



756 DECENNIAL CENSUS DATA FOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

ITEM

Industry:
All workers

TABIJE NIIMBER

D- l_9

By means of transportat,ion to work D-19
By occupation D-19

Labor Force--See Employment Status

Means of
AIl

Transportation to Work:
workers D-6,D-'7 , D-l-3,

D-16,D-L9,D-20
D-6, D-13
D-20
D-7 , D-l-3,
D- l_6 ,D-20
D- 8, D-1-4 ,
D-1'7 ,D-zL
D-9,D-15,
D-18,D-22
D-6,D-7
D- 19
D- 1_6

D- 19
D-6,D-'7
D-6, D-l-3 ,D-]-6
D-27 ,D-28, D-31-
D-28, D-31-
D-29,D-32
D-30,D-33
D- 31
D-27 ,D-28
D-27
D-27 ,D-28, D-31
D-23 ,D-34, D-35
D-23
D-23,D-34, D-35
D- 34

By
By
By

age
class of worker

Median earnings

Mean earnings

By Hispanic orígin

earnj-ngs of workers

By industry :

By number of
By occupation

hours worked last week

household
household

week
work

By race
By sex

Workers in households
By household income

Median household income
Mean household i-ncome

By number of persons in
By number of workers in
By sex
By vehicles available

Workers who did not work at. home
By number of hours worked l-ast
By time leaving home t.o go to
By travel time to work

Median travel- time D-36
Mean travel time D-37

Mobile Homes--See Units in StrucLure
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CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE 757

ITEM

Not at V'Iork--See Employment Status

Not in Labor Force--See Employment Status

Number of Hours Worked Last Week:
Tot,al workers

By earnings of workers
Medjan ear+riags
Mean earnings

By means of transport.ation t.o work
By sex

Workers who
By means
By time

Number of Persons in Household:
l¡'lorkers in households

By household income
Median househol-d income
Mean household income
means of Lransportation
vehicles available

By household income
Median househol-d income
Mean household income

By means of transportation

TÀBLE NI'MBER

D- 16
D- 1_6
Tì_.1 ?

did not. work at home
of transportation to

leaving home to go to
work
work

D- 18
D- l_6
D- 1_6

D-23
D-23
D-23

D- 31
D- 31
D-32
D-33
D- 31
D- 31-

D-27 ,D-28
D-28
D-29
D-30
D-27 ,D-28
D-27

By
By

to work

Number of Workers in Household:
All households D-2

By household income D-2
Median household income D-3
Mean household income D-4

By household size D-2
By vehicles avail-able D-2

Workers in households

to work
By sex
By vehicles available D-27 ,D-28
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158 DECENNIAL CENSUS DATA FOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

TTEM

Occupation:
AIl workers

indus
means
sex

TÀBIJE NIIMBER

By earnings of workers
Median earnings
Mean earnings

|-ry
of transportation to work

By
By
By

D-10,D-r9
D- t_0
D- 11
D-L2
D- 19
D- 19
D- t_0

Part.-time--See Number of Hours Worked Last Week

Persons:
L6 years

By age
and over

By employment status
By Hispanic origin
By race
By sex

Public Transportation--See Means of Transportation to

Race:
Persons 1,6

By age
years and over

By employment status
By Hispanic origin
By sex

Workers 16
By age

years and over

By earnings of workers
Median earninqs
Mean earnings

By Hispanic origin
By means
By sex

of transportation to work

Workers in households
By Hispanic origin
By household income

Medían househol-d income
Mean household income

D-1
D-1
D-1
D-1
D-1
D-1

Work

D-1
D-t_
D-1
D-1
D-1
D-6,D-'7
D-6
D-'7
D-B
D-9
D-6,D-7
D-6,D-7
D-6
D-24
D-24
D-24
D-25
D-26

By
By

means of transportation to work D-24
vehicles availabl-e D-24
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ITEM

Sex:
Persons L6

By age
years and over

By employment status
By Hispaníc origin

Time Leaving Home to Go Lo Work:
Workers who did not work at home

By means of transportation t,o
By number of hours worked last

By means of transportat.ion
By time leaving home to go

Mean travel time
By means of transportation
By time leaving home to go

Unemployed--See Employment. Status

TABLE NTIMBER

By race D-1
lrlorkers 16 years and over D- 6 ,D-L] ,

D-13,D-L6
Blrage .-. ; : 6,D-i3
By earnings of workers

Median earnings
Mean earnings

By Hispanic origin
By means of transport,ation to work
By number of hours worked last, week
By occupation
By race D-6

Workers in households
By means of transportatj-on to work
By number of workers in househol-d
By vehicles available.

wort'.::::
week

D-t-
D-1
D-1
D-1

D-1_0, D-l_3 ,D-1-6
D-l_1 ,D-14,D-r7
D-L2, D-15, D-18
D-6
D-6 , D-13, D-l_6
D- 16
D- 10

D-27
D-27
D-27
D-27

D-23 ,D-34, D-35
D-23 ,D-34, D-35
D-23
D-34
D-36
D-37

D- 34
D-34
D- 34
D-36
D-36
D-36
D-37
D-37
D-37

By t.ravel time to work
Median travel time
Mean t.ravel- time

Travel Time to Work:
Workers who did not work at home

By means of transportation to
By time leaving home to go to
Median travel time

*otL'.::::
work

t.o work
to work

to
to

work
work
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t60 DECENNIAL CENSUS DATA FOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

rTEM TÀBIJE NTIMBER

Units in Structure:
For households D-5

By househol-d size D-5
By vehicles available D-5

Vehicles Avail-able:
For households D- 2 ,D-5

B¡àousehold inco

By household size D-2,D-5
By number of workers in household D-2
By units in structure D-5

For workers in househol-ds D-24,D-27 ,D-28
D-24By Hispanic origin

By househol-d income D- 24,D-28 ,D-31-

Median household income
Mean household income

Median household income
Mean household income

D-3
D-4

D-25,D-29,D-32
D-26, D-30, D-33

By means of transportation to work D-24,D-27,D-28
By number of persons in household D-31
By number of workers in household D-27,D-28
By race D-24
By sex D-27

Worked At Home--See Means of Transportation to Work

Workers:
Al-1 workers D-6 ,D-7 , D- 10,

D-13 ,D-L6,D-L9
D-6 , D- l_3
D-20
D-7 , D-10,
D-l_3 ,D-1_6,D-20
D- 8, D-"1_l_,
D-1,4,D-L7 ,D-2L
D-9,D-L2,
D-l_5, D-18 ,D-22
D-6,D-7

By age
By class of worker
By earnings of workers

By industry D-19
By means of transportation to work D- 6 ,D-7 ,D-1-3 ,

D-1_6, D- 19 ,D-20
By number of hours worked last week D-16

Median earnings

Mean earnings

By Hispanic origin
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CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE t6t

ITEM

Workers (continued):
By occupation

TABIJE NI'MBER

By race
By sex

D-1_0,D-Lg
D-6,D-',7
D-6 , D-l-0,
D-13,D-1-6
D-24,D-27 ,
D-29, D-31_
D-24

ïn households

By Hispanic origin' By househol_d income D_ 24,D_2T,D_3I
Median-househeld i+eême -2ffi:zW
Mean household income D_26,D_30,D_33By means of transportation to work D_ 24,D_27 ,

D-28, D-31-By number of persons ín household D_31By number of workers in household D_2.1 ,D_2gBy race D_24By sex D_27
By vehicles available D_24,D_27 ,

D-28,D-31
Who did not. work at home D_23,D_34,D_35By means of transportati_on to work D_23,D_34,D_35

By number of hours worked last week D_23By time leaving home to go to work D_23, D_ 34,D_35By travel time to work D_34
Median t,ravel_ time D_36
Mean travel time D_3jVüith earnings D_ 7 ,D_10 , D_ l_3 ,

D-16 ,D-20Median earnings D_g, D_ L1,,D_L4,
D-1,7,D_2r

Mean earnings D_9 ,D-1_2,D_L5,
D-l_B,D-22
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TTEM

1990 CENSUS TRÀI{SPORTÀTION PIJAIiTNING PACKÀGE

SUBiIECT LOCATOR

PART E TABUI,ATIONS OF !{ORKPLACE AREA DÀTA FOR STATES, COUITTIES'
MCD'S AT{D PIJACES OF 75,OOO OR MORE POPULÀTION

TÀBLE NIIMBER

Age:
AI1 workers

By Hispanic origin
By means of transPortation to work
By race
By sex

E- l_

E- l_

E-1
E- l_

E-1

E-L2
F'-]-2
E- t_3
E-L4
E-L2

Arrival Time--See

Armed Forces--See

Carpool--See Means

Class of trrlorker:
Total workers

Earnings of V'Iorkers:
Total workers

Time of Arrival at Work

Industry or OccuPation

of Transportation to Work

By earnings of workers
Median earnings
Mean earnings

By means of transportation to work

ey number of hours worked last week E-8
fqedr

Mean earnings E-1-0

E-2 , E- 5,
E- 8, E-rz

By class of worker E-L2
Median earnings E-13
Mean earnings E-14

By Hispanic origin E-2- luledian earnings E-3
Mean earnings . E-4

By means of tránsportation to work E-2,8-8,E'-]-2
Median earnings E-3,E-9'E-13
Mean earnings E-4, E-l-O 'E-L 
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CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE 1.63

ITEM TABTJE NUMBER

Earnings of Workers (continued) :

By occupation E_5
Median earnings E-6
Mean earnings E-7

By race E_2
Median earnings E-3
Mean earnings E-4

By sex E- 5,8- B
Med'ian earnings __, . . . . . . _ . _ _ E_W
Mean earnings E-7 ,E-10

Fu11-time--See Number of Hours Worked Last Week

Government Workers--See C1ass of Worker

Hispanic Origin:
A1l- workers E-L,E-2

E-1
E-2
E-3
E-4
E-L,E-2
E-1_,8-2
E-1sex.

Household fncome:
All workers in households

By age.
By earnings of workers

Median earnings '.

Mean earnings
means of transportation to work
race

By means of transportation to work
Median household income
Mean household income

By vehicles available
Median household income
Mean household income

Industry:
All workers

By means of transportation to work
By occupation

By
By
By

E- l-5
E-15
E- 1-6'

E-1-7
E-l_5
E- 16
E-L7

E- 11
E- 1_1

E-11
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ITEM

Means

TÀBIJE NTIMBER

of
All

Transportat.ion to Work:
workers E-1,8-2,E-l_1,

E-12
E-1
F.-1,2
F,-2,8- 8, E-11-

E- 16
E-]-7

E-18,8-1-9
E-18,8-L9
E-20
E-2]-
E- 18

E-8
E-8
E-9
E- 1_0

E-8
E-8

E-5, E-11-
E-5
E-6
E-7
E- t_t_

E- 1l_
E-5

By
By
By

age
cfass of worker
earnings of workers
Median earningsMedian earnings E- 3 , E- 9 ,E-L2
Mean earnings E-4 , E-10, E- l-3

erÊl{_isBan-ie erigrin :2
By industry E-11-
By number of hours worked Last week E-8
By occupation E- l-1
By race E-1-,8-2
By sex E- l-, E- 8

E-15Workers in households
By household income E-l-5

Median household income
Mean househol-d income

Workers not working at home
By time of arrival at, work

By median travel time
By me4n travel- time

By travel time to work
Median travel time

By vehicles available E-1-5

. E-20
Mean travel- time E-21'

Number of Hours
All workers

Occupation:
All workers

índus
means
sex

Worked T-,ast Week:

By earnings of workers
Median earnings
Mean earnings
means of transportation to work
sex

By
By

By earnings of workers
Medían earnings
Mean earnings

try
of transportation to work

By
By
By
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ITEM

Part-time--See Number of Hours V'Iorked Last Week

TABI,E NIIMBER

Public Transportation--See Means of Transport.atíon to Work

Race:
All workers E-1,,E-2

By age
By earnings of workers

Median earnings
Mean earnings
Hispanic origín
means of transportation to work
sex

By
By
By

Sex:
All- workers

By age

Time of Arrival at Work:
Workers not working at home

By means of transportation

Workers not working at home
By means of transport,ation

By earnings of workers
Median earnings
Mean earnings

By Hispanic origin
By means of transportation to work
By number of hours worked last week
By occupation
By race

E-2
E-3
E-4
E-L,E-2
E-r,E-2
E-1

E-1,E-B
E-1
E-5, E-8
E-6, E-9
E- 7, E- l_0
E-1
E-1,E-8
E-8
E-5
E-l-

E-1_8, E-t-9
E-18,E-]-9
E-18

E- 1_8

E- 18
E-20
E-2L
E-]-B

to work
By travel time to work

Median travel time E-20
Mean travel time E-21

Travel Time to V'Iork:

Median travel time
Mean travel tíme

By time of arrival- at work
Median travel time E-20
Mean travel time E-2:-.
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ITEM

Vehicles Available:
For workers in households

By household income in l-989
Median household income
Mean household income

By means of transportat.ion

Worked At Home--See Means of Transportat.ion Lo Work

TABLE NTIMBER

E- 15
E- 15
E- 16
E-]-7
E- 1-5

V'Iorkers:
Total

age
cl-ass of worker
earnings of workers

Hispanic origin
industry
means of transportation to work

By number of hours worked last week
By occupation
By race
By sex

In households
By househol-d income

Median household income
Mean househol-d income

By means of transportation to work
By vehicles availabl-e

Not working at home

By
By
By

By
By
By

E-1, E-2,8-5 ,
E-8, E-11- ,E-1-2
E-1
E-1,2
E-2,8- 5, E-8,
E-l-l-,8-1-2
E-L,E-2
E- 11
E-1, E-2,8-8 ,
E-1_1_,E-1,2
E-8
E-5,E-11
E-r,E-2
E-l_, E-5, E-B
E-15
E-15
E- 16
E-1-7
E- 15
E- r-5
E- r-8
E- l-8
E- 1_8'l

l

By time of a
By travel ti

Median tr
Mean trav

By means of
With earnings

rrival at
me to work
avel time

work

. E-20
e1 t ime E-21-
transportation E-18

Median earnings

E-2,E-5,E-8,
E-L2
E-3, E-6 ,E-9 ,
E-13

Mean earnings E-4,8-7,E-l-0,
E-L4
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1990 CENSUS TRJAI{SPORTATION PLAIiTNING PÀCKÀGE

SUB,JECT LOCATOR

PART F TÀBUIJATIONS OF .â,REÀ OF RESIDENCE BY AREA OF WORK FOR
STÀTES, COUIi¡1IfES' MCD'S .AI{D PIJÀCES OF 75'000 OR MORE POPULATION

ITEM T¡\BLE NT'MBER

Average Vehicle Occupancy: -See Workers PerVehicl-e

Carpool--See Means of Transportation to Work

Carpool Occupancy--See Workers Per Carpool

Departure Time--See Time Leaving Home to Go to Work

Means of Transportation to Work:
I¡lorkers who did not work at, home F-1, F-2

By time leaving home t.o go to work F-1, F-2
Mean travel time F-4
Median t,ravel time F-3

By travel time to work F-2
Mean travel time F-4
Median travel time F-3

Public Transportation--See Means of Transportation to V'Iork

Time I-.,eaving Home to Go to Work:
Workers not working at home F-1, F-2

By means of t.ransportation to work F-1, F-2
Mean travel- time F-4
Median travel time F-3

By travel time to work F-2
Mean travel t.ime F-4
Median travel time F-3
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TTEM

Travel Time t.o Work:
Workers not working at home

TABTJE NT,MBER

F-2
By means of transport.ation to work F-2

Mean travel time F-4
Median travel t.ime F-3

By time leaving home to go to, work F-2
Mean travel time F-4
Median travel time F-3

Vehicl-es, AggregaLe Number:
Used in carpooling F-7

By time leaving home to go to work F-7
Used in travel- to work F-5

By time leaving home to go t.o work F-5

Workers:
Not working at home

By means of transportation to work
Mean travel time
Median travel time

By time leaving home to go to work
Mean travel time
Median travel- time

By travel time to work
Mean travel time
Median travel time

Workers Per Carpool
By time leaving home to go to work

V'Iorkers Per Vehicle
By time leaving home to go to work

F-1, F-2
F-1, F-2
F-4
F-3
F-1, F-2
F-4
F-3
F-2
F-4
F-3

F-8
F-8

F-6
F-6
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CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE

1990 CENSUS TRJAI{SPORTATION PIJAI{NTNG PACKÀGE

SUBiIECT LOCATOR

PART 1 TABUIJÀTIONS OF RESIDENCE AREÀ DATA FOR CTPP REGIONS,
MSAg/CMSAS, PMSÀS, URBÀI{IZED AREAS, STT'DY ÀREAS. CBÐg,

ÀI{D TRAFFIC A}IALYSIS ZONES OR CENSUS TRACTS OR BLOCK GROUPS

ITEM TÀBLE NT'MBER

169

Age:

By schoo
Persons 16

By mobil
Persons in

By sex

By sex

Class of Worker:
Workers 1-6

By sex

1 enrol-lment
years and over
ity limitation

AlI persons
By sex

Persons 3 years and over

1"- 6
L-6
t--8
1-B
r-9
r-9
1 - t_l-
1-1_1
L-t2
L-1,2

status
households

Persons in group quarters

Armed Forces--See Employment Status, Industry, or Occupation

At Work--See Employment Stat.us

Automobí1es Avail-ab1e--See Vehicl-es Availabl-e

Averagie Vehicl-e Occupancy--See Workers per Vehicl_e

Carpool--See Means of Transportat.ion to Work

Carpool Occupancy--See Workers Per Carpool

Civilian Labor Force--See Employment Status

years and over L-27
t-27
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T'TIEIrrr TABI,E NUMBER

Departure Time--See Time Leaving Home To Go To Work

Disabilíty--See Mobility Limitation Status

Earnings of Workers:
sy il:åï:."å.Hi*;g"ltlti"i !" 

*?'! ' 
1_3i

Mean earnings 1--35

Education--See School Enrollment

Employed--See EmPloYment Status

Employment Status:
Persons 16 years and over

By mobíIity limitation status
By sex.

For Rent--See VacancY Status

For Sale Only--See VacancY Status

For Seasona.l, Recreational , oT Occasional Use--See Vacancy St,atus

FuI1-time--See Number of Hours Worked Last V'Ieek

Government Workers--See Class of Worker

1,-7
1- l_0
L-7

1,-L2
L-L2
1,-L2
1-50, 1-51

l

Group Quarters:
Total persons ín grouP quarters

By age
By sex

Workers in group quarters
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CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE 171.

ITEM

Hispanic Origin:
All persons

By race
Workers 16

By means
By race

Househol-ds:

TÀBLE NTIMBER

years and over

. ": :':":n:':":t:".'l î"iu. : :. : : : i_3i

1-5
l--5
L-24

By household income
Median househol-d income
Mean household income

By household size

number of workers
unít.s in strucLure
vehicles available

in househol-d

Persons in
By age
By sex

househol-ds

Tot+l_ .

With at. least one person
By number of persons
By vehicles avai1able

By
By
By

1-6 years and over
16 years and over

L-L7,1-18 ,L-20,
L-23
1,-]-4
1- 15 , L-21_
L-L6, 1_-22
1-13, L-L7

1-l-3,
t-23
L-L7,
L-23
1- 11
1- 11
l_ - l_1
1- 19
1-t-9
L-L9

a-14, 1-18

1-18, L-20,

I-L4, r-20, ]--45
1-15 , 1_-21_, L-46
1-16 , L-22, 1_-47
L-45
L-46
r-47
1, - 1,4
1-l_5
1- 16
t-20
L-2L
L-22

1- 13 , r-1,7
1- 13

Household income:
All households

Median househol-d income
Mean household income

By means of transportation
Median household income
Mean household income

By number of workers in household
Median household income
Mean household income

By vehicles available
Median household income
Mean househol-d income

Household size:
AIl households
By number of workers in household

to work
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TTEM

Housing units:

TÀBIJE NTIMBER

Total
Percent of
Unweighted

unit.s in sample
count of housing units

1-58, a-62
r--60
r-59
1-- 62
L-62
1-6r, r-62

housing
sample

Occupied
By units in strucLure

Vacant
By units in structure . r-62

Labor Force--See Employment Status

Means of TransPortation to Work:
A1l workers I-24' L-29' l--30'

1,-32, 1-33, L-44
By earníngs of workers 1-33

Med.ian earnings L-34
Mean earnings l--35

By HísPanic origin L-24
ey mobility limitation status L-44
By number of hours worked last week L-32
By race L-24
ey sex L-29

Workãrs in grouP quarters 1-51-
V,lorkers in housètrótas !-45, L-48

By household íncome L-45
Median household income l-46
Mean househoLd income L-47

By vehicles available L-48
Workers not working at home 1--36, L-37

By time leaving home to go to work 1--36
By median travel time l--55
By mean travel tíme 1-56
By standard deviation of travel time 1'-57

By travel- time to work \-37
Median travel time 1-38, 1--52

Industry:
By sex

Standard deviation of travel time

Mobile Homes--See Unit.s in Structure

By Híspanic origin
By mobility limitation status
ey number of hours worked last week

1,-26

t-54
Mean travel time 1--39, 1-53
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ITEM

Mobility Limitation. Status :

Persons 1,6 years and over
By age
By employment status

Workers 16 years and over
By means of transportation to work

Not at work--See Employment St.atus

TABTE NTIMBER

t-9, l_-10
L-9
1-t_0
L-44
r-44

Not in
Number

By
By

I-,abor Force--See Employment Status

of Hours Worked Last Week:
means of transportat.ion to work

Number of Persons L6 Years
By vehicles avaílabIe

Occupancy status, housing
By unit.s in structure

Occupation:

and Over in Household

L-32
1,-28

r-]-9

l_-1_3 , t-14, l_-l_B
r-1,4
1-l_5
L-1,6
l--13
1-t-8

L-62
L-62

r-25
L-25

a-I, a-5, 1,-6
L-6
1-5
l_-5

sex

Number of Workers in Household:
All households

By household income
Median household income
Mean household income
household size
vehicles avaíl-able

By
By

Workers 16
By sex

Part - time--See

Persons:

units

years and over

Number of Hours Worked Last Week

Total
By
By
By

age

race
Hispanic origin
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174 DECENNIAL CENSUS DATA FOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

ITEM

Persons (continued):
3 years and over

By age

TABIJE NUMBER

By school
1-6 years and

enrollment
over

1-8
1--8
1_-8
a-7, L-9, 1-L0
L-9
a-J, 1-1-0
r-9, 1--10
L-7

1-l_1
t_ - 1l_
1,-l.2
1,-L2
1,-L2

By age
By employment status
By mobilit,y limitation status
By sex ' L-t

ln IIo[Sef](JrLt

In group quarters

By age
By sex

By age
By sex

Percent of Persons
Unweighted samPle

in sample l--3
count of persons I-2

Public Transportation--See Means of Transportation to V'Iork

Race:
AI1 persons

By Hispanic origin
Workers L6 years and

By Hispanic origin
By means of transPortation

School Enrollment:

Sex:
AI1 persons

By age
Persons 16 years and over

By employment status
Persons in group quarters

By age
Persons in households

By age

over

1-5
1-5
L-24
1--24
t-24to work

Persons 3 years and over
By age

1_-B
1-8

r-6
t-6
L-1
a-7
T-12
1,-12
1- 11
t_-11
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CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE 175

rTEM

Sex (continued):
Workers 16 years and over

TABLE NT]MBER

r-25, 1,-26, a-27 ,
t_-28, 1,-29
t-27By

By
By
By
By

class of worker
means of transportation to work L-29
number of hours worked l-ast week 1--29
industry 1--26
occupation l-25

Time Leaving Home to Go to Work:
Workers noL working at home

By means of t.ransportation to work

to work

1- 31 , !-36
l--36

1,-37
1_-3'7
1-38, 1_-52
1-39, 1-53
]--54

1,-23
t-23
1,- 62
L-62

1,- 6t

1-47 , 1-18, 1,-7_9 ,
1,-20, r-23
r-20
L-2L
L- ¿Z
1"-L7

Travel Time to Work:
Workers not working at home

By means of transportation
Median travel- time
Mean travel time
Standard deviation of travel time

Unemployed--See Employment Status

Units in StrucLure:
For households

By vehicles available
For housing units

By occupancy status

Vacancy status, housing units

Vehicles Available:
For households

By household income
Median household income
Mean household income

By househol-d size
By number of persons 1-6 years and over

in household 1-19
By number of workers in househol-d 1-18
By units in structure I-23

For workÊrs i-Ít ltousehold
By means of transportation to work j--4g
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176 DECENNIAL CENSUS DATA FOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

ITEM TABIJE NTIMBER

Vehicles/ aggregaLe number:
Used in travel to work 1-40
Used in carpooling L-42
Available, for occupied housing units 1-63

Vehicle Occupancy--See Workers Per Vehicle

V'Iorked At- llome--See Means of Transportatio¡Jo V'Iork

Workers:
Total-

By
By
By
By
By

By
By
By
By
By

class of worker
earnings of workers
Hispanic origin
industry
means of transportation to work

L-24, 1--25, 1--26 ,
1--27 , 1--28, 1-29,
1-30, L-32 , l--33,
r-44
r-27
1-33
r-24
I-26
L-24, 1--29 , 1-30,
1--32, L-33 , L-44
1,-44
L-28, 1--32
1,-25
r-24
7--25, 1--26 , 1--27 ,
L-28, A-29
1-50
1- 5l-
l-45, 1_-48, 1_-49
L-45
L-46
t-47
1,-45, r-48
L-49
L-49
L-48
l_-31,1_-36,1,-37
1-31_ , r-36
L-37
1-38, 1_-52, 1-55
1-39, 1-53, r-56
L-54, L-5'7
L-36, t-37

mobil
numbe
occup
race
sex

ity limitation status
r of hours worked last week
ation

In

In group quarte
By means of
househol-ds

transportatíon to work

By household income
Median household income
Mean household income

By means of transportation to work
By number of workers in househol-d
By persons in household
By vehicles available

Not working at, home
By tj-me leavj-ng home to
By travel t.ime to work

go to work

Median travel time
Mean travel time
Standard deviat,ion of travel- time

By means of transportation to work
With earnings:

Mean earnings 1_35
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CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE 177

ITEM

Workers per carpool

I V'Iorkers per vehicle
I

TABIJE NT'IIBER

1,-43

t -4t

.ì

-t
II 1990 CTPP SUBiIECT LOC.A,fOR--Part 1 March 1, L994 Page 9
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178 DECENNIAL CENSUS DATA FOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

ITEM

1990 CENSUS TRÀ}ISPORTÀTTON PLAIi¡NTNG PACI(è,GE

SUBiTECT LOCÀTOR

PART 2 . - TABULATIONS OF T'IORKPI.,ACE ÀREA DÀT¡\ FOR
CTPP REGIONS, MSAg/CMSAS, PMSAS, STI'DY ÀREAS, CBDE, AIiID
TRjA,FFIC ÀIiIALYSIS ZONES OR CENSUS TRACTS OR BLOCK GROUPS

TABLE NT'MBER

Arrival Time--See Time of Arrival at Work

Armed Forces--See Industry or Occupation

Automobiles Available--See Vehicles Available

Average Vehicle Occupancy--See Workers Per Vehicl-e

Carpool--See Means of Transportation to Work

Carpool Occupancy--See Workers Per Carpool

Class of Worker:
hlorkers 1-6 years and over

By sex

Earnings of V'Iorkers:
Workers 16 years and over

Fu11-time--See Number of Hours Worked Last Week

Government Workers--See Class of Worker

2-4
2-4

2-1,0
By means of transportation to work 2-L0

Median earnings 2-L1'
Mean earnings 2-L2
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CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE t79

ITEM

Hispanic Origin:
Workers L6 years and over

By means
By race

of transportation to work

TABIE NIIMBER

Industry:
Workers 16

By sex
yearas and over

2-r
2-1,
2-L

2-3
2-3

Means of Transportation to Work:
Workers 16 years and over

By earnings of workers
Median earnings
Mean earnings

By Hispanic origín
By numbe
By race
By sex

r of hours worked

Workers in households
By vehicles availab1e

Workers not working at home
By time of arrival at work

By median travel t.ime
By mean travel t.ime
By standard deviation of travel time

By travel time to work
Median travel- time
Mean travel- time
Standard deviation of travel time

2-r, 2-6, 2-f ,

2-9, 2-L0
2-r0
2-1,r
2-1-2
2-r
2-9
2-t
2-6
2-17
2-L7
2-lB, 2-1-9
2-r8
2-25
2-26
2-27
2-1,9
2-20, 2-22, 2-25
2-2r,2-23,2-26
2-24, 2-27

2-5, 2-9
2-9
2-5

2-2
2-2

Number of Hours
Workers L6

By means
By sex

Occupation:
Workers L6

By sex

Worked Last Week:
years and over
of transportation to work

years and over

Part-time--See Number of Hours Worked Last Week

Public Transportat.ion--See Means of Transportation to Work
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180 DECENNIAL CENSUS DATA FOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

ITEM

Race:

TABI,E NUMBER

Workers 1-6 years and
By Hispanic origin

over 2-L
2-L
2-L

2-2, 2-3 , 2-4,

By means of transportation to work

Sex:
Workers 1-6 years and over

z-5, ¿-o
2-4By

By
By
By
By

class of worker
means of transportation to work 2-6
number of hours worked last week 2-5
industry 2-3
occupation 2-2

Time of Arrival at Work:
V'Iorkers not working at home

Travel Time to Work:
Workers not working at home

By means of transporLation

Vehicles Available:
For workers in households

By means of transPortation

Vehicles t aggregaLe number:
Used in travel to work
Used in carpooling

By means of transportation to work
By median travel time
By mean trave1 time
By standard deviation of travel time

2-8, 2-LB
2-t8
2-25
2-26
2-27

2-1,9
2-L9
2-20, 2-22, 2-25
2-2L, 2-23, 2-26
2-24, 2-27

2-25
2-26
2-27

2-L7
2-L'7

2-L3
2-L5

Median
Mean
Standard deviation

By time of arrival at. work
Median
Mean
Standard deviation

Vehicl-e Occupancy--See Workers Per Vehicle
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CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE 181

ITEM

Worked At Home--See Means

Workers 1-6 years and over:

of Transportation to

TÀBLE NT'MBER

Work

Total- 2-a, 2-2 , 2-3 ,
2-4, 2-5 , 2-6 ,
2-7, 2-9,2-1,0
2-4
2-L0

By class of worker
By earnings
Bflf-ispan-ic

of workers
rJr r9 J-rr

By industry
By means of transportation to work

work

number of hours worked last week
occupation
race
sex

In households
By vehicles available

Not working at home
By time of arrival at
By travel time to work

Median travel time
Mean travel time
Standard deviation of travel tíme

By means of transportation
Median travel time
Mean trav
St.andard

VÍith earnings
Median earnings 2-1-1-
Mean earnings 2-1-2

Workers per carpool 2-1,6

Workers per vehicle 2-L4

By
By
By
By

2-3
2-a, 2-6, 2-7,
2-9, 2-AO
2-5, 2-9
2-2
2-L
2-2, 2-3 , 2-4 ,
2-5, 2-6
2-17
2-L7
2-9, 2-1-8, 2-a9
2-8, 2-LB
2-L9
2-20, 2-22, 2-25
2-21-, 2-23 , 2-26
2-24, 2-27
2-1-8 , 2-1-9
2-20, 2-22, 2-25
2-2L, 2-23, 2-26
2-24, 2-2'7
2-L0

el- time
deviation of travel time
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t82 DECENNIAL CENSUS DATA FOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

ITEM

1990 CENSUS TRJAI{SPORT.â,TION PLAI{NING PACI(å,GE

SUBiIECT LOCÀTOR

PART 3 -- TÀBULATIONS OF AREA OF RESIDENCE BY AREA OF WORK
FOR CTPP REGIONS, MSA9/CMSAS, PMSAS, STITDY AREAS, CBDg,

A}TD TRÀFFIC A}IÀLYSIS ZONES OR CENSUS TRACTS OR BLOCK GROUPS

TABIJE NIIMBER

Average Vehicle Occupancy--See Workers Per Vehicle

Carpool--See Means of Transportation to Work

Carpool Occupancy--See Workers Per Carpool

Departure Time--See Tíme Leaving Home to Go to Work

Means of Transportation to Work:
Workers who did not work at home

By time leaving home to go to work, Lotaf
and peak period

3-1

3-1
Mean travel t.ime 3-'7
Median travel t.ime 3-6

Peak Period--See Time Leaving Home to Go to Work

Public Transportation--See Means of Transportation to Work

Time Leaving Home to Go to Work, Total and Peak Period:
Workers not working at home 3-1

By means of transportation to work 3-1-
Mean travel time 3-7
Medían travel- time 3-6

Travel Time to Work:
Workers not working at home:

By means of transportation to work:
Mean travel time 3-7
Median travel Lrme 3-6
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CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE 183

ITEM TABIJE NT'I{BER

Trave1 Time to Work (continued):
By time leaving home to go to work, total

and peak period:
Mean travel time 3-7
Median travel time 3-6

r Vehicl-es, Aggregate Number:
Used in carpooling 3-4

and peak period 3-4
Used in travel to work 3-2

By time leaving home
and peak period

to go to work, total

Workers l-6 Years and Over:
Not working at home

By means of transportation to work : 3-1
Mean travel time 3-7
Median travel time 3-6

By time leaving home to go to work, total
and peak period 3-1
Mean travel time 3-'7
Median travel time 3-6

Carpool

3-2

3-L

3-5

3-3

3-3

Workers Per
By time

and
leaving home to go to work, total-

peak period

Workers Per Vehicle
By time leaving home to go to work, total

and peak period

3-5
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t84 DECENNIAL CENSUS DATA FOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

1990 CENSUS TRJA,I{SPORTATION PLAIiINING P.â,CKÀGE

SUBiTECT LOCATOR

PÀRT 4 TABULATTONS OF RESIDENCE AREÀ DÀTA FOR CTPP REGIONS,
MSÀg/CMSAg, PMSA8, URBAr{rZED AREAS, ÀliID STIIDY AREAS

TABLE NT'MBER

Households:
Total

By
4-l.

household income in l-989 4-A
Median household income in 1989 4-2
Mean household income in 1-989 4-3
household size 4-a
units in structure 4-a
vehicles availabl-e 4-a

Household fncome in 1989:
AIl households 4-L

Median household income in L989 4-2
Mean household income in 1989 4-3
By household síze 4-1-

Median household income in 1989 4-2
Mean household income ín 1989 4-3

By unit.s in structure 4-I
Median household income in l-989 4-2
Mean household income in 1989 4-3

By vehicles available 4-1
Median household income in 1989 4-2
Mean household income in 1989 4-3

Household Size:
All households 4-L

By household income in 1989 4-L
Median household income in l-989 4-2
Mean househol-d income in 1989 4-3

By units in strucLure 4-1-
By vehicles available 4-L

Mobile Homes--See Unit,s in Structure

By
By
By
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CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE 185

ITEM TABIJE NT'MBER

Units in Structure:
AIl households 4-]-

By household income in 1989 4-l
Median household income in 1989 4-2
Mean household income in 1989 4-3
household size 4-1-
vehi-cles availabl-e 4-1-

By
By

Vehicles Available:
All households

By household j-ncome in l-989
Median household income
Mean household income in

in 1989
r_989

4-r
4-L
4-2
4-3
4 -1,By

By
household size
units in structure 4-1,
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186 DECENNIAL CENSUS DATA FOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

ITEM

1990 CENSUS TRJAIiTSPORT.B,TTON PI¡AT{NING PACKAGE

SUBJECT LOCATOR

PART 6 -- TABULATIONS OF AREA OF RESIDENCE BY ÀREA OF WORK

IN CTPP REGIONS OF OVER ONE MII,LION PERSONS FOR CTPP REGTONS'
MSAg/CMSÀS, PMSÀE, STI'DY AREAS, AIIID SUPER DISTRICTS

TABI,E NTIMBER

Average Vehicle Occupancy--See Workers Per Vehicle

Carpool--See Means of Transportation to Work

Carpool Occupancy--See Workers Per Carpool

Depart.ure Time--See Time Leaving Home to Go to Work

Means of Transportation to Work:
V'torkers who did not work at home 6-I, 6-2

By time leaving home to go to work . 6-A, 6-2
Mean travel time 6-4
Median travel time 6-3

By travel time to work 6-2
Mean travel time 6-4
Median travel- time 6-3

Public Transportat.ion--See Means of Transportation to Work

Time Leaving Home to Go to Work:
Workers not workíng at home 6-L, 6-2

By means of transportation to work - 6-L, 6-2
Mean travel- time 6-4
Median travel time 6-3

By travel time to work 6-2
Mean trave] time 6-4
Median travel time 6-3
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CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE 1.87

ITEM

Trave1 Time to Work:
Workers not working at home

TABLE NIIMBER

6-2
By means of transportation to work 6-2

Mean travel t.ime 6-4
Median travel time 6-3

By time leaving home to go to work 6-2
Mean travel time 6-4
Median travel t.ime 6-3

Vehicl-es, Aggregat.e Number:
Used in carpooling 6-7

By time leaving home to go to work 6-7
Used in travel to work 6-5

By time leaving home to go to work 6-5

Workers 1-6 Years Old and
Not working at home

Over:

By means of transport.ation to work
Mean travel time
Median travel- time

By time leaving home to go to work
Mean travel time

6-a, 6-2
6-r, 6-2
6-4
6-3
6-1, 6-2
6-4
6-3
6-2

Median travel time
By travel time to work

Mean travel time 6-4
Medían travel time 6-3

Workers Per Carpool
By time leaving home to go to work

6-8
6-8

Workers Per Vehicle
By time leaving

'r,omå io'gå io'rorL : : : : : : . 2-2
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188 DECENNIAL CENSUS DATA FOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

1990 CENSUS TRJAI\TSPORTATION PI,AI{NING PACKÀGE

SIIB'JECT LOCÀTOR

PÀ,RT 7 TÀBUI.ATIONS OF WORKPLÀCE ÀREA DATA FOR STÀTES, COI'Ii¡:TIES,
MCDg, PLACES OF 2,500 OR MORE, ÀI{D CENSUS TR'ACTS;

STATE PORTIONS OF MSAE/CMSAS' A¡ID PMSAS

TÀBL'E NIIMBERITEM

Age:
Workers t6

BY sex
years and over

Armed Forces--See Industry or Occupation

Automobiles Available--See Vehicles Available

Arrival Time--See Time of Arrival at V'Iork

Armed Forces--See Industry or Occupat'ion

Average Vehicle Occupancy--See Workers Per Vehicle

Carpool--See Means of Transportation to Work

Carpool Occupancy--See V'Iorkers Per Carpool

7-l-0
7-10

Class of üIorker:
Workers 16 Years and over 7-3,7-I!

Þr¡ TJ'i o.r=li '7 -3BY HisPanic origin
1_-)lf ¡¿Ce . . . . = - - -3

: eY sex 7-LL
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CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE 189

ITEM

Earnings of Workers:
Workers 1-6 Years and

By Hispanic origin
Mean earnings
Median earnj-ngs

TÀBIJE NIIMBER

over '7 - 4 ,7 -1-3 ,7 -1-7
7-4
7-6
7-5
7 -1"1
7 -L9
7 -]-8

By means of transporbation to work
Mean earnings
Median earnings

Mean earnings
Median earnings

By sex
Mean earnings
Median earningis

Ful-1-time--See Number of Hours Worked Last Week

Government Workers--See Class of Worker

Hispanic Origin:
Workers 16 years and over

class of worker
earnings of workers
Mean earnings
Median earnings

By
By

7-5
7 -1,3
7 -L5
'7 -1,4

7 -1- ,7 -2 ,'7 -3
'/-4,7-7
7-3
7-4
7-6
7-5
7-2
7 -'7
7-L
7 -1",7 -2,7 -3
'7 -4,',7 -7

1 -2L
7 -2L
7 -23
'7 -22

'7 -2,7 -9
'7 -2

By
By
By
By

industry
means of transPortation to work
occupaLion
race

Household Income in l-989:
Workers 16 years and over in households

By number of workers in household
Mean household income in 1989
Median household income in 1-989

Industry:
Workers L6 years and

By Hispanic origin
over

By sex
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1.90 DECENNIAL CENSUS DATA FOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

rTEM

Means of Transportation to Work:
Workers 16 years and over

By earnings of workers
Mean earnings
Median earnings

By Hispanic origin

TÀBIJE NT'MBER

By race 7-7
By sex '7 -1'6

.

By time of arrival at work
By travel time to work

Mean travel- t,ime 7 -27
Median travel time 1-26

'7-7,'7-L6,7-L7
7 -r7
7 -L9
7 -1,8
7-7

7 -24
7 -25

7 -L2
'7 -1,2

7 -2L
7 -2L
7 -23
7 -22

7 -L,7 -8
7-L
7-L
7-8

Number of Hours
Workers 16

By sex

Last Week:Worked
years and over

Number of Workers in Household:
Workers in househol-ds

By household income in 1989
Mean househol-d income in
Median household i-ncome

r_989
in L989

Occupation:
Workers 16 years and over

By Hispanic origin
By race
By sex

Part-time--See Number of Hours Worked Last Week

Publ-ic Transportation--See Means of Transportation to Work
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CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE 791

ITEM

Race:
l¡trorkers 1-6 years and over

class of worker
earnings of workers
Mean earnings
Median earnings

By Hispanic origin

TÀBIJE NIIMBER

By
By

7-1,,7-2,7-3,
7-4,7-7
7-3
7-4
7-6
7-5
'7 -1, ,7 -2 ,7 -3 ,

By
By
By

industry 7-2
means of transportation to work 7-7
occupation 7 -1-

Sex:
lnlorkers 16 years and over

By
By
By

By
By
By
By

age
class of worker
earnings of workers
Mean earnings
Median earnj-ngsj-ndustry 7 -9
means of transportation to work 7-1-6
number of hours worked last week 7-I2
occupat.ion 7 -8

7 -B ,7 -9 ,7 -1_0 ,
7 -I1, ,7 -L2 ,7 -r3 ,
'7 -]-6
7 -L0
7 -1,L
7 -L3
7 -L5
7 -L4

Time of Arrival at Work:
Workers not workíng at home

By means of transportat.ion

Travel Time to Work:
Workers noL working at home
' By means of transportation

to work
7 -20
'7 -24

7 -25
7 -25
7 -27
1 -26

Mean t.ravel- time
Median travel time

v'n"å::å 
î3"i:3?:i r:-3:;i i -28

Used in carpooling 7-30

Æ Oeeupanel--see Workers ?er Veh*ele
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t92 DECENNIAL CENSUS DATA FOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

ITEM

V'Iorked At Home--See Means of Transportation to Work

Workers 16 years and over:
Total

TABIJE NIIMBER

7-a,7-2,J-3,
7-4,7-J,7-9,
7-9,7-r0,7-tL,

By
By
By
By

age
7 -L7
7 -10
7 -3 ,'7 -L]-
7 -4 ,7 -1,3 ,7 -r7
7 -1,,7 -2 ,7 -3 ,
7-4,7-7
7-2,'7-g
7 -7 ,7 -L6
7 -1,2
7-1,7-g
'7-1,7-2,7-3,
7-4,'7-7
'7-9,7-9,7-L0,
7 -.lI ,7 -1_2 ,7 -L6
7 -2r
7 -21,
7 -23
7 -22

7 -2]-

'7 -20 ,7 -24 ,7 -25
7 -20 ,7 -24
7 -25
7 -27
7 -26
7 -24,7 -25
'7 -4 ,7 -]-3 ,7 -L7
7 -6 ,'7 -A5 ,7 -]-g
'7 -5 ,7 -:-4 ,'7 -:-8

7 -3l.

7 -29

cl-ass of
earnings
Hispanic

of workers
worker

origin

'l

.l
j

By industry
By means of transportation to work
By number of hours worked last week
By occupation
By race

By sex

fn households
By househol-d income

Mean household income in l-989
Median household income in t-989

By means of transportat.ion to work
By number of workers in household
By vehicles available

Not working at home
By time of arrival- at work
By t.ravel t.ime to work

Mean travel time
Median travel time

By means of transportation
V'Iith earnings

Mean earnings
Median earnings

Workers Per Carpool

Workers per Vehicle
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CENSUS TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PACKAGE

1990 CENSUS TRJLNSPORTATION PIJAT{NING PACKÀGE

SUBiIECT LOCATOR

PART I - - TABUITATIONS OF AREA OF RESIDENCE BY AREA OF TVORK FOR
CTPP REGTONS OF OVER ONE MIITIJION PERSONS' TIIEIR STUDY AREAS, CBDg,

AÀTD TRJA,FFTC AI{ÀLYSIS ZONES OR CENSUS TRJACTS OR BLOCK GROUPS

ITEM TABLE NT'MBER

Aut.omobiles Available--See Vehicl-es Available

t93

Carpool--See Means of Transportation to Work

Househol-d f ncome in 1989:
Workers 1-6 years and over in househol-ds

Mean househol-d income in L989
Median househol-d income in 1989
By means of transportat.ion to work

Mean household income in 1989
Median household income in 1,989

B-1
8-3
8-2
B-1
8-3
8-2

8-1
8-1
8-3
8-2

Means of Transportation to Work:
Workers L6 years and over in

By houshold income in l-989
Mean househol-d iircome
Median household income

households

Public Transportation--Means of Transport.ation to Work

Worked At Home--See Means of Transportatíon to Work

Vüorkers
By

L6 Years and Over in Households:
household income in 1989
Mean househol-d income in l-989
Median household income in 1989

By means of transportation to work
Mean househol-d income ín 1989
Median household income in 1989

in 1-989
in 1989

8-1
8-3
8-2
8-l-
B-3
8-2

Vehic]es Available:
For workers 16 years and orler in househoLds . . 8 4

By means of t.ransportation to work 8-4
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Gloss ary

AASHTù American Association of State Highway and Transporration Officials.
BTS: Bureau of Transportation Statistics, U.S. Department of Transportation.
Continuous measuremenl: Census alternative being explored. Under a continuous measure-

ment design, the decennial census conducted in 2000 would collect only the basic short-form
data on a 100 percent basis. The long-form sample characteristics-place of work and the
other journey-to-work items, the number of vehicles available to each household, persons
with mobility-related disabilities, and the whole range of social, economic, and housing data
collected on the long form-would not be collected. Instead, the long form would be replaced
by an Intercensal Long-Form Survey. The Intercensal Long-Form Survey would comprise a
monthly 250,000-household sample that would be cumulated to produce rolling averages
over some period of time. For the smallest areas (the level of sample data used to produce data
for census tracts or to aggregate in traffic analysis zones), the estimates would be S-year
moving averages. For medium-size areas (probably states, metropolitan areas, large urban-
ized areas, and large cities) annual average estimates would be produced. National estimates
could be monthly or quarterly.

CTPPz Census Transportation Planning Package.
GIS: Geographic informarion sysrems.
ISTEA: Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1997.
,lT'W: Journey to work.
MAF: Master Address File.
Matrix sømpling. Census alternative being explored. The decennial census would consist of a

short form and rotated parts of a long form to subset samples. Sample would be considered
every 10 years as part of the decennial census.

MP O : Metropolitan planning organization.
NÁRC: National Association of Regional Councils.
NPTS: Nationwide Personal Transportarion Study.
PL 94-171 (Public Law 94-171): Geographic areas covered and subject conrenr.
PUMS: fublic Use Microdata Sample.
STF 1-4 (Summary Tøpes 1-4): Each STF contains a particular set of data for specific types of

geographic areas.
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TAZt TraÍhc analysis zone.
TIGER: U.S. Bureau of the Census's Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and

Referencing. TIGER provides a digital (computer readable) geographic data base for the
location and refrrencing of mailing addresses for small geographic areas for the nation.

?IP: Transportation Improvement Program.
UTPPz Urban Transportation Planning Package.
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